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Applications advertised before acceptance-class-wise:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11-160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>161-195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>196-495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>496-533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>534-1731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1732-1846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1847-2041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2042-2070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2071-2540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2541-2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2601-2846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2847-2949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2950-2956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2957-3067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3068-3072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3073-3264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>3265-3326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>3327-3408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>3409-3558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3559-3639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>3640-3749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>3750-3768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>3769-3780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3781-3892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>3893-4438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>4439-4471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>4472-4495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>4496-4578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>4579-4788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4789-5244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>5245-5388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>5389-5532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>5533-5590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>5591-5656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>5657-6489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>6490-6614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>6615-6750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>6751-6836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>6837-6909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>6910-6942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>6943-7336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>7337-7563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>7564-7759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>7760-7883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>7884-7956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiclass</td>
<td>7957-8125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION MARK</td>
<td>8126-8739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORRIGENDA</td>
<td>8740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGISTRATION DETAIL</td>
<td>8741-8786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENEWAL</td>
<td>8787-8820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTIFICATION</td>
<td>8821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST REGISTRATIONS</td>
<td>8822-8838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVED DETAILS</td>
<td>8839-8846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTICE</td>
<td>8847</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OFFICIAL NOTES

JURISDICTION OF OFFICES OF THE TRADE MARKS REGISTRY

The Trade Marks Registry has its Head Office at Mumbai and branch Offices at Kolkata, Delhi, Chennai and Ahmedabad having territorial jurisdiction on a zonal basis under (vide Government of India Gazette Notification, dated 25.11.1959, 28.6.1960 and 21.8.1990 and further amendments thereto).

Mumbai: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at S. M. Road, Near Antop Hill, Head Post Office, Mumbai-400037. Tel: 022-24140808, Fax: 22-24140808.

Ahmedabad: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Ahmedabad, Near Chanakyapuri Over Bridge, Besides AMC City Civic Centre, Ghatlodia, Ahmedabad-380 0061.


Jurisdiction: The State of Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Goa.

Jurisdiction: The States of Gujarat and Rajasthan and the Union Territories of Daman, Diu, Dadra and Nagar Haveli.

Jurisdiction: The States of Gujarat and Rajasthan and the Union Territories of Daman, Diu, Dadra and Nagar Haveli.

Jurisdiction: The States of Gujarat and Rajasthan and the Union Territories of Daman, Diu, Dadra and Nagar Haveli.

Jurisdiction: The States of Gujarat and Rajasthan and the Union Territories of Daman, Diu, Dadra and Nagar Haveli.
Trade Marks Journal

Jurisdiction: Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal, Manipur, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Sikkim, Tripura and Union Territories of Nagaland, Andaman & Nikobar Islands, Jharkhand.

New Delhi: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at New Delhi Boudhik sampada bhavav, plot no. 32, sector 14, dwarka, New Delhi-110 075. 
Tel.: 011-28032382/Fax : 28032381


Chennai: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Chennai, Intellectual Property Rights bldg., Industrial Estate SIDCO RMD, Godown Area G.S.T Road, guindy, Chennai-600 032. 
Tel: 044- 22502044     Fax : 044-22502046

Jurisdiction: The States of Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and the Union Territories of Pondicherry and Lakshadweep Island.

Trade Marks Journal

All applications, notices, statements or order documents or any fees required by the Act or the Rules will be received only at the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry. However applications on request on form TM-10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 46, 47, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 58, 59, 61 etc.
55, 58, 59, 61 and TM-62 may be filled at appropriate office or Head Office at Mumbai.

Banks drafts and cheques shall be drawn on a scheduled bank at the place, where the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry, is situated.

Preliminary Advice by Registrar as to Distinctiveness

An application for preliminary advice by the Registrar under Sub-Section (1) of section 133 of Trade Marks Act, 1999 shall be made on Form TM-55 in respect of any goods/services comprised within any one class of goods and services, accompanied by three representations of the Trade Mark.

Associated Marks

Where it is stated that an advertised Mark is to be associated (under Section 16 of the Trade Marks Act, 1999), with another Mark indicated by its Official Number.

Official Notices – contd...

Notice is hereby given that any person who has ground of opposition to the registration of any of the Marks advertised herein according to classes under the heading “Applications advertised before Registration” may, within four months from the date of the Journal, lodge Notice of Opposition on Form TM-5 in the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry accompanied by the prescribed fee of Rs.2500/-
b. Copies of Renewal/Post Registration changes/or Journals in which such renewals/post registration changes are notified.
c. Copy of the Registration Certificate.

How you can obtain copyright certificate promptly?

The Applicant along with the request may file the following documents:

a. Copies of the representation of the label containing the Application number if any, for which the trade mark application has been filed.

b. Copies of the Registration certificate containing the label for which the registration has been obtained.

NOTICE

It is hereby informed that the Cash Counter will be opened to the public from 10.00 a.m. upto 3.30 p.m.
रजिस्ट्रीकरण के पूर्व विज्ञापित आवेदन

(इसमें धारा 20(2) के अंतर्गत पुनर्विज्ञापित आवेदन भी शामिल किए गए हैं, यदि कोई ऐसे आवेदन में दिए न गए हो तो वह पंजीकरण के लिए स्वीकृत हैं)

(प्रत्येक आवेदन के संबंध में व्यापार चिह्न रजिस्ट्रीकरण कार्यालय का समुचित दफ्तर कोष्ठक में मोटे अक्षरों में सदर्शित हैं।)

APPLICATIONS ADVERTISED BEFORE REGISTRATION

(This also include applications re-advertised under section 20(2), if any, unless otherwise stated in the application are accepted for registration) in respect of each application the appropriate office of trade marks registry is indicated is indicated in bold in brackets)
SUNPAT
Priority claimed from 20/10/2011; Application No. : 2011-075431 ;Japan
2233438   14/11/2011
BANDO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD
trading as ;BANDO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD
6-6, MINATOJIMA MINAMIMACHI 4-CHOME, CHOU-KU, KOBE-SHI, HYOGO, 650 0047, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A JAPANESE COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADHESIVES [NOT FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES].
TWISTFIX
2335127 21/05/2012
SHALIMAR BUILDCHEM PVT. LTD
16TH GF IMPROVEMENT TRUST COLONY MODEL TOWN EXTN., BLOCK D LUDHIANA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/05/2012
DELHI
MANUFACTURES, SUPPLIERS & EXPORTERS OF CHEMICAL USED FOR CONSTRUCTION^ CHEMICALS FOR USE IN RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS OJ FOR SALE IN INDIA & FOR EXPORT.
TEXTUR-RISE

2404668  01/10/2012

INNOPHOS INC.
259 PROSPECT PLAINS ROAD, CRANBURY, NEW JERSEY 08512, U. S. A.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICES PROVIDERS
( A DELAWARE CORPORATION )

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEAVENING ACID FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD
TEXTUR-MELT

2404669   01/10/2012

INNOPHOS INC.
259 PROSPECT PLAINS ROAD, CRANBURY, NEW JERSEY 08512, U. S. A.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICES PROVIDERS
( A DELAWARE CORPORATION )

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS USED IN THE PROCESSING OF CHEESE AND CHEESE PRODUCTS TO IMPROVE MELT PROPERTIES
TEXTUR-SURE
Priority claimed from 17/09/2012; Application No. : 85/731,180 ; United States of America
2404676 01/10/2012
INNOPHOS INC.
259 PROSPECT PLAINS ROAD, CRANBURY, NEW JERSEY 08512, U. S. A.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICES PROVIDERS
( A DELAWARE CORPORATION )
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS USED IN THE PROCESSING OF GRAIN PRODUCTS TO IMPROVE THEIR TEXTURE PROPERTIES
TEXTUR-BIND
Priority claimed from 17/09/2012; Application No. : 85/731,175; United States of America
2404677 01/10/2012
INNOPHOS INC.
259 PROSPECT PLAINS ROAD, CRANBURY, NEW JERSEY 08512, U. S. A.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICES PROVIDERS
(A DELAWARE CORPORATION)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS USED IN THE PROCESSING OF MEAT, POULTRY AND SEAFOOD PRODUCTS TO IMPROVE THE TEXTURE, TASTE AND SHELF LIFE
2462228  18/01/2013
ASHOKA FERTILIZERS PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO.11, VRINDAVAN SHILP, PIPE LINE ROAD, ANANDWALLI, NASHIK-422013, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHUNATH SARASWAT, ADVOCATE
OFFICE NO.1&2, SATYAM ARCADE, RAMWADI, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411 014.
Used Since :17/01/2013
To be associated with:
2462226
MUMBAI
ALL KINDS OF FERTILIZERS, LIQUID FERTILIZERS, GRANULATED FERTILIZERS, WATER SOLUBLE
FERTILIZERS, NITROGENOUS FERTILIZERS, BIO FERTILIZERS, PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS, POTASSIUM FERTILIZERS,
PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS, ORGANIC MANURES, MICRONUTRIENTS, AGRO CHEMICALS, CHEMICALS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2484853  26/02/2013
KG PLASTOCHENM (I) PVT. LTD.
3359, AMBA HOUSE, HAUZ QAZI, DELHI - 110 006.
MERCHANTS /MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 01/02/2004
DELHI
PVC ADHESIVE, SYNTHETIC RESIN & RUBBER ADHESIVE FOR DOMESTIC, TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL PURPOSE AS PER CIASS-01.
WILICON
2500121  21/03/2013
WILLOWOOD CROP SCIENCES PVT. LTD
409, 4TH FLR, SALCON AURUM, DISTRICT CENTRE JASOLA NEW DELHI 25
MARKETERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AGRO-CHEMICALS.
HYPERFORM

2515485  17/04/2013
MILLIKEN & COMPANY
920 MILLIKEN ROAD SPARTANBURG SOUTH CAROLINA 29303 USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.
Used Since :22/10/2009
DELHI
CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR POLYMERS; CHEMICALS IN THE NATURE OF NUCLEATING AGENTS; CHEMICALS IN THE NATURE OF REINFORCING AGENTS
2519216   25/04/2013
JUBILANT AGRI & CONSUMER PRODUCTS LTD
PLOT NO 15 KNOWLEDGE PARK-II GREATER NOIDA
MERCHANDS AND MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY;
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTIC; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING
SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY.
2519217  25/04/2013
JUBILANT AGRI & CONSUMER PRODUCTS LTD
PLOT NO 15 KNOWLEDGE PARK-II GREATER NOIDA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Aagents address:
L.S. DARAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY;
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING
SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018 Class 1

2519218  25/04/2013
JUBILANT AGRI & CONSUMER PRODUCTS LTD
PLOT NO 15 KNOWLEDGE PARK-II GREATER NOIDA
MERCHANTABILITY AND MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY;
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING
SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY.
2541375  31/05/2013
JAYKISAN AGRO FERTILIZERS PVT. LTD.
STAR CHAMBERS, OFFICE NO. 817, DR. RAJENDRAPRASAD ROAD, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT-360 001.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
Used Since :18/05/1995

AHMEDABAD
CALCIUM, MAGNESIUM, SULFUR, POTASSIUM, ROCK PHOSPHATE AND NATURAL GYPSUM USED IN FERTILIZERS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word POWER GOLD.
2568465  23/07/2013
G S C GROUP S.P.A.,
VIA DELL INDUSTRIA 5 36054 MONTEBELLO VICENTINO (VI) ITALY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHNAT ASSOCIATES
K1/125 LOWER GROUND FLOOR CHITTARANJAN PARK NEW DELHI-19

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

HEREBY MADE FOR REGISTRATION IN THE REGISTER OF THE ACCOMPANYING TRADE MARK IN CLASS 1 IN RESPECT OF "CHEMICALS USED IN THE TANNERY INDUSTRY, CHEMICALS USED IN THE TREATMENT AND WORKING OF ANIMAL HIDES AND LEATHER, TANNING SUBSTANCES, TANNING AGENTS FOR LEATHER WORKING, TANNING AGENTS FOR ANIMAL HIDES, TANNING COMPOSITIONS FOR ANIMAL SKINS, COMPOSITIONS FOR TANNING LEATHER, TAN, SEED DRESSINGS FOR PRESERVATION, PREPARATIONS FOR TANNING LEATHER, ENZYMES FOR THE TANNING INDUSTRY, SYNTETIC NEUTRALISING TANNING MATERIALS, TANNING SUBSTANCES, TANNING OILS FOR ANIMAL SKINS, TANNERY OILS, OILS FOR TANNING LEATHER, OILS FOR CURRYING LEATHER, PASTES FOR TANNING LEATHER AND SKINS, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR TANNING HIDES, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR TANNING SKINS, TANNING PREPARATIONS FOR SKINS, PREPARATIONS FOR TANNING LEATHERS, BATE FOR DRESSING SKINS, SUMAC FOR USE IN TANNING, CHEMICALS USED IN THE TANNING INDUSTRY, INDUSTRIAL SALTS FOR THE PRESERVATION OF SKINS, CHEMICALS FOR USE IN TREATING SKINS, LEATHER-WATERPROOFING AGENTS, SOFTENERS FOR LEATHER, GREASING AGENTS FOR LEATHER, FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, LEATHER GLUES, EMULSIFIERS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF LEATHER AND TEXTILE MATERIALS, ENZYMATIC MORDANTS (CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS) FOR USE IN THE LEATHER INDUSTRY, OILS FOR USE IN THE LEATHER INDUSTRY, OILS FOR PREPARING LEATHER IN THE COURSE OF MANUFACTURE, MASTIC FOR LEATHER, PASTE FOR INDUSTRIAL USE FOR BONDING LEATHER, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR RENOVATING LEATHER, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR TREATING LEATHER, LEATHER-IMPREGNATING CHEMICALS, LEATHER-WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS, LEATHER-IMPREGNATING CHEMICALS, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR POLISHING LEATHER, LEATHER-WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS, LEATHER-RENOVATING CHEMICALS, PREPARATIONS FOR TREATING LEATHER, LEATHER-DRESSING CHEMICALS, LEATHER-RENOVATING CHEMICALS, WATER-PROOFING CHEMICALS FOR LEATHER, DRESSINGS IN LIQUID FORM FOR WATERPROOFING LEATHER SHOES
2580005  14/08/2013
SH. POMINDER NARANG
KAMALJEET JHAMB
SH. VISHAL NARANG
SH. ANUBHAV NARANG
VIKAS JHAMB
SMT. USHA JHAMB
SMT. NEERA NARANG
trading as ;UNIQUE WOOD PRODUCTS
252/1B KATRA PEDAN TILAK BAZAR DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/01/1992
DELHI
KUCHCH FOR TANNING USE AND TANNING SUBSTANCE INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
2587632  29/08/2013
ARVIND GAJANAN DESHPANDE
trading as; ARVIND BIO-TECH
AT POST-KARVIND-444301, TALUKA-CHIKHALI, DISTRICT-BULDHANA-443001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHUNATH SARASWAT, ADVOCATE
OFFICE NO.1&2, SATYAM ARCADE, RAMWADI, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411 014.
Used Since: 01/01/2006
MUMBAI
BIO-STIMULANT USED IN AGRICULTURE, BIO-MANURE, BIO-FERTILIZERS
ASHOKA FERTILIZERS PRIVATE LIMITED  
FLAT NO.11, VRINDAVAN SHILP, PIPE LINE ROAD, ANANDWALLI, NASHIK-422013, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
RAGHUNATH SARASWAT, ADVOCATE  
OFFICE NO.1&2, SATYAM ARCADE, RAMWADI, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411 014.  
Used Since :15/09/2013  
To be associated with:  
2462226, 2462228  
MUMBAI  
ALL KINDS OF FERTILIZERS, LIQUID FERTILIZERS, GRANULATED FERTILIZERS ,WATER SOLUBLE FERTILIZERS ,NITROGENOUS FERTILIZERS, BIO FERTILIZERS, PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS, POTASSIUM FERTILIZERS ,PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS, ORGANIC MANURES, MICRONUTRIENTS, AGRO CHEMICALS, CHEMICALS  
Mark to be used as substantially shown.  
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2462228..
2682142  19/02/2014
RAVINDRA BHASKAR THATTE
trading as ;ECO AGRO SERVICES
E-14, MEERA LOGISTICS AND WAREHOUSING CO. SURVEY NO.163 (PART), A/P FURSUNGI, TAL-HAVELI, DIST-PUNE-412308, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHUNATH SARASWAT, ADVOCATE
OFFICE NO.1&2, SATYAM ARCADE, RAMWADI, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411 014.
Used Since :19/01/2014

MUMBAI
FERTILIZER MIXTURE CONTAINING WATER SOLUBLE POTASSIUM CHELATED 100% BY HEPTAGLUCONIC ACID
2682149  19/02/2014
MRS. MANJUSHA LAXMAN DOLE
MRS. SHARANYA SHASHIKANT SHETTY
MRS. HEMLATA ARUN KHAIRNAR
trading as ;GODAVARI BIO FERTILIZER INDUSTRIES
B-255, MALEGAON, M.I.D.C., SINNAR, DISTRICT-NASHIK-422103, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHUNATH SARASWAT, ADVOCATE
OFFICE NO.1&2, SATYAM ARCADE, RAMWADI, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411 014.
Used Since :26/08/2013
MUMBAI
BIO-FERTILIZER, MANURES
2704456    24/03/2014
GEOLIFE AGRITECH INDIA PVT. LTD.
301, 3RD FLOOR, MARATHON MAX, L.B.S.MARG, OPP. NIRMAL LIFESTYLE, MULUND, MUMBAI, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :19/04/2012
MUMBAI
MANURES AND FERTILIZERS
2705546  25/03/2014
VIKAS S. SARAF H.U.F
5, SHEELA SMRUTI, TEJPAL SCHEME ROAD NO.3, VILE PARLE (EAST) MUMBAI-400057
MANUFACTURER/TRADER
AN INDIVIDUAL APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :01/09/1976
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY IN CLASS 1
2709513  31/03/2014
MR. DEVENDER KUMAR RATAWAL
trading as ;DEE KAY AUTO INDUSTRIES
RA-30, GALI NO-10, ANAND PARBAT INDUSTRIAL AREA, OPP. VISH KARMA MANDIR, DELHI 110005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :18/12/2007
DELHI
CHEMICALS & CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS & AGRICULTURE, AS PER CLASS-01.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD OIL SEALS.
OPTIMAX
2711680  04/04/2014
IMERYS FILTRATION MINERALS, INC
1732 NORTH FIRST STREET SUITE 450 SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA 95112
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION OF DELAWARE, USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI - 110 019, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ALUMINA SILICATE FOR USE IN PAINT AND COATINGS
2738279  15/05/2014
M/S. GREENCROSS AGRO CHEMICALS (P.) LTD.
trading as ;M/S. GREENCROSS AGRO CHEMICALS (P.) LTD.
S-17-18, 2ND FLOOR, YASHWANT PLAZA, OPPOSITE RAILWAY STATION, INDORE-452001, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/04/2008
MUMBAI
PLANT GROWTH PROMOTERS AND FERTILIZERS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descrptive matter..
JAGADISH MURLIDHAR KOTME
SANGITA ARUN KOTAME.
trading as ; ENJOCHEM AGROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
S.NO. 53-2/1, KOTAMGAON, TAL- YEOLA, DIST- NASHIK, MAHARASHTRA- 423401
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :01/03/2012
MUMBAI
BIO FERTILIZERS AND BIO HARMON, AND BIO PLANT PRODUCTS AND AGRICULTURE USE IN CLASS 1
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
RCM-HARIT SANJIVANI

2762186  25/06/2014

VYENKATESH AGROTRADE PVT. LTD.
D-13, Silver Heights, Opp Hotel Sandeep, Gurudwra Road, Nasik - 422009

Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since: 01/10/2009

MUMBAI

Plant growth nutrients, Plant growth regulating preparations.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE HARIT SANJIVANI.
BIOSAT
2771867  10/07/2014
ANULEKH AGROTECH PVT. LTD.
401, Homestead, Lokhandwala Complex, Andheri-West, Mumbai - 400053
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :30/09/2013
MUMBAI
2853008   01/12/2014
V. PALANIKUMAR
trading as ;PM BIO TECH
NO: 45, RAJA COMPLEX, ARUN HOSPITAL (OPP), NEW SCHEME ROAD, POILACHI TOWN, POLLACHI - 642001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :05/07/2012
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING ORGANIC MANURE, ORGANIC FERTILIZER
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD BIOTEC SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF TAMIL NADU STATE ONLY.
PRIME STAR

2888460 23/01/2015
SHASHANK KAJARIA
trading as ;PRIME INTERNATIONAL
3,AMARTALA STREET,2ND FLOOR,R/NO.37,KOLKATA 700001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Used Since :02/05/2014
KOLKATA
All Kinds of Adhesive not included in Other Classes

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN STATES OF INDIA BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM- M.
DURAPLUS DYES AND CHEMICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as DURAPLUS DYES AND CHEMICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
F324, VAIBHAV APTS, 62, EVK SAMPATH RD, VEPERY, CHENNAI-600007
GOODS & SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :23/12/2014
CHENNAI
Heavy Chemicals, Acids, Alkalies, Petrochemicals, Organic And Inorganic Chemical Compounds And Other Chemicals;
All Types Of Tannins, Tannin Extracts, Essences, Solvents, Chemical Intermediates, Chemical Auxiliaries, Textile
Auxiliaries, Cellophanes Adhesives, Bio-Chemicals, Synthetic Resins, Artificial Resins
Puretech
2911209  26/02/2015
SARJAN WATERTECH INDIA PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;SARJAN WATERTECH INDIA PVT. LTD.,
PLOT NO. 471, TAJPUR ROAD, BEHIND UNIQUE FIX-A-FORM, NEAR VOLGA AIR TECH, SHIVAM PACKAGING, CHANGODAR, AHMEDABAD - 382213, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/02/2015
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPES OF CHEMICAL USED FOR TREATEMENT & PURIFICATION OF WATER GOODSALL TYPES OF CHEMICAL USED FOR TREATEMENT & PURIFICATION OF WATER GOODS.
2915279 03/03/2015
MANILALBHAI S. PATEL
MANILALBHAI S. PATEL
HEMLATABEN M. PATEL
trading as ;M/S. KRISHNA ENTERPRISE
A/63, BHULABHAI DESAI PARK SOCIETY, LAXMIKANT ASHRAM ROAD, KATARGAM, SURAT-395004, GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/02/2014
AHMEDABAD
WOOD ADHESIVE SYNTHETICS INCLUDED IN CLASS 01.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF. Sale of goods is restricted in the state of Gujrath only.
2919921  12/03/2015

ALLIGO AGROVET PVT LTD
76, SARTHAK, BAJIRAO NAGAR, TIDKE COLONY, NASHIK-422008.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 09/06/2014

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS OF FERTILIZER AND AGRO CHEMICALS
PURVA

2923396    17/03/2015
PURAVANKARA PROJECTS LIMITED.
trading as; PURAVANKARA PROJECTS LIMITED.
130/1, ULSOOR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 042
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SATISH KUMAR
‘SIVAM’ 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY
2932223  30/03/2015
HEALTHVEDA HERBALS
J-2/22, ADDITIONAL M I D C, SATARA-415004 STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PLANT SUPPLEMENT, FERTILISER, PESTICIDES AND MIXTURES FOR AGRICULTURE USE INCLUDING AGRO FEEDS
2939998  11/04/2015
ROQUETTE RIDDHI SIDDHI PVT LTD
Floor 18, Shapath V, Near Karnavati Club, S G Road, Ahmedabad 380015, Gujarat, INDIA.
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Company's Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :08/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry, starch used in industry, sizing materials for use in industry and textile purpose
Colour is claimed
AGRORICH AGENCIES
DOOR NO.VIII/394F, NILAMBUR MUNICIPALITY, RAMAMKUTH, NILAMBUR, MALAPPURAM-DT KERALA-679330
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/07/2012
CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY
STTORM

2955044   05/05/2015
SRINIVASAN DAMODARAN
3/8, AISWARAYA APARTMENT, TANK BUND ROAD, 1ST STREET, NUNGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI-600 034
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANNA ASSOCIATES
NO. 35, I MAIN ROAD LAKE AREA, NUNGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 034.
Used Since :10/12/2014
CHENNAI
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRIES FOR LAUNDRY PURPOSE
PRATHISTA NANO NITROGEN

2960046  11/05/2015
PRATHISTA INDUSTRIES LTD.,
trading as ;PRATHISTA INDUSTRIES LTD.,
1-10-170/23, BHARATHI NAGAR, TEMPLE ALWAL, SECUNDERABAD - 500 010, (T.S), INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :10/08/2010
To be associated with:
1618927, 2801732
CHENNAI
NANO FERTILIZERS AND MICRO NUTRIENTS
PRATHISTA NANO PHOSPHOROUS
2960052  11/05/2015
PRATHISTA INDUSTRIES LTD.,
trading as ;PRATHISTA INDUSTRIES LTD.,
1-10-170/23, BHARATHI NAGAR, TEMPLE ALWAL, SECUNDERABAD - 500 010, (T.S), INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since: 10/08/2010
To be associated with:
1618927, 2801732, 2960046, 2960047, 2960048, 2960049, 2960050, 2960051
CHENNAI
NANO FERTILIZERS AND MICRO NUTRIENTS
The mark should be used as a whole.
PRATHISTA NANO MEGNESIUM
2960053 11/05/2015
PRATHISTA INDUSTRIES LTD.,
trading as ;PRATHISTA INDUSTRIES LTD.,
1-10-170/23, BHARATHI NAGAR, TEMPLE ALWAL, SECUNDERABAD - 500 010, (T.S), INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :10/08/2010
To be associated with:
1618927, 2801732, 2960046, 2960047, 2960048, 2960049, 2960050, 2960051, 2960052
CHENNAI
NANO FERTILIZERS AND MICRO NUTRIENTS
_The mark should be used as a whole._
PRATHISTA NANO MANGANESE
2960055  11/05/2015
PRATHISTA INDUSTRIES LTD.,
trading as ;PRATHISTA INDUSTRIES LTD.,
1-10-170/23, BHARATHI NAGAR, TEMPLE ALWAL, SECUNDERABAD - 500 010, (T.S), INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :10/08/2010
To be associated with:
1618927, 2801732, 2960046, 2960047, 2960049, 2960049, 2960050, 2960051, 2960052, 2960053, 2960054
CHENNAI
NANO FERTILIZERS AND MICRO NUTRIENTS
Subject to association with 2960047, 2960049, 2960052, 2960053 and 2960054 and Subject to no exclusive right to the separate words except substantially as shown on the form of representation...
PRATHISTA NANO SULPHUR

2960056  11/05/2015

PRATHISTA INDUSTRIES LTD.,
trading as : PRATHISTA INDUSTRIES LTD.,
1-10-170/23, BHARATHI NAGAR, TEMPLE ALWAL, SECUNDERABAD - 500 010, (T.S), INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since : 10/08/2010

To be associated with:
2801732, 2816301, 2960046

CHENNAI

NANO FERTILIZERS AND MICRO NUTRIENTS

The mark should be used as a whole..
2972304    27/05/2015
OMKAR FERTILISERS PVT LTD
trading as ;OMKAR FERTILISERS PVT LTD
FLAT NO. 402, SRINIVASAN, RAGHAVENDRA NAGAR, NEAR RTA OFFICE, KONDA Pur, HYDERABAD - 500 084 (T.S)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :06/06/2013
CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF FERTILISERS FOR PLANTS FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF TELEGANA AND ANDHRA PRADESH
2972305   27/05/2015
OMKAR FERTILISERS PVT LTD
trading as ;OMKAR FERTILISERS PVT LTD
FLAT NO. 402, SRINIVASAN, RAGHAVENDRA NAGAR, NEAR RTA OFFICE, KONDAPUR, HYDERABAD - 500 084 (T.S)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :06/06/2013
CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF FERTILISERS FOR PLANTS FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF TELEGANA AND ANDHRA PRADESH
PHOSFOMINE
3005618   09/07/2015
M/S. INDORE BIOTECH INPUTS & RESEARCH (P). LTD.
6, SIKH MOHALLA, MAIN ROAD, INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FERTILIZERS AND BIO FERTILIZERS
3006072  13/07/2015
HANMANTRAO K. PAWAR
trading as : PANCHAGANGA AGRO COMPANY
PUSHKARAJ, BEHIND NATRAJ THEATER, PUNE-BANGLORE ROAD, KARAD, DIST-SATARA-415110
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since : 29/07/2006
MUMBAI
AGRICULTURE FERTILIZER AND CHEMICAL
3006074   13/07/2015
HANMANTRAO K. PAWAR
trading as ;PANCHAGANGA AGRO COMPANY
PUSHKARAJ, BEHIND NATRAJ THEATER, PUNE-BANGLORE ROAD, KARAD, DIST-SATARA-415110
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :02/07/2014
MUMBAI
AGRICULTURE FERTILIZER AND CHEMICAL
SOLVEL

3009503  15/07/2015
AJIT HALDANKAR
trading as ;M/s. HAM ENTERPRISES
Shop No. 10, Manali building no. 2, Evershine Nagar, Malad (W), Mumbai - 400064, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :25/07/2013
MUMBAI
Adhesives used for industrial purpose
3011446  15/07/2015
ARIHANT FERTILIZER CORPORATION
PARESH PATEL
JINGNABEN PATEL
GEETABEN PATEL
trading as ;ARIHANT FERTILIZER CORPORATION
PLOT NO. 1008/3, BESIDE BEIL, NEAR KARMATUR CHOKDI, GIDC ESTATE, ANKLESHWAR-393002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH SURYAWALA
N/7, 1st floor, Dhavalgiri Aprtment, B/h Dr. Swadiya"s Hospital, Nr. Kuber Bhuvan, Kothi, Vadodara, Gujarat.
Used Since :01/12/2014
AHMEDABAD
FERTILIZER AND AGRICULTURE PRODUCTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.device of LEAVES except as substantially shown in the label.
3012831 20/07/2015
SANJAYBHAI DEVAIYA
trading as ;SUKSAN ENTERPRISE
40, SHIROMANI TENAMENT, NR. SIDDHESHWAR SHOPPING, VIRAT NAGAR ROAD, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD-382415.
GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/08/2007
To be associated with:
1925926
AHMEDABAD
ADHESIVES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSE INCLUDED IN CLASS 01.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16..restriction of goods for sale in the state of GUJARAT only by way of filing TM- M.,
3017982 28/07/2015
PANKAJ NIKUMBH
trading as ;YASH ORGANICS
BASEMENT NO - 1, AKSHARDHAM APT, PETHPHATA, OPP. GULAB BAUG, PANCHAVATI , NASHIK- 422003
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :31/08/2003
MUMBAI
PLANT GROWTH REGULATOR, BIO STIMULANT, SOIL CONDITIONER INCLUDED IN CLASS 1
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018 Class 1

3019845  29/07/2015
SHANKAR SINGH SENGAR
SANDEEP CHOUDHARY
KAMLESH GULE
trading as; M/S. ASIAN AGRO CHEMICALS
130, S.R. COMPOUND, DEWAS NAKA, INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 01/01/2015
MUMBAI
Agriculture, chemicals used in industry, horticulture and forestry, chemicals substances for preserving foods stuffs
3027224  05/08/2015
SYED AZAM
trading as ;NEW APSARA AGENCIES
# 637-A, KHATA NO 848&562-B KHATA NO 847, 17TH CROSS, GOVINDPURA MAIN ROAD NEAR RASHAD MOSQUE, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, PIN 560047
Manufacture and supplier
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :11/05/2003
CHENNAI
Adhesives for industrial purposes; Chemicals used in industry
SUBJECT TO NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS/WORDS SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION..
3033083  14/08/2015
DINESH VALJIBHAI PATEL
trading as ;M/S. BLUEGEM TILES
V-7, MIDS AREA, JALGAON-425003, MAHARASHTRA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2010
To be associated with:
1980487
MUMBAI
ADHESIVES USED IN BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTIONS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LEAK LOCK and other descriptive matter except as substantial on label.
PRIMUS
3033116  14/08/2015
M/S. VITAL CROP SCIENCE PVT LTD
101, VAIBHAV CHAMBER, 7/1, USHAGANJ CHHAWNI INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2004
MUMBAI
BIO-CHEMICALS, BIO-FERTILIZERS AND PLANT GROWTH PROMOTERS
VITARA PLUS
3033117  14/08/2015
M/S. VITAL CROP SCIENCE PVT LTD
101, VAIBHAV CHAMBER, 7/1, USHAGANJ CHHAWNI INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2015
MUMBAI
BIO-CHEMICALS, BIO-FERTILIZERS AND PLANT GROWTH PROMOTERS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
HUMIGIL

3033119  14/08/2015
M/S. VITAL CROP SCIENCE PVT LTD
101, VAIBHAV CHAMBER, 7/1, USHAGANJ CHHAWNI INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2005

MUMBAI
BIO-CHEMICALS, BIO-FERTILIZERS AND PLANT GROWTH PROMOTERS
3033121  14/08/2015
M/S. VITAL CROP SCIENCE PVT LTD
101, VAIBHAV CHAMBER, 7/1, USHAGANJ CHHAWNI INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2004
To be associated with:
3033116
MUMBAI
BIO-CHEMICALS, BIO-FERTILIZERS AND PLANT GROWTH PROMOTERS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3033116..
M/S. VITAL CROP SCIENCE PVT LTD
101, VAIBHAV CHAMBER, 7/1, USHAGANJ CHHAWNI INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :08/06/2013
MUMBAI
PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS FERTILIZING, FERTILIZING PREPARATIONS, MICRO NUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTERS, BIO-CHEMICALS AND BIO-FERTILIZERS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION. OTHER DESCRIPTIVE WORD..
FERTILA
3033123  14/08/2015
M/S. VITAL CROP SCIENCE PVT LTD
101, VAIBHAV CHAMBER, 7/1, USHAGANJ CHHAWNI INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :08/06/2013
To be associated with:
3033122
MUMBAI
PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS FERTILIZING, FERTILIZING PREPARATIONS, MICRO NUTRIENTS,
PLANT GROWTH PROMOTERS, BIO-CHEMICALS AND BIO-FERTILIZERS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3037871  20/08/2015
VINOD RATHI
trading as ;M/S. AGRO RASAYAN PRODUCTS
67, INDUSTRIAL AREA, RAU-453331, INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANDS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMAAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/06/2014
MUMBAI
BIO STIMULANT ORGANIC MANURE
3041501 27/08/2015
PROVIDENT HOUSING LIMITED
trading as ;PROVIDENT HOUSING LIMITED
39, ULSOOR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 042 KARNATAKA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SATHISH KUMAR
‘SIVAM’ 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.
Used Since :01/10/2014
CHENNAI
"CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY".
3057751  16/09/2015
K. K. EMULSIONS PVT. LTD.
181, Mahatma Gandhi Road, Ground Floor, Kolkata – 700 007, State of West Bengal
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Emulsions, Adhesives and Glues used in Industry and in the manufacture of furniture
3060396   22/09/2015
KRISHNA GREEN CROPS PRIVATE LIMITED.
G-7-G-8, SHIV MOTI NAGAR, NEMAWAR ROAD, INDORE (M.P.).
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Used Since :01/05/2010
MUMBAI
BIO CHEMICALS, FERTILIZERS AND BIO ORGANICS MANURE.
3060397  22/09/2015
ASHUTOSH AGRAWAL,
trading as ; A. S. BIOTECH PRODUCT
G-7-G-8, SHIV MOTI NAGAR, NEMAWAR ROAD, INDORE (M.P.).
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/07/2014
MUMBAI
BIO CHEMICALS, FERTILIZERS AND BIO ORGANICS MANURE.
3060402  22/09/2015
SHEWETA AGRAWAL.
trading as ;RAFTAR BIO CROP SCIENCES
G-7-G-8, SHIV MOTI NAGAR, NEMAWAR ROAD, INDORE (M.P.).
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/07/2014
MUMBAI
BIO CHEMICALS, FERTILIZERS AND BIO ORGANICS MANURE.
SORBEFLUID
3063138  23/09/2015
SORBE BIOTECHNOLOGY (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
210-213, Dhanlaxmi Service Industrial Estate, Above Navnit Motors, Gokul Nagar, Majiwada, Thane West, Thane 400601
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308
Used Since :19/04/2001
To be associated with:
3063137
MUMBAI
Auxiliary chemicals used in textile process industry
PHOSPHOZOL

3063894    25/09/2015

NARENDRA PUROHIT
D-26, KAMDHENU COMPLEX, HADAPSAR, PUNE - 411025, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL USED FOR PURIFYING SUGAR
FOCUS CROP KING

3064055 24/09/2015

BIPIN KUMAR CHATURVEDI
105-B, NILGIRI APPARTMENT, KALINDI MID TOWN, INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BIO FERTILIZER, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND HORTICULTURE
3073757   09/10/2015
HARSHAD SHANTILAL SHAH.
MUKESH SHANTILAL SHAH.
RUSHABH HARSHAD SHAH.

trading as ;QUALITY CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES.

PLOT NO.: D-198, TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MIDC TURBHE, NAVI MUMBAI-400705. MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING.
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/06/1996

MUMBAI

CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY;
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESEVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING
SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY
SOLUMAX
3078752  15/10/2015
SOLUFEED PLANT PRODUCTS AND SERVICES PVT. LTD.
DR. SAVKAR ACCIDENT HOSPITAL, LOKMANYA NAGAR, GANGAPUR ROAD, NASHIK-422002, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/09/2015
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF INORGANIC, ORGANIC FERTILIZERS, CHEMICAL, PLANT NUTRIENT, BIO-
PRODUCT USED IN AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 01
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3089682  30/10/2015
SPECIAL BIOCHEM PVT. LTD
3 - SHIV APARTMENT, OPP. D.I.G BUNGLOW, CAMP, AMRAVATI - 444602, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER, BIO FERTILIZER, ORGANIC FERTILIZER, MICRO NUTRIENT FERTILIZER, SOIL CONDITIONER
FIRE SHIELD

3096790    10/11/2015

ADITYA JALAN
trading as ; Aditya Jalan

CJ 52, Salt Lake City, Sector II, Kolkata 700 091, West Bengal, India.
Manufacturer, Merchant & Exporter.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Chemical used in industry, fire extinguishing compositions; fireproofing preparations.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018  Class 1

3104148   23/11/2015
MAGANLAL V PANCHAMATIA
trading as ;MAYUR INDUSTRIES
MASKASATH, ITWARI, NAGPUR - 440002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Used Since :18/12/1980
MUMBAI
CAMPHOR FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSE
CHEMFAB ALKALIS LIMITED
'GNANANANDA PLACE', KALAPET, PUDUCHERRY - 605 014.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/05/2015

CHENNAI
CAUSTIC SODA FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; SODIUM HYDROXIDE FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; LIQUID CHLORINE;
HYDROGEN; HYDROCHLORIC ACID; SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE; BARIUM SULPHATE; CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY,
SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED
ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND
SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES;
ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY.
3766203   28/02/2018
SANJAYBHAI H. SHENJALIYA
trading as ;J K POLYMERS
PLOT No. 163 to 165, PANCHDEV IND. ESTATE, VILL. PIPODARA, TAL. MANGROL, DIS. SURAT-394110, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since :29/09/2011
AHMEDABAD
PLASTIC POLYMER.
3792204  29/03/2018
NUVOCO VISTAS CORPORATION LIMITED
EQUINOX BUSINESS PARK, TOWER 3, EAST WING, 4TH FLOOR, LBS MARG, KURLA (WEST), KURLA – 400 070,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Body Incorporated

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE, 1B, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
CEMENT PRESERVATIVES AND CEMENT-WATERPROOFING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICALS USED IN CEMENT AND
CEMENTITIOUS BINDING COMPOSITIONS; CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE,
HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY
KRISHNA ENZYTECH PVT. LTD.
GAT NO.127/2, NANDESAR, TAL-YEOLA, DIST-NASHIK (MS)-423401
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE INCLUDING LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

FERTILIZERS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 1; CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, FORESTRY; MANURES (NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL) AND MANURE MIXTURES; SOIL CONDITIONING AND REGENERATING PREPARATIONS; PLANT GROWTH PROMOTERS AND STIMULANTS; MICRONUTRIENTS; TANNING SUBSTANCES, ADHESIVE SUBSTANCES USED IN INDUSTRY.
VIP Boost 10
3810040  18/04/2018
VIPPY INDUSTRIES LTD.
28, Industrial Area, A.B. Road, Dewas (M.P.) Pin – 455001
Company Incorporated under Indian Company Act, 1956 through Director
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Organic manure.
3819921    30/04/2018
SUSHIL SARAOGI
A-804, KAKADIYA COMPLEX, GHOD DOD ROAD, SURAT - 395 007.
Individual
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.
NUTRIRIHHIZA

3821169  01/05/2018
M/S. NUTRIFERT AGRI INPUTS PVT. LTD.
BAPHNA D-4/5/6, AMBE HILL, AT POST- JAULKE, TAL- DINDORI, DIST- NASHIK, MAHARASHTRA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fertilizers and chemicals
3821205  01/05/2018
SHRI SURAT PANJARAPOLE
OPP. CHILDREN’S TRAFFIC TRAINING PARK, GHOD DOD ROAD, SURAT - 395001. GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF SOIL CONDITIONER INCLUDED IN CLASS- 01
BIO-TAB

3821574  02/05/2018

ARCHANA GOSWAMI (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS NEERCHEM
11 & 11 - A, Industrial Area, Pipalkhiriya, Raisen Road, Bhopal - 462046, Madhya Pradesh
A Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Water treatment chemical
3824128    04/05/2018
RONIT SURYAKANT KAPSHE TRADING AS BOSTON CHEMICALS
645 ‘E’ Ward, Shahupuri 2nd Lane, Kolhapur - 416001
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :24/05/2017
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS
3840477 23/05/2018
S.G BIO TECH
SHOP NO. 122, GRAIN MARKET, BUDHLADA, DIST. MANSA-151502
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, Bhai Randhir Singh Nagar, Ludhiana - 141 004 Punjab.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FERTILIZER & CHEMICAL USE IN AGRICULTURAL
3850346 02/06/2018
MXB AGRO INPUTS PRIVATE LIMITED
M No - 2146, A/P Wadki, G No - 1559/A, Tal - Haveli, Pune, Maharashtra - 412207
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fertilizers, Chemical additives for pesticides.
SCRBLUE AFTERTREATMENT SOLUTIONS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
No 6, 7 G, 3rd Floor, 1st Main, Vinayaka Layout, Puttenahalli, Yelahanka New Town, Bangalore - 560064

Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Chemical fertilizers.
3867472    22/06/2018
SIBY ABRAHAM
PALANA NEEM CAKE FACTORY, Mundackal, Kallupalam, Udumbanchola(PO), Idukki – 685554, Kerala
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science
3867968  22/06/2018
LOGASS INDUSTRIES
DG-75, Dungra Garment Zone, GIDC Dungra, Vapi - 396195
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Industrial chemicals.
Fevicol Xpert
3870004  25/06/2018

PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Regent Chambers, 7th Floor, Jamnalal Bajaj Marg, 208, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India.
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
194815, 705475

Mumbai
Synthetic resins; unprocessed artificial resins; starch paste [adhesive], other than for stationery or household purposes; adhesive; adhesives for industrial purposes; gums [adhesives], other than for stationery or household purposes; glue for industrial purposes; leather glues; gluten [glue], other than for stationery or household purposes; chemicals used in industry; synthetic adhesives for industrial purposes.
NIO PHOS
3870044 25/06/2018
SATHISH KUMAR PANDIAN
10/10 C3, Venkatasamy Street, Railway Men's Colony, Kavundampalayam, Coimbatore - 641030, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND FIRE PREVENTION COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; SUBSTANCES FOR TANNING ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; ADHESIVES FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; PUTTIES AND OTHER PASTE FILLERS; COMPOST, MANURES, FERTILIZERS; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE
3871392  27/06/2018
VIPUL SURESH JOSHI
trading as ;DEWCON CHEM
PLOT NO. 116 TO 119, BUNGLOW NO 2, MARUTI PLOTS SANSKAR NAGAR, BHUJ (KUTCH) 370001 GUJARAT INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURER OF CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS.
Ansio

3872094  27/06/2018

ANSIO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Ansio India Pvt Ltd, Ansio Tower,16/2a, Maduravoyal By Pass Road,Vanagaram, Tiruvallur District,Chennai - 600095, Tamil Nadu
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :12/09/2016

CHENNAI

CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND FIRE PREVENTION COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; SUBSTANCES FOR TANNING ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; ADHESIVES FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; PUTTIES AND OTHER PASTE FILLERS; COMPOST, MANURES, FERTILIZERS; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE
3872163  27/06/2018

HAJARESAB A. BOOBIJ PROPRIETOR OF M/S. KISSAN AGRI SOLUTIONS
NEAR 1ST BUS STOP, NOORANI NAGAR, KAMADOLLI, KUNDAGOL TALUK, DHARWAD – 581113, KARNATAKA, INDIA

Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR PESTICIDES, ORGANIC FERTILIZERS, MANURES, COMPOST, FARMYARD MANURE, ORGANIC MANURE, COMPOST, MANURES AND FERTILIZERS, POTTING COMPOST, ORGANIC DIGESTATE [FERTILIZER], ORGANIC SOIL ENHANCEMENT POWDERS AND PREPARATIONS, ORGANIC HALOGENIDES, UREA-FORMALDEHYDE RESINS, UNPROCESSED
3872263  27/06/2018
Kashish Dewan
M-52, 2nd Floor, Kirti Nagar, New Delhi- 110015
an Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Organic fertilizers.
JM TRADERS COCOPEAT

3872424  27/06/2018

JAYAKRISHNAN M
TC 40/1243, ALRA 62, Gopala Varma Mandiram, Aruvikkara Lane, Manacaud, Trivandrum- 695009
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AJAY R KAMATH
TC 16/570-1, EVRA-55, Jagathy, Thycud, PO, Thiruvananthapuram-695014

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
GROWING MEDIA MADE FROM COCONUT COIR DUST & COIR FIBER SOIL IMPROVERS etc.
3872465  28/06/2018

SANJAY
VPO - SALHAWAS, DISTRICT JHAJJAR, HARIYANA-124146 (INDIA)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN

Used Since: 01/04/2017

DELHI
FERTILIZERS WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 01
3872768  28/06/2018
PIE CHEMICALS LLP.
PLOT NO.-69, PHASE-IV, SECTOR-57, HSIIDC, KUNDLI, SONEPAT, HARYANA-131028.
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Manures; Fire extinguishing compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; Tanning substances; Adhesives used in industry.
MYKAA

3873146  28/06/2018
MYKAA AGRITECH INDIA PVT LIMITED
Plot No. 27, Flat No. 201, Maple House, Road No. 5, Chandrapuri Colony, L.B. Nagar, Hyderabad-500074.
ACTIVE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOOR, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.
Used Since :06/03/2017
CHENNAI
Agricultural Chemicals, Horticultural Chemicals, Chemical Fertilizers, Mixed Fertilizers.
3873148  28/06/2018
MYKAA AGRITECH INDIA PVT LIMITED
Plot No. 27, Flat No. 201, Maple House, Road No. 5, Chandrapuri Colony, L.B. Nagar, Hyderabad-500074.
ACTIVE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOOR, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.
Used Since :06/03/2017
To be associated with:
3873146
CHENNAI
Agricultural Chemicals, Horticultural Chemicals, Chemical Fertilizers, Mixed Fertilizers.
BLUETECH
3873357  28/06/2018
NILESH KIRTIKUMAR RAWAL
32, MALEGAON ROAD, NEAR ARCHANA HOSPITAL, GULABCHAND BAHVANJI NAGAR, DHULE-424001
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIPIN KUMAR SINGH
F-28, ZOOM PLAZA, NEAR GORAI BUS DEPOT, BORIVALI(WEST), MUMBAI-400092.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURE OF DIESEL EXHAUST FLUID.
3874200  29/06/2018
IDEAL CURES PVT. LTD.
A-223 TO A-229, 2ND FLOOR, VIRWANI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON (EAST),
MUMBAI-400 063
REGISTERED PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KETKI PANCHAL
8/14, RAJ RADIKA, CHSL, KASTUR PARK, SHIMPOLI ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI- 400092
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1498446, 1612185
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS USED IN THE INDUSTRY
3874467    29/06/2018
FAISAL.M, S/O. KUNHIMOHAMMED (LATE)
Musliar House, Hajiyarpally(P.O), PIN-676 519, Malappuram District, Kerala, Propriitor of M/s.GLOBAL WELLNESS, Door
No.1/302Q,R, Mangattupulam, Kodur (P.O), PIN-676 504, Malappuram District, Kerala.
Propriotor represented by Trademark Attorney
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :21/05/2018
CHENNAI
Artificial sweeteners
3874531  29/06/2018
RAJSHREE CHOUDHARY TRADING AS M/S. MAHAVIR CHEMICALS
MZ-9, MILINDA MANORE, 2 R.N.T. MARG, INDORE-452001 (M.P.)
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/01/1993
MUMBAI
Adhesive, synthetic resins and manures for agriculture, horticulture, forestry and synthetic rubber used in industry
3875092  30/06/2018
KHICHA PHOSCHEM LTD
204, VINAYAK BUSINESS CENTRE, PULLA ROAD, FATEHPURA, UDAIPUR (RAJ)
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :05/04/2008
AHMEDABAD
Composts, Organic composts, Fertilizer, Organic fertilizers, Bio Fertilizers, Chemical additives for pesticides, Industrial
organic chemicals, Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed
artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures, Organic manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and
soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry,
Organic soil enhancement powders and preparations, Plant nutrients, Multi-nutrient fertilizers, Plant nutrient preparations,
Chemical additives to fungicides, Chemicals for use in forestry, agriculture and horticulture under class 01.
3875776  02/07/2018
NATUREKARE MULTI TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
201, SECOND FLOOR, RAJPATH POINT, NR.ASTHA RESIDENCY, 150 FT RING ROAD, RAJKOT- 360004
Body Corporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHANANI KIRANKUMAR PRAFULBHAI
410, Opera House, B/h Super Diamond Market, Mini Bazar, Varachha Road, Surat - 395006, Gujarat
Used Since :01/09/2016
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY,
UNPROCESSED, ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, MANURES, FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS,
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS, CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, TANNING
SUBSTANCES, ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
ZHURONG ENERGY ENGINEERING GROUP CO., LTD

10610, ROUTE NO. 17, LONG WANG TANG, AN HUA DISTRICT, HANGZHOU, ZHEJIANG 310023, CHINA

Established November 3, 1993

CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRIES.
NGY COLOUR
Manjiang Ind. Park, Sanshui, Foshan, Guangdong Province, China.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since: 16/06/2007

AHMEDABAD
CHEMICAL MATERIALS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CERAMIC MATERIALS; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE
MANUFACTURE OF INDUSTRIAL CERAMICS; CHEMICAL MATERIALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF CERAMICS
Rakhangi Gas Service
22, Senapati Bapat Marg, Near Rakhangi Chowk, Lower Parel, Mumbai-400013
Dealers in Gas
Partnership Firm
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Argon Gas, Nitrogen Gas, Hydrogen Gas, Helium Gas, Oxygen Gas, Sulfur Hexafluoride Gas,
Carbon Dioxide Gas, Carbon Monoxide Gas, Methane Gas, Calibration Gas Mixture, Speciality Gases,
Hydro Carbon Gas, Isotopes Gas, Rare Gases, Semi Conductor Gas, Refrigerant Gas and Other
Industrial Gases
GAUTAMBHAI L. DESAI PROPRIETOR OF ASPHALT SYNDICATE
309-DECORA SQUARE, OPP. SADHU VASWANI SCHOOL, SADHU VASWANI ROAD, RAJKOT-360005, GUJRAT, INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL (SOLE PROPRIETOR)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Used Since: 26/03/2017
AHMEDABAD
POLYURETHANE RESINS, TUNGSTEN CARBIDE, UNPROCESSED THERMOPLASTIC RESIN INCLUDED IN CLASS 01.
3876497  03/07/2018
ELITE COUNTY INDUSTRIES PVT LTD
B-249 RANJIT AVENUE , AMRITSAR, PUNJAB - 143001
THE TRADE MARK ACT- 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Fertilizers, Fertilizers for agricultural use
CINNACITE

3876503  03/07/2018

JYOTSNA RAVI GOKHALE
GAT No.1724,Dhumewadi, Post Dive, Tal -Purandhar Pune- 412301
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NOOPUR JAIN
1, ANAND VIHAR COLONY, BARGAWAN,KATNI-483501,(M.P.).
Used Since :01/07/2018

MUMBAI
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry
MAATIDHAN
3876629  03/07/2018
APSHISHT MANAGEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH PRIVATE LIMITED
503A, PRIYA RESIDENCY BIDYA MANDIR PATH BARSAJAI, GUWAHATI, KAMRUP, ASSAM-781029.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science.
SWARNA DHARATI

3876648  03/07/2018
GEOLIFE AGRITECH INDIA PVT. LTD.,
No: 301, 3rd Floor, Marathon Max, L.B.S.Marg, Opp: Nirmal Lifestyle, Mulund (West), Mumbai-400 080 (India).

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fertilizers, manures and plant growth promoters.
DUCTCARE
3876755  03/07/2018
STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadaiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Used Since :01/04/2018
AHMEDABAD
Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry, Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
STARFLOOR
3876757    03/07/2018
STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Used Since :01/04/2018
AHMEDABAD
Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry, Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
STARWOOD
3876759  03/07/2018
STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadaiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Used Since :01/04/2018
AHMEDabad
Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry, Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
STARFLOW
3876761  03/07/2018
STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadaiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry, Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
WF MB 602

3876762  03/07/2018

STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210

INDIAN INHABITANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601

Used Since: 01/01/2011

AHMEDABAD

Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry, Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
WF SP 600
3876763 03/07/2018
STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Used Since: 01/01/2011
AHMEDABAD
Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry, Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
WF AC 500

3876764  03/07/2018

STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadaiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210

INDIAN INHABITANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601

Used Since :01/01/2011

AHMEDABAD

Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry, Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
STARCEM 2K

3876765  03/07/2018

STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadaiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210

INDIAN INHABITANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601

Used Since: 01/01/2016

AHMEDABAD

Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry, Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
SUPERLATEX 50

3876766   03/07/2018
STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadaiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210

INDIAN INHABITANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601

Used Since :01/04/2017

AHMEDABAD

Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry, Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
WF AC 601

3876767  03/07/2018

STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210

INDIAN INHABITANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601

Used Since :01/01/2011

AHMEDABAD

Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry, Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
AM LG 20

3876768  03/07/2018

STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210

INDIAN INHABITANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601

Used Since :01/01/2011

AHMEDABAD

Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry, Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
AM LG 40

3876769 03/07/2018
STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210
INDIAN INHABITANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601

Used Since: 01/01/2011

AHMEDABAD
Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry, Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
BA SB 30

3876770  03/07/2018

STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadaiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210

INDIAN INHABITANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601

Used Since :01/01/2011

AHMEDABAD

Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For
Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used
To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For
Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For
Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste
Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry,
Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
BA SC 50

3876771  03/07/2018

STAR SPECIALTIES POLYMERS PVT LTD
52/3, 54/6-D, Daman Indl. Estate, Kadiya Village, Nani Daman, Dist. Daman, State Daman, Diu – 396210

INDIAN INHABITANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601

Used Since :01/01/2011

AHMEDABAD

Waterproofing Chemical Compositions, Roofing Adhesives, Industrial Adhesives, Synthetic Resin Adhesives For Industrial Purposes, Contact Cements, Cement-Waterproofing Chemicals; Except Paints, Sealants And Adhesives Used To Mend Fill Cracks, Construction Industry Adhesives, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Admixtures For Concrete, Chemical Compounds For Curing Concrete, Chemical Additives For Concrete, Mould-Release Preparations For Use With Concrete, Adhesives For Floor, Ceiling And Wall Tiles, Unprocessed Epoxy Resins, Putties And Other Paste Fillers, Silicones, Unprocessed Silicone Resins, Unprocessed Acrylic Resins, Chemical Used In Construction Industry, Waterproofing Compounds, HVAC Adhesive, Cleaning Chemicals
3876941  03/07/2018
DEVAM DAIRY AND FARMS PVT. LTD.
8/2, 13/1, 3-18, 7-12, VPO BABAIL, ON CHANDOLI-BABAIL ROAD, PANIPAT, HARYANA.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Manures; Fire extinguishing compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; Tanning substances; Adhesives used in industry.
ALGAIA NATURAL PARTNER
3877116 03/07/2018
ALGAIA
13-15 rue Taitbout PARIS 75009
Private Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUJ BEDI
B-21, Third Floor, Lajpat Nagar - I, New Delhi - 110024
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Fertilisers, and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Filtering media of chemical and non-chemical substances included in the class; Chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations, and natural elements; Chemical compositions and materials for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; Chemical and organic compositions for use in the manufacture of food and beverages; Alginic acids for industrial use; Chemical products for use in industry; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; products made from seaweed or plant gum used in industry; gelling agents used in the food and cosmetics industries; emulsifying agents used in the food and cosmetics industries; thickening agents used in the food and cosmetics industries; stabilising agents used in the food and cosmetics industries; texturising agents used in the food and cosmetics industries; food additives used as texturising agents in the food and cosmetics industries.
ALTRIUM
3877304  03/07/2018
BASF Corporation
100 Park Avenue, Florham Park New Jersey, United States of America
A Company Organised And Existing Under The Laws Of Delaware, United States Of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Catalyst for oil refining.
SHANGHAI HAOYUAN MEDCHEMEXPRESS CO., LTD.
RM 601, 6/F, No.2 Building, No.720, Cailun Road, Zhangjiang High-Tech Park, Shanghai, China
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDH IR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Aldehydes; Benzene-based acids; Benzene derivatives; Ketones; Esters; Ethers; Glucosides; Fatty acids; Carbonic hydrates; Hydrazine; Phenol for industrial purposes; Surface-active chemical agents; Alkaloids; Vitamins for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; Tri ethylene glycol; Benzyl alcohol; Isotopes for industrial purposes; Catalysts; Industrial chemicals; Chemical preparations for scientific purposes, other than for medical or veterinary use; Chemical reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; Plant growth regulating preparations; Tea extracts for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; Vitamins for the food industry; Antioxidants for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; Alcohol for industrial purposes; Allyl alcohol.
3877821 04/07/2018
SMITA KURKURI
MIG-3, KHB Colony, Sirsi-581402, Karnataka
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADHESIVES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, ADHESIVES FOR BILLPOSTING, ADHESIVES FOR PAPERHANGING /
ADHESIVES FOR WALLPAPER, ADHESIVES FOR WALL TILES, GUMS [ADHESIVES] FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES,
ISINGLASS, OTHER THAN FOR STATIONERY, HOUSEHOLD OR ALIMENTARY PURPOSES
CONTRAFEEDANT

3878222  04/07/2018

PARIJAT INDUSTRIES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
M-77, I & II Floor, M Block Market, Greater Kailash- II, New Delhi-110048, Delhi, India
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AARYAVARTT
AARYAVARTT, Regus Business Centre, World Trade Tower, Level 16th, Tower B, Sector 16, Noida-201301, Uttar Pradesh, India.

Proposed to be Used
DEHLI
Chemicals used in Agriculture and Horticulture; Manures; Chemical additives to insecticides and fungicides; Agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; Fertilizers; Fertilizing Preparations; Plant Growth Regulating Preparations; Plant Nutrients; Plant Growth Regulators.
EUROLUB GMBH
Freisinger Strasse 25-27, 85386 Eching bei München, Germany.
A German company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Used Since:07/02/2013

KOLKATA
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; tempering and soldering preparations; adhesives used in industry; gases, included in class 1; chemical additives for fuels and/or propellants; chemical additives for lubricants; preparations for reducing fuel consumption; preparations for octane number enhancement; chemicals for use in the treatment of oils; chemicals for use in the refining of oils; combating preparations (chemical additives to motor fuel); cryogenic preparations; coolants for vehicle engines; brake fluid and/or power steering; antifreeze for vehicle radiator; anti-freeze chemical; de-icing preparations; anti-freeze and de-icing preparations; chemical solvents; detergents for industrial use; surfaces-active chemical agents; de-icers, wind-shield de-icer fluid; silicates; oil-purifying chemicals; oil separating chemicals; Chemical additives for fuel injection system cleaners; silicones; Chemical preparations for use as solvents; solvents for plastics; solvents for cleaning purposes; Chemical emulsifiers or emulsifying agents; Emulsifiers for industrial purpose; distilled water; Liquid coatings [chemical]; mastic for tyres; Compositions for repairing tires [tyres]; Additives (Chemical -) for concrete, Additives (Chemical -) for use with concrete Chemical compositions for use in the conditioning of concrete; transmission fluids; brake fluids; quenching fluids; hydraulic fluids.
GUANGDONG PEARLFIELD & BALI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
(No. 18, Langwan Road, Nanshiu Town) Gaolangang Economic Zone Refinement Area, Zhuhai, China

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Polymer resins, unprocessed; leather glues; wax-bleaching chemicals; tensio-active agents; color-brightening chemicals for industrial purposes; agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; adhesive preparations for surgical bandages; leather-renovating chemicals; cement [metallurgy]; adhesives for use in industry; adhesives for bill-posting; cement for footwear; mastic for leather; glue for industrial purposes.
GUANGDONG PEARLFIELD & BALI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
(No. 18, Langwan Road, Nanshui Town) Gaolangang Economic Zone Refinement Area, Zhuhai, China

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Polymer resins, unprocessed; leather glues; wax-bleaching chemicals; tensio-active agents; color-brightening chemicals for industrial purposes; agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; adhesive preparations for surgical bandages; leather-renovating chemicals; cement [metallurgy]; adhesives for use in industry; adhesives for bill-posting; cement for footwear; mastic for leather; glue for industrial purposes.
3879797  05/07/2018
ARUN JAIN (NATRAJ BANGLES)
167, 1ST FLOOR, ARIHANT NAGAR, WEST PUNJABI BAGH, DELHI-110026
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since: 01/02/2017
DELHI
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.
BHARAT DHARAMDAS MEHTA, AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. AGRO CHEM INDUSTRIES
31, BHARTIYA SHOPPING CENTER, SOMNATH TEMPLE ROAD, SOMNATH, DAMAN - 396210, INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since: 08/11/2017
AHMEDABAD
: IN RESPECT OF CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND FIRE PREVENTION COMPOSITIONS, TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS, SUBSTANCES FOR TANNING ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES, ADHESIVES FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, PUTTIES AND OTHER PASTE FILLERS, COMPOST, MANURES, FERTILIZERS, BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE INCLUDED IN CLASS- 01
3880331 06/07/2018
SUNANDA SPECIALITY COATINGS PVT. LTD.
SUNSHINE TOWER, 36TH FLOOR, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Used Since: 31/05/1993

To be associated with:
693165

MUMBAI

SOLUTION/ADMIXTURES FOR WATERPROOFING OF TERRACE RCC OVERHEAD AND UNDERGROUND TANKS, SWIMMING POOLS, AND CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY INCLUDING POLYMERIC SOLUTION/ADMIXTURE FOR REPAIRS OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES INCLUDED IN CLASS 1
3880357  06/07/2018
ANAND AUTOMOTIVE PRIVATE LIMITED
1 Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi – 110016
A company incorporated under the Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL BERUAR
C-8/8777, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi - 110070
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemicals and adhesives for use in industry and in science; diesel exhaust liquid, urea as well as chemical additives and solutions of urea used for treating, neutralizing, eliminating or reducing polluted exhaust fumes, urea, liquid solution of urea and granular urea used for converting nitrogen oxides in exhaust fumes of diesel engines into nitrogen and water; coolants for machines, vehicle engines and radiators, chemical additives for coolants; preparations for dissolving, removing and / or controlling flow of grease; chemical additives for use in preparation of lubricants.
GROPLUS

3881140  06/07/2018
COROMANDEL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
“Coromandel House” 1-2-10, Sardar Patel Road, Secunderabad – 500 003, Telangana, India
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FERTILISERS, PHOSPHATE FERTILISERS, SINGLE SUPER PHOSPHATE FERTILISERS, PHOSPHATES
3881884   07/07/2018

SUYESH KUMAR
SEC-7 681/49/34 JAYANTIPUR DHOOMANGANJ ALLAHABAD UP 211011
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI NATH TIWARI
88/31 B STANLY ROAD ALLAHABAD

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

CHEMICAL PRODUCT SUCH AS PHENOL PESTICIDE AND FUNGICIDE

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
TURBOCALCIO PLUS

3883270   09/07/2018
PRAVIN RANMATH SANDHAN
2, GEETA VILLA, GEETA NAGAR, DINDORI ROAD, NASHIK - 422004. MAHARASHTRA
Single Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOTKARI & ASSOCIATES
1102 - Blossom, Dosti Acres, Antop Hill, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400037
Used Since :01/04/2018
MUMBAI
Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry.Compost manures, fertilizers, biological preparations for use in industry and science.
TECNOCALCIO

3883272  09/07/2018

PRAVIN RAMNATH SANDHAN
2, GEETA VILLA, GEETA NAGAR, DINDORI ROAD, NASHIK - 422004. MAHARASHTRA

Single Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MOTKARI & ASSOCIATES
1102 - Blossom, Dosti Acres, Antop Hill, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400037

Used Since :01/04/2018

MUMBAI

Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry. Compost manures, fertilizers, biological preparations for use in industry and science.
STARTUP CBT

3883273  09/07/2018

PRAVIN RAMNATH SANDHAN
2, GEETA VILLA, GEETA NAGAR DINDORI ROAD, NASHIK - 422004. MAHARASHTRA,
Single Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOTKARI & ASSOCIATES
1102 - Blossom, Dosti Acres, Antop Hill, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400037

Used Since :01/04/2018

MUMBAI

Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry.Compost manures, fertilizers, biological preparations for use in industry and science.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018  Class 1

MAXA
3884313  10/07/2018
SATHISH KUMAR PANDIAN
10/10 C3, Venkatasamy Street, Railway Men’s Colony, Kavundampalayam, Coimbatore - 641030, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND FIRE PREVENTION COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; SUBSTANCES FOR TANNING ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; ADHESIVES FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; PUTTIES AND OTHER PASTE FILLERS; COMPOST, MANURES, FERTILIZERS; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE
SPREADEX

3884327  10/07/2018

SATHISH KUMAR PANDIAN

10/10 C3, Venkatasamy Street, Railway Men's Colony, Kavundampalayam, Coimbatore - 641030, Tamil Nadu

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

K. KIRAN

F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND FIRE PREVENTION COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; SUBSTANCES FOR TANNING ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; ADHESIVES FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; PUTTIES AND OTHER PASTE FILLERS; COMPOST, MANURES, FERTILIZERS; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE
2395329 13/09/2012
ARUN KUMAR HANS
trading as ;DEEPAK PAINTS & CHEMICALS
"GROUND FLOOR, KH.NO. 56/14, NEAR METRO QUARTERS,VILL. MUNDKA,WEST DELHI,DELHI-110041
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :05/11/2009
DELHI
PAINTS, SYNTHETIC ENAMEL, VARNISHES, OILS, COLOURS, ENAMEL, DISTEMPERS, LACQUERS, DISINFECTANTS,
TURPENTINE, STAIN COATING, WATERPROOF COATINGS, COMPOUND, DYES, GLUE,&nbsp;PIGMENTS, PIGMENT
EMULSION, RETARDER, REDUCER, PAINT REMOVER, S. SEALER, DISPERSIONS, THINNER, CHEMICALS FOR MAKING
COLOURS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLOURANTS, MORDENTS, RAW
NATURAL IN FOIL AND POWDER FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS PRINTERS AS ARTISTS &amp; ALL GOODS INCLUDED
AS PER CLASS-02.
2660130  15/01/2014
RAJESH KUMAR
trading as ;BALAJI PAINTS & CHEMICAL
NEW ANAJ MANDI ROHTAK ROAD JIND HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
PAINTS VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW-NATURAL RESINS; METALS RN~FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018 Class 2

2669805 30/01/2014
PRADEEP G. AGRAWAL
trading as ;ALFA PAINTS
1049, INDIRA NAGAR, MEERUT- 250002. U.P.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
YUDHISH KUMAR GUPTA
SANTOSH & CO. UNION BANK BLDG., 1ST FLOOR, KHUNIPUL, BEGUM BRIDGE RD., MEERUT-250001 (U.P.)
Used Since :08/10/2005
DELHI
CEMENT BASED WALL CARE PUTTY.
2683220  20/02/2014

ABHILASH JAIN
trading as ;SINGHAI TRADING COMPANY
B-7 GUPTA TOWER G BLOCK COMM. CENTRE VIKAS PURI NEW DELHI 110018
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :01/01/2014
DELHI
TURKEY UMBER, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2715382  09/04/2014
SH. SURENDER AGGARWAL
trading as; KRISHNA CHEMICALS
G-20/184, BLOCK G, PKT 20, SECTOR 7, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since: 01/01/2011
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD,
COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS,
DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
BAPUGOUDA R. PATIL
trading as; APPLE PAINTS
C-164, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GOKUL ROAD, HUBLI-580030, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13, 1ST CROSS STREET, SRIPURAM COLONY, ST. THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PAINTS
2997462  29/06/2015
SOUTHFIELD PAINTS LIMITED
PLOT NO 33, 34 & 36, DODDANAKUNDI INDL AREA, II STAGE OFF WHITEFIELD ROAD, MAHADEVAPURA POST,
BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, PIN 560 048
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :12/05/2010
CHENNAI
coatings [paints]; wood coatings [paints]; coatings for roofing felt [paints]; anti-corrosive coatings [paints].
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
SAVEX TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
124 - B, MAKER CHAMBERS, III NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS; DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
3041502 27/08/2015

PROVIDENT HOUSING LIMITED
trading as; PROVIDENT HOUSING LIMITED
39, ULSOOR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560042, KARNATAKA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SATHISH KUMAR
’SIVAM’ 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.
Used Since: 01/10/2014

CHENNAI
"PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS".
3055020  15/09/2015
PRADEEP G. RANE
trading as ;PRADEEP TRADERS
DAPKI ROAD, GAJANAN NAGAR, GALLI NO.03, AKOLA-444 002
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/04/2003
MUMBAI
LIME WASH, PAINTS, WHITE LEAD, WHITEWASH
DuraGrout
3080691 16/10/2015
DIMPLE CHEMICALS & SERVICES PVT. LTD.
Gat No. 281, Village-Ghotawade, Hinjewadi-Pirangut Road, Tal-Mulshi, Dist-Pune-412115
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :15/10/2015
To be associated with:
2735669
MUMBAI
Abrasion-resistant coating compositions for polymeric and other substrates, Coatings in the nature of industrial sealants for waterproofing and surface hardening, Corrosion inhibitors in the nature of a coating, Rust preservatives in the nature of a coating, Anti-corrosive and fire retardant coatings.
DuraBond

3080692  16/10/2015
DIMPLE CHEMICALS & SERVICES PVT. LTD.
Gat No. 281, Village-Ghotawade, Hinjewadi-Pirangut Road, Tal-Mulshi, Dist-Pune-412115
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :15/10/2015
MUMBAI
Abrasion-resistant coating compositions for polymeric and other substrates, Coatings in the nature of industrial sealants for waterproofing and surface hardening, Corrosion inhibitors in the nature of a coating, Rust preservatives in the nature of a coating, Anti-corrosive and fire retardant coatings.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3082039  19/10/2015
SURESH GOYAL
trading as ;M/S. RISHIKESH ENTERPRISES
255/A, JYOTIBA NAGAR, TALWADE, MIDC, PUNE-412114, MAHARASHTRA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/1998
MUMBAI
Cement paint, dry distemper, oil bound distemper and enamel paints
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matter..
3086358 27/10/2015
RAHUL VINODKUMAR GOYAL
FLAT NO B-2/203, 02ND FLOOR, PUNE SASWAD ROAD, BHEKRAI NAGAR, PHURSUNGI BEHIND OLD POWER HOUSE,
GREEN COUNTY, PUNE-412308, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :01/09/2015
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING, TRADING OF PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST
DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM
FOR PAINTERS; DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
3097983  16/11/2015
SUREN MARUMAMULA
trading as ;MSK FOOD COLOURS
D.NO.54, S.D.ROAD, SECUNDERABAD - 500 003, T.S
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since: 02/08/2015
CHENNAI
FOOD COLOURS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
ROSHAN
3101789  19/11/2015
IQBAAL HUSSAIN
trading as : M/S. ROSHAN VARNISH WORKS
14-C, SECTOR-B, SANWER ROAD, INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/04/1990
MUMBAI
Paints, varnishes, colours, lacquers, distempers, thinners, primers, putty, solvent preservatives against rust and
deterioration of wood and mordents
3808723  17/04/2018

NEXON PAINTS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 75 & 76, APIIC, Pashamylaram, Patancheru(Mandal), Patancheru, Medak, Telangana-502307, India

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paints, primers, varnishes, lacquers, texture paints; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants, mordents; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists including universal strainers, wood polish and strainers
3826377 07/05/2018
GOMA ENGINEERING PVT. LTD.
L.B.S. MARG, MAJIWADA, THANE (W) - 400 601
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLORANTS MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOILS AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2
COCKTAIL

3873403  28/06/2018

NIRANJAN SHARMA TRADING AS M/S. N.B. & SONS PAINT INDUSTRIES
LARGE INDUSTRIAL AREA, D-45, F-7(P), BIADA, BHAGALPUR, BIHAR
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordents; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters; decorators; printers and artists
MOCKTAIL

3873404 28/06/2018
NIRANJAN SHARMA TRADING AS M/S. N.B. & SONS PAINT INDUSTRIES
LARGE INDUSTRIAL AREA, D-45, F-7(P), BIADA, BHAGALPUR, BIHAR
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordents; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters; decorators; printers and artists
3873453  28/06/2018
M/S- AGRASEN PAINTS AND CHEMICALS
ADDRESS-INDUSTRIAL AREA, TANSEN ROAD, BIRLA NAGAR, GWALIOR (M.P.)474003
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.S. ASSOCIATES
LAXMI ANAND NIWAS, NEAR BADA KUA, KAMAL SINGH KA BAG, SHINDE KI CHAWANI, LASHKAR GWALIOR M.P-474001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISH, WALL PUTTY, PRIMER, DISTEMPER, COLORANTS, MORDANTS, METAL IN FOILS, POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATOR, LACQUERS.
3873512  28/06/2018
NETWORK TECHLAB (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
41, SARVODAYA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PAPER BOX ROAD, OFF. MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI-400093
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEVENDRA K. JAIN
UG-26, JOHARI PALACE, NEAR T.I. MALL, INDORE (M.P.)
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Edible ink cartridges, filled, for printers, Filled ink cartridges for printers, Filled toner cartridges for laser printers, Filled toner cartridges for printers and photocopiers, Photocopiers (Toner cartridges, filled, for printers and -), Printers’ ink, Printers’ lacquers, Solid ink cartridges [filled] for ink-jet printers, Toner cartridges [filled] for laser printers, Toner cartridges, filled, for ink jet printers, Toner cartridges [filled] for dot matrix printers, Toner cartridges [filled] for laser printers, Toner cartridges, filled, for ink jet printers, Toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers, Toner for copiers
3873972  29/06/2018
ANUHAR HOMES PRIVATE LIMITED
H.No.8-3-1013, Flat # 401, 4th Floor, Zeenath Residency, Srinagar Colony, Yellareddyguda, Hyderabad, Telangana-500073
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PONUGOTI SATHEESH RAO
# 1-2-597/24/3, Lower Tank Bund Road, Domalguda, Hyderabad, PIN: 500029
Used Since: 14/09/2007
CHENNAI
WATER PRIMER, ACRYLIC DISTEMPER, TEXTURE PAINT, CEMENT PAINT, WATER PAINT, ENAMEL PAINT, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, STOPPERS AND FILLERS FOR USE OF PAINTERS AND DECORATORS, THINNER, HARDENERS, POLYURETHANE-ACRYLIC, STOVING, EPOXY, PRESERVATIVES, CEMENT COLORS, DRY COLORS AND LIQUID COLORS; COLORANTS; PUTTIES; MITITIES; THINNERS; PRIMERS; PIGMENTS, DYES AND DYESTUFFS; SEALERS AND LACQUERS; ANTI CORROSIVES, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUSTS AND DETERIORATION WOOD; MORDENTS; RAW & NATURAL RESINS; ANTI RUST GREASES AND ANTI RUST OILS; UNDER-COATING MATERIALS FOR CHASSIS OF VEHICLES; METALS IN OIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS and ALL SUCH OTHER COLORING MATTERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
3876321  02/07/2018
NGY COLOUR
Manjiang Ind. Park, Sanshui, Foshan, Guandong Province, China.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :16/06/2007
AHMEDABAD
PIGMENTS, GLAZES [PAINTS, LACQUERS], DYSES, PAINTS, LIQUID COLOURS, INKS FOR COLOURING TEXTILES,
MARKING INKS, DRY INKS, PRINTING INKS, INKS FOR PRINTING, GLOSSY PRINTING INKS, OFFSET PRINTING INKS,
INKS FOR COLOURING TEXTILES
INKSTACHEM

3876486  03/07/2018

AMIT AJMERA
110, APEX INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, NH8, WALIV, VASAI EAST, VASAI - 401208

THE TRADEMARKS ACT - 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018  Class 2

3876717  03/07/2018
MN GLOBEX PVT. LTD.
412 - A, City Center, 570, M.G. Road, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :27/11/2006

MUMBAI
Dyes
3877035 03/07/2018

P S INFRA ESTATE AND PROJECTS PVT. LTD.
H.NO. 051, KHETALPURA, NALANDA-811101

Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art.
Aurum paints – The Gold Standard
3877273  03/07/2018
STANVAC CHEMICALS (INDIA) LTD.
LOWER GROUND FLOOR 18-19, D-15 SOUTH EXTENSION II NEW DELHI- 110049
LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paints, coatings, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
3878878  05/07/2018

KANSAI NEROLAC PAINTS LIMITED
NEROLAC HOUSE GANPATRAO KADAM MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI- 400013
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1670032, 1670033, 1679425, 1909249, 2062431

MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS, DYES; INKS FOR PRINTING, MARKING AND ENGRAVING; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND
POWDER FORM FOR USE IN PAINTING, DECORATING, PRINTING AND ART
NEROLAC SHERA PARA SHERA PUJO

3878879  05/07/2018

KANSAI NEROLAC PAINTS LIMITED
NEROLAC HOUSE GANPATRAO KADAM MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3295, 188444, 1670032, 2062434

MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS, DYES; INKS FOR PRINTING, MARKING AND ENGRAVING; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND
POWDER FORM FOR USE IN PAINTING, DECORATING, PRINTING AND ART
3878994  05/07/2018
BHARATI SHARADBHAI CHAUDHARI
trading as ;CHAKRADHAR ENTERPRISE
B-104,Sukan Residency, Motta Road, Near Lack City, At & Post Baben, Taluka-Bardoli,394602,Dist: Surat
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD,
COLORING, DYESTUFFS, MORDENTS, RESINS METAL, IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS AND
DECORATORS.
PANDIYA

3880974  06/07/2018

SATHISH KUMAR PANDIAN
10/10 C3, Venkatasamy Street, Railway Men's Colony, Kavundampalayam, Coimbatore - 641030, Tamil Nadu

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS, DYES; INKS FOR PRINTING, MARKING AND ENGRAVING; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR USE IN PAINTING, DECORATING, PRINTING AND ART

-- End of Document --
Satin Glo Prime
3882113  07/07/2018
NIPPON PAINT (INDIA) PVT. LTD
PLOT NO: K-8 (1), PHASE - II, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK, MAMBAKKAM VILLAGE, SRIPERUMBUDUR,
SUNGUVARCHATIRAM, KANCHEEPURAM - 602106, TAMILNADU, INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants, dyes; inks for printing, marking and engraving; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art.
Paver Block

3882114  07/07/2018

NIPPON PAINT (INDIA) PVT. LTD
PLOT NO: K-8 (1), PHASE - II, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK, MAMBakkAM VILLAGE, SRIPERUMBUDUR,
SUNGUVARCHATIRAM, KANCHEEPURAM - 602106, TAMILNADU, INDIA

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants, dyes; inks for
printing, marking and engraving; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating,
printing and art.
Hydrosheild - water proofing Emulsion

3882119    07/07/2018

NIPPON PAINT (INDIA) PVT. LTD
PLOT NO: K-8 (1), PHASE - II, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK, MAMBAKKAM VILLAGE, SRIPERUMBUDUR,
SUNGUVARCHATIRAM, KANCHEEPURAM - 602106, TAMILNADU, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants, dyes; inks for printing, marking and engraving; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art.
2333386  17/05/2012
SHRI RAJKUMAR CHAUDHARY
trading as ;M/S.R.K.HENNA PRODUCTS
SRI RAM KUTIA, OUTSIDE BILARIA GATE, SOJAT CITY, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & COMPANY
S-10, ARHANT TOWER, 2ND FLOOR, CHANDPOLE BAZAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/04/1999

AHMEDABAD
MEHANDI CONE, MEHANDI POWDER AND HERBAL PRODUCTS
SH SUSHIL KUMAR BANSAL 
trading as ; SRI KRISHNA ENTERPRISES 
AMIN ROAD OPP GEETA GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL KURUKSHETRA HARYANA 
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS 
Address for service in India/Agents address: 
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES) 
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6 
Used Since : 05/02/2012 
DELHI 
MEHANDI POWDER (HENNA), MEHANDI CONE, HERBAL HENNA, LIQUID MEHANDI, MEHANDI PASTE, BLACK & BROWN 
MEHANDI & MEHANDI OIL ASPERC!ASS-03
BEGUM NOORJAHAN

2386846   30/08/2012
MR PANKAJ MANGLA
trading as ;LAKHMI CHAND & SONS
LINK ROAD NEAR OIL MILL OLD FARIDABAD
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, N.I.T. PO. BOX NO. -29, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since :01/06/2009
DELHI
MEHAND1 POWDER, MEHANDI CONE, HERBAL HEENA, KALI MEHANDI, MALA POWDER, SHIKAKA1 POWDER, REETHA
POWDER, MULTANI POWDER AND TRIPHALA POWDER
2390110    05/09/2012

VIRENDRA KUMAR JAIN
SMT. SWEETY JAIN
trading as ;OSWAL SOAP FACTORY.
200, INDUSTRIAL AREA, JHOTWARA, JAIPUR-302012 [RAJ.].
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REGISTRATION S.S. KENDRA.
REGISTRATION HOUSE, SECTOR 5/107, MALVIYA NAGAR, JAIPUR - 302 017 (RAJ.)

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1095819, 1101307, 1101308, 1183205, 1184237, 1184527, 1269964, 1315935, 1363519, 1612082, 1898574

AHMEDABAD
ALL KINDS OF SOAPS INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
MAYBELLINE FASHION BROW

2392337   07/09/2012

LOREAL
14 RUE ROYALE 75008 PARIS FRANCE
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.
2455072  04/01/2013
PIRAMAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
PIRAMAL TOWER, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
EXPRESS TOWERS, 4TH FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CITRONELLA OIL AND OTHER ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR
LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY,
COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
2461178 17/01/2013
JAIDEEP KHURANA
trading as ;TRUMOUNT COSMOCEUTICALS
DEVNAGRI BUILDING, BLOCK NO-7, LANE-D, NORTH MAIN ROAD, KOREGAON PARK, PUNE-411001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PENIEL ASSOCIATES
Sr. No. 29/3, Mukta Apartments, Kalanagar, Pune- Satara- Road, Dhankawadi, Pune-411043
Used Since :24/08/2010
MUMBAI
COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR BODY AND BEAUTY CARE
2514360   16/04/2013
SATYA PRAKASH SHARMA
trading as ;S.P. JAGANNATH & SONS
SATYA CHAMBERS, 2366, RAJGURU ROAD, PAHAR GANJ, NEW DELHI 110055
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMARJIT & ASSOCIATES.
SUITE 404, LAW ARCADE, 18, - PUSA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 005.
Used Since :02/05/2011
To be associated with:
2302212, 2514359
DELHI
DETERGENT & WASHING POWDER, DETERGENT & WASHING CAKE, DETERGENT & WASHING SOAPS, DETERGENT & WASHING BAR, DETERGENT & WASHING LIQUIDS, BLEACHING PREPARATION & OTHER SUBSTANCE FOR LAUNDRY USE, DISH WASH LIQUID SOAP, DISH WASH POWDER DISH WASH CAKE, TOILET CLEANER, FLOOR CLEANER, GLASS CLEANER, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATION, INCENSE STICKS, PERFUMES, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTION, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAND LOTION, CLEANSING MILK, BODY LOTION, BODY SPRAY, DEODORANTS, COLLOQUE, SHAMPOO, SHAVING, HAIR DYES, HERBAL MEHANDI, NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, TALCUM POWDER, TOOTH POWDER, MOUTH WASH, TOOTH PASTE, TURMERIC POWDER(FOR COSMETIC USE), SCENTED SANDAL POWER FOR FACE PACK, BUBBLE BATH. POLISHING WAX, BINDI, SINDOOR, HERBAL OILS FALLING IN CLASS 3
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
DRYdynamic
2515534  17/04/2013
The Wella Corporation
6109 DeSoto Avenue, Woodland Hills, California 91367, United States of America
Manufacturers and Merchants
A corporation organised and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY AND SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE, AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA, SECTOR - 27, GURGAON - 22 002.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Preparations for the care, cleaning and beautification of the scalp and hair
MAYBELLINE LIQUID BLOTTER

2519406  25/04/2013

L'OREAL
14, RUE ROYALE, 75008, PARIS, FRANCE.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
( A SOCIETE ANONYME ORGANISED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE FRANCE ).
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MAKE-UP.
LOKSHIN
2542751  04/06/2013
VARUN GUPTA
182, TAGORE PARK, TOP FLOOR, NEAR MOTHER DAIRY BOOTH, DELHI 110009
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/03/2013
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND
ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DEHTIFRICES,
PERFUMES.
2569406  24/07/2013

Mrs. PARVEEN
trading as ;PRAVEEN
T-421 GALI, KUMHAR WALI AHATA KIDARA, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110 006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Used Since :20/07/2012

DELHI

SOAPS, DETERGENTS, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETIC,
PERFUMERIES, TOILET SOAPS, LIQUID SOAPS, TOOTH PASTE, SHAMPOOS, BODY WASH, FACE WASH, SHAVING
CREAM, AFTER SHAVE LOTION, HAIR LOTIONS, MOISTURIZING CREAM, HAIR DYE, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND
OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND. DENTIFRICES COSMETICS, SKIN
WHITENING CREAMS, BEAUTY MASKS, PERFUMES, MAKE-UP POWDER, SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS, COSMETIC
PREPARATIONS FOR SLIMMING PURPOSES, INCLUDED IN CLASS-03
2586486  27/08/2013
USHABH KAUSHIKKUMAR MEHTA
1969,Nr. old Post Office,Sabbavas,Sanand, Dist. Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India
all cosmetics and sanitary preparations being toiletries.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :09/08/2013
AHMEDABAD
Detergent Cake, Powder, Oil Soap, Liquid Detergents, Toilet & Bath Soaps, Dishwasher Bar, Cleaning Detergents, Toiletries, Shampoos, Conditioners, Dye, Colorants, Cosmetic Oil"s, Talcum Powder, Lotions, Tonics, Skin-Bleaches, Face packs & Masks, Makeup & Skin Care Preparations, Shaving Cream, Gel, Toothpaste, Powder, Dentirfrices, Dhoop, Agarbatti, Mehndi, Perfumes, Deodorants, Body Spray, Antiseptic Creams, Ayurvedic Soaps, all cosmetic & sanitary preparations being toiletries.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION.
2586701  27/08/2013
SHRI. BHANWAR LAL JAIN
SHRI. PARDEEP JAIN
SHRI. ATUL JAIN
trading as ;DEVDARSHAN DHOOP INDUSTRIES
324, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, CHANDIGARH, U.T. 160002
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008
Used Since :01/01/2009
To be associated with:
1734817, 1734818, 1734819
DELHI
DHOOP, DHOOP STICKS, AGARBATHI, DHOOP CONES, HAWAN SAMAGRI, INCENSE STICKS, INCENSE DHOOP, LOBAN,
PERFUMERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
SECRET WHITE

2599569 20/09/2013
RAHUL SHAH
G-211/212, 2ND FLOOR, KAILASH INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, BEHIND GODREJ RESIDENTIAL COLONY, OFF LBS MARG,
PARKSITE, VIKHROLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400079
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since : 01/01/2009
MUMBAI
SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIALS OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTION
2599573 20/09/2013
RAHUL SHAH
G-211/212, 2ND FLOOR, KAILASH INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, BEHIND GODREJ RESIDENTIAL COLONY, OFF LBS MARG,
PARKSITE, VIKHROLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400079
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/01/2009
MUMBAI
SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIALS OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTION
IROMA OIL
2607338  04/10/2013
MANISH SABHARWAL
trading as ;DR. SABHARWAL'S WOUND CARE, UNIT-II (ORGANIC HERBALS DIVISION)
ADM.OFFICE- # 260, SECTOR-6, PANCHKULA, HARYANA.
Oils for cleaning purposes, Oils for cosmetic purposes, Essential oils, Ethereal oils, Jasmine oil, Gaultheria oil, Rose oil.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :10/04/2011
DELHI
Oils for cleaning purposes, Oils for cosmetic purposes, Essential oils, Ethereal oils, Jasmine oil, Gaultheria oil, Rose oil.
BLUE MIRACLE
2610447   10/10/2013
VINOD ASRANI
trading as ;ST. LOUIS INC.
250, KOTLA GAON, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE, DELHI-110091
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR & CO.
D-121, KAMLA NAGAR DELHI-110007
Used Since :04/09/2013
DELHI
GOODS IN RELATION TO PERFUMES INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
MAN MILLION

2626041  12/11/2013

VINOD ASRANI
trading as ;ST. LOUIS INC.

250, KOTLA GAON, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE, DELHI-110091
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KUMAR & CO.
D-121, KAMLA NAGAR DELHI-110007

Used Since :04/10/2011

DELHI

GOODS IN RELATION TO PERFUMES INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
KEVAL EXPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
302, CENTRAL FACILITY BUILDING, A. P. M. C. MARKET-I, PHASE-II, MASALA MARKET, TURBHE, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI- 400705
TRADERS AND EXPORTERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMIT K. TRIVEDI
B 63/64, ASHOK SAMRAT, DAFTARY RD., MALAD EAST, MUMBAI-400 097
Used Since :05/09/2012
MUMBAI
TRADING AND EXPORTING IN HENNA, HAIR OILS, LOTIONS, DYES, SPRAYS AND COLORANTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE HEENA..
THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF MAHARASHTRA.
MAGIC NUPOOR

2646765  21/12/2013

ABBAS DODIA

trading as; MAGIC NUPOOR

Meria Bazar, Near Classic Apartment, Po Buxi Bazar, Cuttack- 753001, Odisha.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHUKLA TRADE MARK COMPANY.

71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.

Used Since: 01/09/2003

KOLKATA

COSMETICS, MEHANDI CONES AND MEHANDI PRODUCTS

IN USE
2648206 24/12/2013

BHHairCHANDRA VASUDEO TAMBE
ATMASANTULAN VILLAGE, NEAR MTDC RESORT, VILLAGE KARLA, TALUKA MAVAL, DIST. PUNE-410405,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHATE AND PONKSHI
12, VEN) - MADHAV APPARTMENTS, 5TH FLOOR, 104/7, OFF LANE NO.14, PRABHAR ROAD, PUNE- 411 004 MAHARASHTRA
STATE, INDIA
Used Since :01/01/1990

MUMBAI
INCENSE STICKS, SCENTED WOOD, PERFUMES AND AIR FRAGRANCING PREPARATIONS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN
CLASS-3
TAJENDER SINGH 
trading as ; AASTHA INDUSTRIES 
5C/3, VISHNU GARDEN EXTENSION, TILAK NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110018 
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS 
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.,
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since : 01/04/2010
DELHI
COSMETICS FOR TREATMENT OF FACE, BODY, HAIR AND ALL INCLUDING IN CLASS-03.
VANESA ENVY

2656372 08/01/2014

VANESA CARE PVT LTD.
116, MODEL BASTI, NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. TRADEMARKS CO.
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO 4, DELHI-110 009.

Used Since: 01/04/2005

DELHI

COSMETICS, PERFUMERY, DEODORANT AND TOILETRIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2661429 17/01/2014
BRIJ BHUSHAN GOEL
trading as ;BABOO LAL & COMPANY
E-9, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BHADRABAD, DISTT. HARIDWAR, UTTARA KHAND
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
MEHANDI INCLUDING KALI MEHANDI, MEHANDI POWDER, SEMI-LIQUID MEHANDI, HERBAL MEHANDI, MEHANDI OIL,
FACE PACK & HAIR DYES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1435427.
TRADE MARKS

TRADemarks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018 Class 3

2661430  17/01/2014
BRIJ BHUSHAN GOEL
trading as BABOO LAL & COMPANY
E-9, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BHADRABAD, DISTT. HARIDWAR, UTTARA KHAND
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since 01/04/2006
To be associated with:
2661429
DELHI
MEHANDI INCLUDING KALI MEHANDI, MEHANDI POWDER, SEMI-LIQUID MEHANDI, HERBAL MEHANDI, MEHANDI OIL, FACE PACK & HAIR DYES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1435427.
2662395  20/01/2014
KASHISH MADAAN
trading as ;SIDHI COSMETICS
D/259, BAWANA SEC, 3, DSIDC, DELHI-110039
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :10/01/2014
DELHI
COSMETICS GOODS LIKE NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, LIPSTICK, FACE POWDER, TALCUM POWDER,
CREAM, EYE LINER, MASKARA EYE SHADOW, HAIR GEL, SHAMPOO, HAIR OIL, HAIR REMOVER, HAIR DYE, HAIR
COLOUR, ROSE WATER, SINDOOR, HEENA, FACE PACK, MAKE UP KIT, LIP-GLOSS, WHITE PETROLEUM JELLY, LIP
CARE PREPARATIONS, BODY LOTION AS PER CLASS-03.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
NV
2662418  20/01/2014
VANESA CARE PVT LTD.
116, MODEL BASTI, NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. TRADEMARKS CO.
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO 4, DELHI- 110 009.
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
COSMETICS, PREFUMERY, DEODORANT AND TOILETRIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
PERASUN
2687516  26/02/2014
SH. PANKAJ GOYAL
SH. RAJIV BANSAL
trading as ;M/S S. P. AGRO
B-34-4815, DURGA PURI, HAIBOWAL KALAN, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/10/2013
DELHI
COCONUT OIL IN CLASS-3
anzeel
2691156 04/03/2014
ANZEEL LTD.
103, SOUTH CHURCH STREET, P.O BOX 1034, GRAND CAYMAN KY1-1102, CAYMAN ISLANDS
MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AGGARWAL ASSOCIATES.
N - 17, JANGPURA EXTN., NEW DELHI - 110 014.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DISINFECTANT SOAP, LAUNDRY PREPARATIONS; FABRIC SOFTENERS FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING PREPARATIONS; AROMATICS [ESSENTIAL OILS]; COSMETICS: MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS; DENTIFRICES; PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING DENTURES; COSMETICS FOR ANIMALS
GOLDIEE
2693071 06/03/2014
SHUBHAM GOLDIEE MASALE PRIVATE LIMITED
51/40, GOLDIEE HOUSE, NAYAGANJ, KANPUR, UP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.
Used Since :01/04/1996
To be associated with:
2544497
DELHI
DHOOPBATTI, AGARBATTI, INCENSE STICKS & PERFUMERY
GOLDIEE
2693072  06/03/2014
SHUBHAM GOLDIEE MASALE PRIVATE LIMITED
51/40, GOLDIEE HOUSE, NAYAGANJ, KANPUR, UP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.
Used Since :01/06/2008
To be associated with:
2544497
DELHI
COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, TOOTH PASTES, TOOTH POWDER, ESSENTIAL OILS, PREPARATIONS FOR BLEACHING, CLEANING & POLISHING, SCOURING & ABRASIVE PREPRATIONS.
AMRIN
2696096  11/03/2014
RAJ KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ;RAM GOPAL GRAND SONS
PLOT NO 1, NEPCO COMPOUND INDUSTRIAL AREA, 20/4 MATHURA ROAD, FARIDABAD-121006, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDING NATURAL HENNA PRODUCT BLACK BROWN HENNA POWDER AND HENNA PASTE
2698091  13/03/2014
S. GOPAL
ASHWIN.G.SUNKA
trading as ;OMKAR PARIMAL MANDIR
NO. 28, 6TH MAIN ROAD, KANAKAPURA ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 062, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :24/02/2011
To be associated with:
2453422
CHENNAI
INCENSE STICKS
TIENS
2698184  13/03/2014
YASHICA SINGLA
trading as ;MAKEOVER TRADINGS
ROOM NO 503 SEC-137 3RD FLOOR, FEROZE GANDHI MARKET FEROZEPUR ROAD LUDHIANA PB
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/03/2014
DELHI
PERFUMERY, DEodorANTS, COSMETICS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIfRICS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, BEAUTY SOAPS, DETERGENTS, DHOOP & AGARBATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
2699604  14/03/2014
MR. DEEPAK ARORA
trading as ;SHUKTI FOOD & PHARMA CO.
14 CHAMAN GARDEN PART-2 NEAR INDRA PALACE KARNAL
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :05/02/2014
DELHI
COSMETICS GOODS LIKE NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, LIPSTICK, FACE POWDER, FACE WASH, HAIR
CONDITIONER, FACIAL OIL, FACE SCRUB, TALCUM POWDER, CREAM, EYE LINER, MASKARA, EYE SHADOW, HAIR
GEL, SHAMPOO, HAIR OIL, HAIR REMOVER, HAIR DYE, HAIR COLOUR, ROSE WATER, SINDOOR, HEENA, FACE PACK,
MAKE UP KIT, LIP-GLOSS, WHITE PETROLEUM JELLY, LIP CARE PREPARATIONS, BODY LOTION, SKIN CARE AS PER
CLASS-03.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT
OVER THE TERM “beauty” APPEARING ON LABEL..
ONN
2699905  14/03/2014
VANESA COSMETICS
VIJESH GUPTA
RAJAT BHALOTIA
116,MODEL BASTI,NEW DELHI
Manufacturer and Merchants.
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT,1932
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.
Used Since :10/01/2013
DELHI
Shampoo,Hair Oil,Perfumery,Cosmetics,Deodorants and toilet soaps,Hair lotions,Soaps; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; curing and abrasive preparations; dentifrices.
2703124  21/03/2014
VERINDER HANS
trading as : CORAL SALES
174, SHAKTI PURAM, KUNJPURA ROAD, KARNAL HARYANA-132001
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURO & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 10/03/2000
DELHI
DHOOP, AGARBATTI, HAVAN SAMAGRI, LOBAN
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE TERM "LOBAN" APPEARING ON LABEL...
CHARGE UP

2703899  23/03/2014

VANESA COSMETICS
116, MODEL BASTI, NEW DELHI

Manufacturer and Merchants
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932

Address for service in India / Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.

Used Since: 15/01/2013

DELHI

SHAMPOO, HAIR OIL, PERFUMERY, COSMETICS, DEODORANTS AND TOILET SOAPS; HAIR LOTIONS, SOAPS;
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; CURING AND
ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; DENTIFRICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
2705281  25/03/2014
GARRON LABS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Garron Labs Pvt. Ltd.
              Sr. No. 692/A/2, Decision Tower, Off. No. 204, Next To City Pride Satara Road, Bibwewadi, Pune-411037
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011
Used Since :01/03/2014
MUMBAI
Shampoos, Cosmatic Products.
THE S

2709893 01/04/2014
KOINDO TRADING PVT. LTD
169 MOLAD HOUSE, SHAHPUR JAT, NEW DELHI 110049
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUNJAB REGISTRATION SERVICE.
4/67, NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110 065.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS AND PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS.
RANGOLI
2710402  01/04/2014
MUKESH KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;RAKESH CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
16, I.D.C., HISSAR ROAD, ROHTAK-124001, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2000
DELHI
SOAPS, DETERGENT CAKES & WASHING POWDER FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF HARYANA ONLY.
The use of this trademark is restricted for the sale in the state of HARYANA only.
BUSH
2710405 01/04/2014
MUKESH KUMAR JAIN
trading as: RAKESH CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
16, I.D.C., HISSAR ROAD, ROHTAK-124001, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/01/2014
DELHI
SOAPS, DETERGENT CAKES & WASHING POWDER FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF HARYANA ONLY.
*The sale of trademark is restricted in the state of HARYANA only.*
2713786   07/04/2014
MR. RAHUL JAIN
trading as ;VARDHMAN GLOBAL
WZ-234A HASTSAL ROAD, STREET NO.10, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110059
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :25/03/2014
DELHI
DHOOP, AGARBATTI & HAVAN SAMAGRI AS PER CLASS-03.
EYE MATIC

2718277  15/04/2014

YASHICA SINGLA
SH. MANOJ KUMAR GOYAL
YASHICA SINGLA

trading as ;MAKEOVER TRADINGS

276 CENTRAL TOWN ST. NO. 8, PAKHOWAL ROAD LUDHIANA 141013
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/03/2014

DELHI

MANUFACTURES, SUPPLIERS & EXPORTERS OF PERFUMERY, DEODORANTS, COSMETICS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING & ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, BEAUTY SOAPS, DETERGENTS, LIPSTICK, DHOOP & AGARBATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 3 FOR SALE IN INDIA & FOR EXPORTS.
2718279  15/04/2014
YASHICA SINGLA
trading as ;MAKEOVER TRADINGS
276 CENTRAL TOWN ST. NO. 8, PAKHOWAL ROAD LUDHIANA 141013
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/07/2011
DELHI
MANUFACTURES OF PERFUMERY, DEODORANTS, COSMETICS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING & ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, BEAUTY SOAPS, DETERGENTS, LIPSTICK, DHOOP & AGARBATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS FOR SALE IN INDIA
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2178306.
SIGNO-RINA
2718350  15/04/2014
BELLE BEAUTY SECRETS PVT LTD.
307/1/137/3, IIIRD FLOOR, SHAHZADA BAGH, DELHI-110035
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
*THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.*
2726181  28/04/2014
MEMON MOH. HASIN MOH. ASHRAF MAKDA
trading as :KGN TRADING CO
37, RAHAT SOCIETY, UNN CHORYASI, SURAT: 395007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :20/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
COSMETIC FACIAL CREAMS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018  Class 3

2730178  02/05/2014
FAIR BEAT HERBALS COSMETIC PVT LTD.
NO.182 STRAHANS ROAD, PATTALAM, CHENNAI - 600 112.
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.U.BINDHU
Used Since: 02/05/2014
CHENNAI
HAIR OIL, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR GEL, HAIR DYE
CHINMAY FMCG PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Chinmay FMCG Pvt. Ltd.
A2/1, Dhanlaxmi Park, Paud Road, Kothrud, Pune-411038
Manufacturer And Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011
Used Since :03/10/1999
MUMBAI
Cleaning Preparation And Substances Namely Phenyle Used For Floor Cleaner, Liquid Soap.
2742086  22/05/2014
PRAVEEN AGRAWAL
trading as ;KESHAV BROKING & INVESTMENTS
305A, LABBAIQ REGENCY, 4/2, OLD PALASIA, INDORE - 452001 (M.P.) INDIA
Hair Oil, Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
REGISTRED IN LOCAL AUTHORITY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
103, LABBAIQ, REGENCY 4/2 OLD PALASIA, INDORE-452001.
Used Since :01/04/2011
MUMBAI
Hair Oil.
HINDI WORD USE FOR NAME
2759080  19/06/2014
A.SHANTHI
trading as ;SUN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
NO:9, CHENNAI BYE PASS ROAD, SENTHARIEERPURAIN, TRICHY-620 004, TAMILNADU,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :05/05/2010
CHENNAI
DISH WASH CLEANING POWDER, DETERGENT SOAP, WASHING POWDER
2762540    26/06/2014
SAGAR JAISWAL
KUNWARJEET MEVALAL MISHRA
trading as ;THE S.K. GROUP
ROOM No. 1011, NEAR BK No. 114, HANUMAN NAGAR, ULHASNAGAR-421001. DIST-THANE
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SOAPS, DETERGENTS, SHAMPOO, WASHING POWDER, TOILET PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING, CLEANING, CLEANSING, POLISHING PREPARATIONS
2764597  29/06/2014
JAI AMBAY ENTERPRISES
ANAND BIHAR COLONY, GINDAN KHERA, AMAUSI ,SAROJNI NAGAR, LUCKNOW
manufacturing, trading, marketing, import, export
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL AWASTHI ADV.,
178/116 HAIDER MIRZA ROAD GOLAGONJ, LUCKNOW (NEAR DR. SAFIA HOSPITAL)
Used Since :01/05/2014
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery items, agarbatti, dhoop batti, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices ,
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT AND NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD SUGANDH AND/OR DEVICE OF INCENSE STICKS.
BHARATBHAI SAVAJIBHAI TARAPADA
NILESHBHAI SAVAJIBHAI TARAPADA
MANOJBHAI SAVAJIBHAI TARAPADA
PANKAJBHAI SAVAJIBHAI TARAPADA
trading as; PRINCE ENTERPRISE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYESH DEVJIBHAI JADAV,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD., 121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

DETERGENT SOAP, DETERGENT POWDER, CLEANING LIQUID INCLUDED IN CLASS -03

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
2795951  22/08/2014
VISHAL SHARMA
trading as ;ESCAPE NATURALS
19, SUNDAR NAGAR, NEAR KHATIPURA PULIA, KHATIPURA JAIPUR 302012 RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SOAP, HAIR OIL, SHAMPOO, CREAM, LOTION AND COSMETICS.
2798879   27/08/2014
ALLIED BLENDERS AND DISTILLERS PRIVATE LIMITED
394-C, LAMINGTON CHAMBER, LAMINGTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400004
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2798859, 2798870

MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND
ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETIC, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..819449, 2798859,2798870..
2833483  29/10/2014
LIFEON LABS PVT. LTD
SHOP NO. 1 AND 2, GROUND FLOOR, ASHAPURA ARCADE, P AND T COLONY, GANDHINAGAR, DOMBIVLI (EAST),
THANE- 421 204
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
(A LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF COSMETICS PRODUCTS
2840606 11/11/2014
S.E. HERBAL PVT. LTD.
trading as ;S.E. HERBAL PVT. LTD.
VASANT KUNJ,RAMAKRISHNA ASHRAM ROAD, JYOTI NAGAR, OPP. PEAK CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, SILIGURI-734001, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADERS.
Used Since: 02/10/2013
KOLKATA
Cosmetics, Hair lotions, Dentifrices, Perfumery, Essential oils, Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps
Kesh Piyush
2840704  11/11/2014
EMAMI LIMITED
trading as :;EMAMI LIMITED
687, ANANDAPUR, EM BY PASS, KOLKATA - 700 107, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Creams, cold cream including herbal creams and herbal lotions, lotion, soaps, shampoo, deodorant, perfumed body
spray, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair oils & lotions; dentifrices including talcum powder, petroleum jelly for
cosmetic use including Herbal Skin Jelly & Herbal Lip Balm, hair colour and hair dye, hair cream, cosmetic creams and
toiletries.
NORITAKE
2841575  12/11/2014
NORITAKE CO., LIMITED
1-36, Noritake-Shinmachi 3-chome, Nishi-ku, Nagoya, Japan
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company duly registered under the laws of Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Abrasive and polishing paper; abrasive and polishing cloths; abrasive and polishing stones; abrasive and polishing materials.
VEOLA HAVANNA

2842955  10/11/2014

BAJAJ HERBALS PVT. LTD.
A/401, SAMUDRA COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL KLASSE GOLD, OFF C.G.ROAD, ELLISBRIDGE, AHMEDABAD-06
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Used Since :15/05/2002
To be associated with:
1104767

AHMEDABAD
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND
ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.“HAVANNA”.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1888451,1888452.
2850192  26/11/2014
HEALTHFITZ ENERGY PRODUCT PRUIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;HEALTHFITZ ENERGY PRODUCT PRUIVATE LIMITED
31/21, K.B.SARANI (MALL ROAD), ANANDLOK, KOLKATA 80, WB.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :18/01/2014
KOLKATA
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
GARDEN GOLD

2858628  05/12/2014

TEJA RAM PALRIYA
trading as ;SIDDHARTH HERBS

G-26, 3RD FLOOR, RIICO IND AREA, SOJAT CITY, DIST-PALI, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEHANDI, HEENA, MEHANDI POWDER UNDER CLASS 03.
ARICENT HYGIENE VENTURES PVT. LTD.
304, GURUPUSHPAM CHS, SECTOR 16 A, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400703. MAHARASHTRA. (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT. 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since: 01/12/2014
MUMBAI
AIR FRAGRANCING PREPARATIONS, AIR (CANNED PRESSURIZED) FOR CLEANING AND DUSTING PURPOSES, PERFUMERY COMPOUND, PERFUME, BODY SPRAY, AIR FRESHENER, FRAGRANCES BLEACHING PREPARATIONS [LAUNDRY], DENTURES (PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING), DEODORANT SOAP, FUMIGATION PREPARATIONS [PERFUMES], SOAP, IN CLASS-03
2864422  17/12/2014

EMAMI LIMITED
trading as ;EMAMI LIMITED

687, ANANDAPUR, EM BY PASS, KOLKATA - 700 107, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Used Since :15/02/2014

To be associated with:
1736964, 1861148, 1861149, 1861150

KOLKATA

Creams, cold cream including herbal creams and herbal lotions, lotion, soaps, shampoo, deodorant, perfumed body spray, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair oils & lotions; dentifrices including talcum powder, petroleum jelly for cosmetic use including Herbal Skin Jelly & Herbal Lip Balm, hair colour and hair dye, hair cream, cosmetic creams and toiletries for sale in India and for export.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018 Class 3

PRANAB KUMAR DEY trading as ;DOLPHIN & DOLPHIN
F/6/3/2, BEHALA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 620 DIAMOND HARBOUR ROAD, KOLKATA-700034, WB, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
AN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.
Used Since :13/12/1993

KOLKATA
PHENYLE, LIQUID HAND WASH, SHOP, DIS WASH, FLOOR-WASH, LIQUID DETERGENT, TOILET CLEANER.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
M. SRINIVASAN
47-D, SEVAL PATTI SOUTH STREET, RAJAPALAYAM-626 117, VIRUDHUNAGAR DISTRICT, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL (AN INDIAN NATIONAL)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :15/04/2014
CHENNAI
DETERGENTS OTHER THAN FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS AND FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DETERGENT CAKE; DETERGENT POWDER; DISHWASH BAR; DISHWASH POWDER; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS.
KIDZFIRST

2879002  09/01/2015

HEALTHFITZ ENERGY PRODUCT PRUIVATE LIMITED
31/21, K.B.SARANI (MALL ROAD), ANANDLOK, KOLKATA 80, WB.
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Used Since: 01/12/2014

KOLKATA

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN STATES OF INDIA BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM- M.
2879454  12/01/2015
PRAKASH CHANDRA AGARWAL
trading as ;SAFED HATHI
SINGHANIA NIWAS,NORTH CHURCH ROAD,GANDHI MAIDAN,GAYA,PIN-823001
MANUFACTURER
Used Since :20/11/2013
KOLKATA
Detergent Powder, Deterget Cake, Laundry Soap, Coconut Oil, Agarbatti
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL..
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-M TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF IN
EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY.
2898454  10/02/2015
NADIM HAIDER
NADIM HAIDER
SHAMIM HAIDER
KALIM HAIDER
trading as ;S.V. CHEMICALS
PLOT NO. 504/B, PHASE-IV, OPP. INDO GERMAN, VATVA G.I.D.C, AHMEDABAD-382440. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :22/04/2002
AHMEDABAD
DETERGENT CAKE, WASHING POWDER.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive matters.
2903176  16/02/2015
S. KEWALCHAND
trading as ; SINGH TRADING & CO
NO. 5, RAGHUNAYAKULU STREET, PARK TOWN, CHENNAI-600 003, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since : 13/01/2015
CHENNAI
SWABS [TOILETRIES]
DR. SIDHAN’S HERBAL FORMULATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;DR. SIDHAN’S HERBAL FORMULATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
I BLOCK, NO.25, ANNA NAGAR EAST, CHENNAI - 600102, TN, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :25/03/2010

CHENNAI
SOAP; ANTIPERSPIRANT SOAP; CAKES OF SOAP; DEODORANT SOAP AND DISINFECTANT SOAP; SOAP FOR FOOT PERSPIRATION; TOILET SOAP; NATURAL COSMETICS; ELIXIRS AND LOTIONS WITH A PLANT BASE FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, HAIR OIL, ESSENTIAL OILS; HAIR LOTIONS, COSMETIC CREAMS FOR SKIN, ALL TYPES OF SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, MOISTURIZING GEL, PERFUMES, PERFUME SPRAYS, FINE FRAGRANCES, AFTER SHAVES, DEODORANTS, HERBAL COSMETICS AND OTHER HERBAL PERSONAL PRODUCTS, DENTIFRICES

2917928 10/03/2015
2920088  12/03/2015
ASTER DM HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
trading as ASTER DM HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
ASTER MEDCITY, KUTTISAHIB ROAD, NEAR KOTHAD BRIDGE, SOUTH CHITTOOR P.O, CHERANALLOOR, KOCHI - 682 027, KERALA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS &RIGHTS
42/2421, THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICATED SOAP; SHAMPOOS; SKIN WHITENING CREAMS; CREAMS, ADHESIVES, ALMOND MILK, ALOE VERA PREPARATIONS, LOTIONS, OILS AND PETROLEUM JELLY ALL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; AFTERSHAVE LOTIONS; AROMATICS [ESSENTIAL OILS]; BREATH FRESHENING STRIPS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR BATHS AND SKIN CARE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SLIMMING PURPOSES; DENTAL BLEACHING GELS; DENTURE POLISHES; EAU DE COLOGNE; FALSE EYELASHES AND NAILS; SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2921506  12/03/2015
Johnu Thomas
MR. JOSE MOOTHE DAN
MR. JOJU MOOTHE DAN
trading as ;M/S RANI DRUG HOUSE
XII/182,183,184, NELLAYI P.O - 680 305, THR ISSUR, KERALA
MANUFACTURERS , SELLERS, AND DISTRIBUTORS
REGISTERED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV.TONY CHACKO
DOOR NO: 9/525-14/35 TO 9/525-14/43, CHICAGO TOWER, 5TH FLOOR IKKANDA WARRIER ROAD, NEAR MALAYALA
MANORAMA, THR ISSUR, KERALA, – 680 001
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HERBAL SOAP
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
PURVA
2923398   17/03/2015
PURAVANKARA PROJECTS LIMITED.
trading as ;PURAVANKARA PROJECTS LIMITED.
130/1, ULSOOR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 042
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SATHISH KUMAR
'SIVAM' 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
2930693  26/03/2015
M/S. WHITE HORSE PROJECTS PVT LTD
trading as ;M/s. WHITE HORSE PROJECTS PVT LTD
504, Wellington business Park - 1, Andheri-Kurla Road, Marol Naka, Andheri (E) Mumbai - 400 059
Manufacturer and Merchant
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :01/02/2015
MUMBAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use cleaning, polishing scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery,essential oils,cosmetics, hair lotions,dentifrices
2933197  31/03/2015
A.M.S.MUSTHAFAL QADIRI
trading as ;METRO AROMA SUPPLY
9, EZRA STREET, KOLKATA-700 001
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPM SERVICES
NOWAPARA,NEW TOWN,KOLKATA 700 157,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :11/01/2012
KOLKATA
Attars, perfumes, perfumery compound, aromatic products, essential oils included in Class 3
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
2941033 15/04/2015
KETAN B. JAIN
201, GREENLAND CO OP HSG SOC LTD, MAMTA PARADISE BUILDING, MALWANI CHURCH, MARVE ROAD, MALAD WEST, MUMBAI 400095
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MEHTA & MEHTA.
NAVIJIVAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, 12 TH FLOOR, OFFICE NO. 9, LAMINGTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400 008.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DETERGENT SOAP AND LIQUIDS AND POWDER
STTORM

2955045  05/05/2015
SRINIVASAN DAMODARAN
3/8, AISWARYA APARTMENT, TANK BUND ROAD, 1 STREET, NUNGAMBKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 034.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANNA ASSOCIATES
NO. 35, I MAIN ROAD LAKE AREA, NUNGAMBKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 034.
Used Since :10/12/2014

CHENNAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES.
SHREE KHODIYAR

2955730  01/05/2015
HASMUKHBHAI DULABHAI ZINZALA
B-4/5, AKASH BLOCK, NEW CIVIL HOSPITAL, OLD NURSING QUARTER, MAJURA GATE, RING ROAD, SURAT, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN ADULT, AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word SHREE.
2955799    05/05/2015

M.THOLKAPPIAN
trading as ;SATHYAM HERBAL PRODUCTS
NO.4/368, COLLEGE STREET, THASILDAR NAGAR, MADURAI-625020.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :15/12/2011

CHENNAI
TOOTH POWDER, HERBAL HAIR OIL, POWDERS PREPARED USING HERBS, FLOWERS, SEEDS, FRUITS AND OTHER PARTS OF PLANTS FOR BATHING AND FACIAL PURPOSES, HIBISCUS SHAMPOO, SHAMPOOS PREPARED USING PLANTS AND HERBS, NALANGE POWDER, ROSE WATER, PREPARATIONS FOR HAIR AND SKIN CARE DERIVED FROM FLOWERS, SEEDS, FRUITS AND OTHER PARTS OF PLANTS


THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF SOUTHERN STATES OF INDIA ONLY..
2967466  18/05/2015
HIMALAYA GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD.
106 Elizabethan Square, PO Box 1162, Grand Cayman KY1-1102, Cayman Islands.
Manufacturers, merchants, traders and exporters
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :19/01/2002
KOLKATA
Cosmetics, including cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; creams for cosmetic purposes; essential oils for cosmetic purposes, shampoos and hair lotions, soaps.
Colour Claim: Yes; Teal Green- Pantone 323 C; Orange- Pantone 1505 C
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1004751.
MOTOSPA

2970072  25/05/2015

SAFIYA.M
trading as : MASTER CHEMICALS

DOOR NO.1/310 E, DWARAKA CITY, KARIKKAD, TRIKKALANGODE VILLAGE, TRIKKALANGODE (P.O), ERNAD TALUK, MALAPURAM DIST-676127, KERALA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639

Used Since : 20/10/2014

CHENNAI

PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE WAXING, PROTECTING AND PRESERVING PAINTED SURFACES; SILICON AND WAX REMOVERS; CLEANERS FOR GLASS, METAL, LEATHER, AND VINYL, METAL POLISHES, UPHOLSTERY CLEANER; WINDSHIELD WASHER FLUID. PREPARATIONS FOR WASHING AND MAINTENANCE OF VEHICLES, AUTOMOBILE POLISHING VALETING PRODUCTS, SHAMPOOS, VINYL POLISHES INTERIOR SHAMPOOS, RUBBING COMPOUND, POLYESTER PUTTY AND TYRE CLEANER BLEACHING PREPARATIONS FOR LAUNDRY USE, SOAPS, WASHING POWDER, CAKE, COSMETICS, AIR FRESHENER.
2973014  28/05/2015
SANTOSH KUMAR SAHOO
trading as ;BHAKTI AGARBATTI INDUSTRIES
VILL/HOLDING NO.RANPUR,PLOT NO.2133/3339,P.O.RANPUR,P.S.RANPUR,DIST.NAYAGARH,PIN-752026,ODISHA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER AND RETAILER.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHUKLA TRADE MARK COMPANY.
71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.
Used Since :06/03/2014
KOLKATA
INCENSE STICK (AGARBATTI) INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL..
MATCHA DE-TOX
2978647  03/06/2015
L'OREAL
14 Rue Royale 75008 Paris, France
Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Perfume, eau de toilette; gels, salts for the bath and the shower not for medical purpose; toilet soaps, body deodorants; cosmetics namely creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders for the face, the body and the hands; sun care preparations (cosmetic products); make-up preparations; shampoos; gels, sprays, mousses and balms for the hair styling and hair care; hair lacquers; hair colouring and hair decolorant preparations; permanent waving and curling preparations; essential oils for personal use

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2984829  15/06/2015
SAROJ BISWAS
GITA SAHA
trading as ; KRISHNA CHEMICALS
RAIPUR, MUKHERJEE GATE, P.S. MAHESHTALA, 24 PARGANAS (SOUTH), WEST BENGAL-700141
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since: 21/05/1995
To be associated with:
698615, 1560127
KOLKATA
DETERGENT POWDER AND DETERGENT CAKE, DISHWASH BAR, WASHING POWDER.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "DISHWASHER".
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1560127.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862 , 13/08/2018 Class 3

2984830  15/06/2015
SAROJ BISWAS
GITA SAHA
trading as ;KRISHNA CHEMICALS
RAIPUR,MUKHERJEE GATE,P.S.MAHESHTALA,24 PARGANAS (SOUTH),WEST BENGAL-700141
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :21/05/1995
To be associated with:
2984829
KOLKATA
DETERGENT POWDER AND DETERGENT CAKE, DISHWASH BAR, WASHING POWDER.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 698615, THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2984831  15/06/2015
SAROJ BISWAS
GITA SAHA
trading as ;KRISHNA CHEMICALS
RAIPUR,MUKHERJEE GATE,P.S.MAHESHTALA,24 PARGANAS (SOUTH),WEST BENGAL-700141
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :01/04/1993
KOLKATA
DETERGENT POWDER AND DETERGENT CAKE, DISHWASH BAR, WASHING POWDER.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD "SUPER" AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL..
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1269885.
2984833  15/06/2015
SAROJ BISWAS
GITA SAHA
trading as ; KRISHNA CHEMICALS
RAIPUR, MUKHERJEE GATE, P.S., MAHESHTALA, 24 PARGANAS (SOUTH), WEST BENGAL - 700141.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since : 01/04/1996
KOLKATA
DETERGENT POWDER AND DETERGENT CAKE, DISHWASH BAR, WASHING POWDER.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 848145, THIS IS CONDITION OF
REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Kesh King

2986226   16/06/2015

EMAMI LIMITED
trading as ;EMAMI LIMITED
687, ANANDAPUR, EM BY PASS, KOLKATA - 700 107, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :01/07/2009

KOLKATA
Creams, cold cream including herbal creams and herbal lotions, lotion, soaps, shampoo, deodorant, perfumed body spray, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair oils, hair lotions; dentifrices including talcum powder, petroleum jelly for cosmetic use including Herbal Skin Jelly & Herbal Lip Balm, hair colour and hair dye, hair cream, cosmetic creams and toiletries for sale in India and for export.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2028949.
NEEMKA
2991047  23/06/2015
GORAN PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
G.I.D.C.-I, BHAVNAGAR ROAD, SIHOR-364 240. GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TOOTHPASTE.
FOGG MASTER
2992195  23/06/2015
VINI COSMETICS PRIVATE LIMITED
1ST FLOOR, JANKI HOUSE, 2, SUNRISE PARK, OPP. HIMALAYA MALL, DRIVE IN ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380 054, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since: 06/05/2010
To be associated with:
1961615, 2264430, 2264431, 2264432, 2264433, 2810661

AHMEDABAD
SOAP, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, TOILETRIES, CREAMS AND LOTIONS (COSMETIC PURPOSE), DEODORANTS FOR HUMAN BEING, BODY MIST, PERFUME SPRAY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONERS, HAIR OIL, HAIR STYLING GEL, HAIR SERUM, SHAVING GEL /LOTION AND AFTER SHAVE.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word MASTER separately.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1961615.
ABRON

3000751  06/07/2015
KUTBUDDIN KAUWALA
trading as ;BURHANI TRADERS
D.NO:5-5-155/156, LALA TEMPLE STREET, RANIGUNJ, SECUNDERBAD - 500 003 (T.S), INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :02/01/2010
CHENNAI
POLISHING AND METAL POLISHING COATED ABRASIVES
3007144  13/07/2015
SUNIL AGARWAL
SANJAY AGARWAL
SEEMA AGARWAL
ANIRUDH AGARWAL
JITENDRA AGARWAL
RAGHAV AGRAWAL
trading as ;JOY CREATORS LLP
4,MYSORE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS ADN EXPORTERS
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI,
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :01/11/2008
KOLKATA
HERBAL, ORGANIC AND OTHER NON MEDICATED COSMETICS AND PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, SOAPS;
PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, MASSAGE OILS; DENTIFRICES, TALCUM POWDER,
CREAMS, AFTER SHAVE CREAM, LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, DEODORANT, SUN PROTECTION PREPARATIONS, FACE
WASH, HAIR PREPARATIONS FOR PERSONAL USE, PERSONAL HYGIENE PREPARATIONS, BODY GELS AND
TOILETRIES, COSMETIC, PETROLEUM JELLY INCLUDING LIP GUARD, HAIR DYES, GELS, FACIAL AND BODY SCRUBS,
FACIAL PACKS AND MASKS, FACIAL BLEACHES FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1825106.
3007147  13/07/2015
SUNIL AGARWAL
SANJAY AGARWAL
SEEMA AGARWAL
ANIRUDH AGARWAL
JITENDRA AGARWAL
RAGHAV AGRAWAL
trading as ;JOY CREATORS LLP
4,MYSORE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :01/01/2014
To be associated with:
2654897
KOLKATA
HERBAL, ORGANIC AND OTHER NON MEDICATED COSMETICS AND PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, MASSAGE OILS; DENTIFRICES, TALCUM POWDER, CREAMS, AFTER SHAVE CREAM, LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, DEODORANT, SUN PROTECTION PREPARATIONS, FACE WASH, HAIR PREPARATIONS FOR PERSONAL USE, PERSONAL HYGIENE PREPARATIONS, BODY GELS AND TOILETRIES, COSMETIC, PETROLEUM JELLY INCLUDING LIP GUARD, HAIR DYES, GELS, FACIAL AND BODY SCRUBS, FACIAL PACKS AND MASKS, FACIAL BLEACHES FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2654897.
VEDANGA
3013906   21/07/2015
ITC LIMITED
VIRGINIA HOUSE, 37 J L NEHRU ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL.
Manufacturers, merchants and exporters
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS INCLUDING SOAPS, ESSENTIAL OILS, BATH AND SHOWER PREPARATIONS, SKIN CARE
PREPARATIONS, OILS, CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN, CLEANSING GEL FOR THE FACE, CLEANSING CREAM
FOR THE FACE, SHAVING PREPARATIONS, PRE-SHAVE AND AFTER SHAVE PREPARATIONS, DEPILATORY
PREPARATIONS, SUN TANNING AND SUN PROTECTION PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS, MAKE-UP AND MAKE-UP
REMOVING PREPARATIONS, PETROLEUM JELLY, LIP CARE PREPARATIONS, TALCUM POWDER, COTTON WOOL,
COTTON STICKS, COSMETIC PADS, TISSUES OR WIPES, PRE MOISTENED OR IMPREGNATED CLEANSING PADS,
BEAUTY MASKS, FACIAL PACKS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE,
CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, PERFUMERY, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES,
SHAMPOO, SHOWER GELS, HAIR CONDITIONER, SKIN LOTIONS, SKIN CREAMS, HAIR COLORANTS, HAIR DYES, SKIN
WHITENING AND FAIRNESS CREAMS, DEODORANTS, TALCUM POWDER, LIPSTICKS
SUNDER GOLD

3017819  24/07/2015
SURESH CHAND GEHLOT
trading as ;M/S SURESH AND COMPANY
MELA KA CHOWK, SOJAT CITY DISTT. PALI (RAJASTHAN).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
127, B 1ST FLOOR MURLI TEXTILE TOWER PUR ROAD BHILWARA, (RAJASTHAN)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEHNDI POWDER (HENNA), MEHNDI CONE, HERBAL HENNA, LIQUID MEHNDI, MEHNDI PASTE, BLACK & BROWN MEHNDI.
3021953  31/07/2015
BALIRAM F. LAKHWANI
trading as ;M/S. AZAD AGARBATTI STORES
23, MARWANI LANE, SHREE NAGAR, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2010
MUMBAI
AGARBATTI
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive matter.
3023042  03/08/2015
KRISHNA D. VISHWAKARMA
C/101, POONAM ENCLAVE, OPP. FUNFIESTA, SHRIPRASTHA, NALLASOPARA (W), DIST. THANE MAHARASHTRA, INDIA-401203
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2845252
MUMBAI
SOAP, ESSENTIAL OIL, COSMETIC HAIR OILS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.. APPLICATION NO.2845252.
YOUTH MOLECULES
3023635  03/08/2015
MARICO LIMITED
GRANDE PALLADIUM, 7TH FLOOR, 175, CST ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (E), MUMBAI 400 098, MAHARA STRA STATE
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hair Oil, Hair Lotions, Hair Growing Preparations, Hair Growing Washes, Hair Preserving Preparations, Hair Tonics, Hair
Restorers, Hair Dyes, Hair Creams And Conditioners, Skin Care Products, Skin Conditioner And All Types Of Skin Care
Preparations, Dentifrices, Toilet Preparations And Shampoos, Soaps Of All Kinds, Cleaning, Polishing, Scouring,
Bleaching And Abrasive Preparations, Perfumes, Cosmetics, Essential Oils, Natural Flavorings, Detergent, Shaving Soaps
Included In Class 03.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Himalaya Herbals Youth Eternity

3026533  06/08/2015
HIMALAYA GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD.
106 Elizabethan Square, PO Box 1162, Grand Cayman KY1-1102, Cayman Islands.

Manufacturers, merchants, traders and exporters
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Cosmetics, including cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; creams for cosmetic purposes; essential oils for cosmetic purposes, shampoos and hair lotions, soaps

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1004751.
RIZWAN AHMAD
A/2, CHAND SOCIETY, JUHU ROAD, NEAR HARE RAMA HARE KRISHNA MANDIR, MUMBAI 400049, MAH, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REKHI VISHAKHA A SINGH
A-903, JULIAN APLS, BHAKTI PARK, NEAR IMAX THEATRE, WADALA(EAST), MUMBAI-400037.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS AND BEAUTY PRODUCTS
3041503  27/08/2015
PROVIDENT HOUSING LIMITED
trading as ;PROVIDENT HOUSING LIMITED
39, ULSOOR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560042, KARNATAKA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SATHISH KUMAR
'SIVAM' 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.
Used Since :01/10/2014

CHENNAI
"BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING
AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES".
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018

ALIEZ ENTERPRISES
MR. HASANABBAS RAHIM SHELIYA
MR. ZOHAI R. RIZVI
MR. NAZAR ALI R. SHELIYA
SHOP NO. 16, GOOD LUCK COMPOUND, OPP. HIMALAYA HOTEL, NEAR AJIT GLASS, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI-400102
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PERFUMES
RIAN

3044071 31/08/2015
RAKESH KUMAR DAGA
trading as : RIAN COSMETICS
B.C. SEN ROAD, SHAKTIPUR, P.O. AGARPARA, KOLKATA - 700 109, W.B, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER.
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :01/04/1995
To be associated with:
1865037, 1865038, 2163983
KOLKATA
Creams including cold cream, herbal creams and lotions, soaps, dyes, shampoo, perfumery, deodorants, essential oils, cosmetics, hair oils & lotions; dentifrices including talcum powder, petroleum jelly for cosmetic use, cosmetic creams and toiletries, eye liner, kajal, sindur, alta, Agarbattis and incense sticks for sale in India and for export.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.726605.
3048810  05/09/2015
PRITI MARU
trading as ;M/S. SHUBHAM BEAUTY CARE
G-A -4-1, KOTHARI WARE HOUSE NO-2, PREMISES CO -OP 50C LTD, FIVE ACRE COMPOUND, TIKUJIWADI ROAD,
MANPADA, THANE (W), MUMBAI
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS ITEMS
THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF MAHARASHTRA..
3050025 08/09/2015
CHALHOUB GROUP LIMITED
trading as ;CHALHOUB GROUP LIMITED
INTERTRUST CORPORATE SERVICES (BVI) LIMITED,171 MAIN STREET,PO BOX 4041 ROAD TOWN,TORTOLA,VG 1110,BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, EXPORTERS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
COSMETICS, PERFUMES, TOILETRIES, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, MAKE UP PREPARATIONS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3052214  10/09/2015
MORKI DEVI
NO.3, VENKATACHALAM LANE, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 003
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2007
CHENNAI
ALL TYPES OF COSMETICS INCLUDED
BAHUBALI
3052500  11/09/2015
M.AHMED
M.A. ABDUL KHADER
trading as ;FOREST FRAGRANCE
NO.24, GANGADHAR NAGAR, 3RD MAIN, SARAKKI GATO, KANAKAPURA MAIN ROAD, BANASHANKARI, BANGALORE-78.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
(CARRYING ON BUSINES IN PARTNERSHIP)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :04/09/2015
CHENNAI
INCENSE STICKS
Orah

3056337  16/09/2015

SenGee BioChem Exim Pvt. Ltd.
216, Kohinoor Arcade, Tilak, Chowk, Pune-Mumbai Road, Nigdi, Pune-411 044 Maharashtra (India)

Manufacturer and Merchants

A Private Limited Company Incorporated Under Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ChandraKant & Associates
Chhatrapati Shivaji Raj Complex, Building No.6, Flat No.5, Ground Floor, Opp. Ekta Nagar, Kandivali (West), Mumbai-400 067.

Used Since: 01/01/2014

Mumbai

Deodorants, Hair Oil; Lotions, Perfumes, Cosmetics, Bath Soap, Detergent Powder and Cake; Washing Powder and Cake; Cleaning Preparations (liquid and Solid); Tooth Powder and Paste, Shaving Cream, Gel and Foam, Body Oil, Shampoos; Talc and Talcum Powder, Mehndi Colors, Chemicals and Ultramarines Used in Laundry, Dhoops and Agarbatties, Phenyl in Class-03.
XTASIEE

3056338   16/09/2015
SENAGE BIOCHEM EXIM PVT. LTD.
216, KOHINOOR ARCADE, TILAK, CHOWK, PUNE- MUMBAI ROAD, NIGDI, PUNE-411 044 MAHARASHTRA (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRASKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
DEODORANTS, HAIR OIL; LOTIONS, PERFUMES, COSMETICS, BATH SOAP, DETERGENT POWDER AND CAKE;
WASHING POWDER AND CAKE; CLEANING PREPARATIONS (LIQUID AND SOLID); TOOTH POWDER AND PASTE,
SHAVING CREAM, GEL AND FOAM, BODY OIL, SHAMPOOS; TALC AND TALCUM POWDER, MEHNDI COLORS,
CHEMICALS AND ULTRAMARINES USED IN LAUNDRY, DHOOPS AND AGARBATTIES, PHENYL IN CLASS-03.
3058343  17/09/2015
SANTIEB'S
16A,SHAKESPEARE SARANI,NEW B.K. MARKET,KOLKATA 700071,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
Manufacturer, Merchant & Exporter.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :01/11/2014
KOLKATA
Perfumes, Essential oil, Cosmetics and soaps.
TORSO

3062580 23/09/2015

MCNROE CONSUMER PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
16,NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD,(3RD FLOOR),KOLKATA 700001,WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Manufacturers, Merchants and Exporters
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Cosmetics including talcum powder, body cream, cold cream and lotions, skin ointments, toiletries and perfumery, soaps, essential oils, deodorants, hair oil & hair lotions, dentifrices, Kumkum, Bindi, Sindoor, Alta, petroleum jelly for cosmetic use for sale in India and for export
MEGHA NUPOOR

3062794    24/09/2015
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ;ALIX COSMETICS
GAJPATI NAGAR, JATNI, DIST. KHURDA, ODISHA, PIN-752050
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHUKLA TRADE MARK COMPANY.
71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.
Used Since :03/01/2001
KOLKATA
MEHANDI CONES, MEHANDI PRODUCTS AND COSMETICS INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018  Class 3

NOUSHAD.K trading as HYSA BUSINESS GROUP
NO.2/474 B,THRIKKOTTOOR,CHINGAPURAM(PO),THIKKODI,KOZHIKODE,KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since: 21/08/2015
CHENNAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, ALL BEING
3064172  28/09/2015
NIYUT DESAI
trading as ;MINITEK
22, DAMJI SHYAMJI UDYOG BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400 053, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/2007
MUMBAI
HYGIENIC AND CLEANING PRODUCT, DETERGENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
3064907  28/09/2015
G. M. CHEMIE PVT LTD.
PLOT NO.C- 468, TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MIDC, PAWANE, NAVI MUMBAI-400705
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :16/11/2004
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
MEDICAM
3066961  24/09/2015
SALMAN KHALIL
Khalil Ahmed Nanital wala
trading as ;Marriana International
43/1/H, Block -06,Main Razi Road, P.E.C.H.S., Karachi-Pakistan
Manufacturer and Trader
A Pakistani Partnership Company incorporated and existing under the laws of the Republic of Pakistan
Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANTABILITY CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.
Used Since :01/04/1980
MUMBAI
Toothpaste
3078304   13/10/2015

M/S.PRIME AGRO.
trading as ; M/S.PRIME AGRO.
201, VIVEK VILLA, NEAR KUMBARTUKDA TAXI STAND, CHARNI ROAD- EAST, MUMBAI-400 004. MAHARASHTRA- INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, MERCHANT, WHOLESALLER, RETIALER, DISTRIBUTOR, DEALER, IMPORTER & EXPORTER

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJESH SANAT UPADHYAYA
M/s RSU LEGAL, D/003, VISHAL APPARTMENTS, OPP. ANDHERI GYMKHANA, SIR M. V. ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 069.
Used Since : 01/04/2015

MUMBAI

ALMOND OIL, AROMATHERAPY OIL, AROMATIC OIL, AROMATICS IN THE FORM OF ESSENTIAL OILS, BABY OIL, BATH OIL CONCENTRATES, BLENDED ESSENTIAL OILS, BODY OIL, BODY OIL SPRAY, CANOLA OIL, OLIVE OIL & OIL BLEND.
3079050  14/10/2015
KAUSHIK CHAKRABORTY TRADING AS PRAVA SOAP FACTORY
Village: Shyamaspur, P.O.: Shyamnagar, P.S.: Joypur, Dist.: Bankura, State of West Bengal
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :28/01/2009
KOLKATA
Soap
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3079051 14/10/2015
KAUSHIK CHAKRABORTY TRADING AS PRAVA SOAP FACTORY
Village: Shyamdaspur, P.O.: Shyamnagar, P.S.: Joypur, Dist.: Bankura, State of West Bengal
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :28/01/2009
KOLKATA
Soap
3079384  16/10/2015
R KAVITHA
trading as ;HI-TEC PRODUCTS
2/144E, THIRUMURUGAN NAGAR, SIVADHAPURAM, SALEM-636307, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
PENOIL, DEODRANTS, FLOOR CLEANER AND FLOOR WASH, AND ALL CLEANING AND WASH PRODUCTS
3084533  26/10/2015
JAYASHREE BHARAT DESAI
295, BHARATESH, OPP. R. P. PATIL HIGH SCHOOL, ULHASNAGAR, KUPWAD, TAL-MIRAJ, DIST-SANGALI-416436, (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since : 13/10/2015
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS. SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
SAFFRON HOLISTIC HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
C-32, SUPA MIDC, TAL-PARNER, DIST-AHMEDNAGAR-414301
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/09/2015
MUMBAI
SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, PERFUME BODY SPRAYS,
PREPARATIONS FOR BATH AND SHOWERS, EAU DE COLOGNE, EAU DE PERFUME, EAU DE TOILETTE, SHAMPOO AND
CONDITIONERS, HAIR STYLING PRODUCTS; OILS, CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN, NON MEDICATED TOILET
PREPARATIONS
SAFFRON HOLISTIC HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
C-32, SUPA MIDC, TAL-PARNER, DIST-AHMEDNAGAR-414301
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/09/2015
MUMBAI
SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, PERFUME BODY SPRAYS, PREPARATIONS FOR BATH AND SHOWERS, EAU DE COLOGNE, EAU DE PERFUME, EAU DE TOILETTE, SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONERS, HAIR STYLING PRODUCTS; OILS, CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN, NON MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS
3084696    23/10/2015
SANDESH AGRAWAL
trading as ;M/S. SUFAL ASSET MANAGEMENT
406-A, GULMARG VELLY, 1 GULMARG COLONY, KANADIA ROAD, INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/01/2015
MUMBAI
Fragrance, deodorant, essential oil, air freshener, room freshener, cooler perfumes, rose oil and perfumes
3087461 28/10/2015
SHARAD KHADILKAR
MS. DEEPA KHADILKAR
trading as ; DK TEXCHEM INDUSTRIES LLP
G-1001, ENTENITY CO-OP SOC-1, TEEN HAAT NAKA, THANE (W) - 400604
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/08/2015
MUMBAI
WASHING POWDER, SOAPS TOILETORIES, DETERGENT, TOILET SOAP, WASHING SOAP, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, LIQUID BLUE
3088741  30/10/2015
MRS. SEEMA P DSOUZA
trading as ;SANCHIA ENTERPRISES
FLAT NO.501, 5TH FLOOR, VARDE VILLA, VARDE MARG, NEAR GAEITY GALAXY CINEMA, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050 MAHARASHTRA (INDIA)
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :28/10/2015
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS INCLUDING IN CLASS 03
MRS. PRATIBHA RAJKUMAR JAIN

NO. 891, NEAR HOTEL INDIASUN, BHAWASAR SQUARE, JAGANATH ROAD, POTHIGALI, GANDHIBAGH, NAGPUR - 440002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.

OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SKIN CREAMS, COSMETIC POWDER, COSMETIC DYPES, COSMETIC MASKS, COSMETIC PENCILS, COSMETIC OILS, COSMETIC FACIAL, LOTIONS, MOISTURIZERS, CREAMS, SOAPS, FACIAL PACKS, FACIAL WASHES

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3096353   10/11/2015
KOPRAN LIFESTYLE LIMITED
1076 PARIJAT HOUSE, OFF DR. E. MOSES ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI 400018
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
EXPRESS TOWERS, 4TH FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.
Used Since :30/04/2014
MUMBAI
DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS; COSMETICS; PERFUMES; EAU DE COLOGNE; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS OF
ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3; SHAVING FOAM AND SPRAY; SHAVING PREPARATIONS; AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS;
TOILETRIES; SOAPS AND SHAMPOOS; DENTIFRICES; ESSENTIAL OILS
3096359  10/11/2015
KOPRAN LIFESTYLE LIMITED
1076 PARIJAT HOUSE, OFF DR. E. MOSES ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI 400018
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
EXPRESS TOWERS, 4TH FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.
Used Since :31/07/2015
MUMBAI
DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS; COSMETICS; PERFUMES;EAU DE COLOGNE; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS OF
ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3; SHAVING FOAM AND SPRAY; SHAVING PREPARATIONS; AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS;
TOILETRIES; SOAPS AND SHAMPOOS; DENTIFRICES; ESSENTIAL OILS
3097470  10/11/2015
DR. REKHA DAYANAND GOGLE
trading as ;ANJEL HERBAL PRODUCTS
PLOT NO 21, PADWAL LAY-OUT, SUBHASH NAGAR, NAGPUR - 440022, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HERBAL HAIR OIL, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS (COSMETICS) HERBAL COSMETICS
3102494   21/11/2015
OOMPH HAIR & BEAUTY STUDIO & ACADEMY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;OOMPH HAIR & BEAUTY STUDIO & ACADEMY PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 555, 12TH MAIN ROAD, 4TH BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE - 560034
MANUFACTURE, SALES & SERVICE
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOORL, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Skin Whitening, Beauty Masks, Bleaching Preparations and Other Substances for Laundry Use; Cleaning; Polishing; Scouring and Abrasive Preparations; Soaps; Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions, Dentifrices.

WE DON'T CLAIM ANY COLOUR COMBINATION.
3102495   21/11/2015
OOMPH HAIR & BEAUTY STUDIO & ACADEMY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;OOMPH HAIR & BEAUTY STUDIO & ACADEMY PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 555, 12TH MAIN ROAD, 4TH BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE - 560034
MANUFACTURE, SALES & SERVICE
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOORL, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Skin Whitening, Beauty Masks, Bleaching Preparations and Other Substances for Laundry Use; Cleaning; Polishing; Scouring and Abrasive Preparations; Soaps; Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions, Dentifrices.

WE DON’T CLAIM ANY COLOUR COMBINATION.
3105135  26/11/2015
S. AMARAVATHI
trading as ;AMARAVATHI ENTERPRISES
FLAT NO:104, MUNI MAHANI TOWERS, NEAR ANNAPURNA NAGAR, CORAMANDEL CATS, SRIHARIPURAM,
VISAKHAPATNAM (A.P) INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/11/2015
CHENNAI
SOAPS, DETERGENTS, LIQUID SOAP, DISH WASH BARS AND DETERGENT POWDER
No exclusive right over the descriptive matters appearing in the representation of the mark.
LEMON
3105606  26/11/2015
SARITA K MEHTA
trading as ;VARDHMAN PRODUCTS
7¬8-305/1, GAUTAM NAGAR, FEROZGUDA, NEAR BALANAGAR, SECUNDERABAD - 500 011, TELANGANA STATE.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SATHISH KUMAR
'SIVAM' 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.
Used Since :15/10/2015
CHENNAI
COTTON BUDS FOR CLEANING EARS, SWABS
UNIKORN'S CLEAN AND CARE

3582322  01/07/2017

M.RAMANATHAN
NO 2, KALVAI ROAD, KAYAR VILLAGE, THIRUPORUR TALUK-603110

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3553355

CHENNAI
cleaning preparations
LYLA BLANC PVT. LTD.
Nirmal, 21st Floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai – 400 021, India.
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
COSMETICS; TOILETRIES, SOAPS AND SHAMPOOS; SKIN CARE PRODUCTS AND SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS; CLEANING, POLISHING AND BLEACHING PREPARATIONS; DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS; PERFUMES, PERFUMERY; ATTAR; ESSENTIAL OIL; INCENSE STICKS; DEODORANTS, ROOM FRAGRANCES; DENTIFRICES; EAU DE COLOGNE; TALCUM POWDERS AND COMPACTS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3; SHAVING FOAMS, SPRAY, CREAMS AND GELS; AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS; BREATH FRESHENERS.
Ayurceuticals
3722724  09/01/2018
MARICO LIMITED
7th Floor, Grande Palladium, 175, CST Road, Kalina, Santa Cruz (East), Mumbai–400098, Maharashtra, India
A Company incorporated and existing under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Beauty care products, cosmetics including oils, shampoos, serums, packs and conditioner.
IKBAL KHAN RAJAK KHAN TRADING AS PUJA MEHANDI CENTRE
KLYAN ROAD, NEPTI NAKA, SHIVAJI NAGAR, BEHIND TULJAMATA BHAVANI MANDIR, AHMADNAGAR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEHANDI CONE, MEHANDI POWDER.
Bhuvan agarbatti and dhoopbatti

3790295  28/03/2018
BHUVAN DEVI PRAJAPATI
372, SUBHASH NAGAR, BHEL, JHANSI (UTTAR PRADESH)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF AGARBATTI & DHOOPBATTI ETC.
A. MENARINI ASIA PACIFIC HOLDINGS PTE LTD
30 Pasir Panjang Road, #08-32, Mapletree Business City, Singapore 117440
A company incorporated in Singapore

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Used Since :09/03/2018

MUMBAI
Cosmetics; soaps; non-medicated preparations for treatment of skin, pigmentation, spots, scars, allergies and wounds; creams, lotions and balms in form of cosmetics; silicone preparations for cosmetic applications; perfumery; essential oils; hair lotions, dentifrices; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3818399  27/04/2018
SHAKEEL AHMED KHAN
16-4-249/2, Chanchalguda, Lane Beside Marhaba Hotel, Dabeerpura Bridge, Malakpet, Hyderabad-500024, Telangana, India
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.
Used Since :01/10/2017
CHENNAI
Liquid detergent, foam detergent, laundry detergent, detergent powder and detergent soap.
3818699  27/04/2018
MS. PRANITA PATIL
Building No. 284, Raigad Darshan Building 3rd Floor, Room No. 9, Vashi, Sector-6, Navi Mumbai- 400 703
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cosmetics, Perfumery, Essential Oil, Hair Lotion, Skincare and Personal Care Products
SUNNIZA

3821130  01/05/2018

HBC DERMIZA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MAYUR HOUSE, PLOT NO.-B-218, G.I.D.C., SECTOR-25, GANDHINAGAR- 382 025. GUJARAT. INDIA.
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
3821263 01/05/2018
RAMSONS PERFUMES PVT LTD
A-178, MIDC PHASE-I, KHAMBALPADA, DOMBIVALI (E), DIST- THANE- 421203
company incorporated under the companies act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GROVER & ASSOCIATES
A-250, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-24
Used Since: 05/03/2015
MUMBAI
Perfumes, deodorant, after shaving lotion, body spray, soaps, talcum powder and shaving cream.
3821266  01/05/2018
RAMSONS PERFUMES PVT LTD
A-178, MIDC PHASE-I, KHAMBALPADA, DOMRIVALI (E), DIST- THANE- 421203
company incorporated under the companies act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GROVER & ASSOCIATES
A-250, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-24
Used Since :03/04/2014
MUMBAI
Perfumes, deodorant, after shaving lotion, body spray, soaps, talcum powder and shaving cream.
3821290  01/05/2018
RAMSONS PERFUMES PVT LTD
A-178, MIDC PHASE-I, KHAMBALPADA, DOMRIVALI (E), DIST- THANE- 421203
company incorporated under the companies act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GROVER & ASSOCIATES
A-250, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-24
Used Since :15/01/2018
MUMBAI
Perfumes, deodorant, after shaving lotion, body spray, soaps, talcum powder, air freshner and shaving cream.
3821420  02/05/2018
MRS. RUPALI ATUL PEDNEKAR, MRS. ANUPAMA ASHOK PEDNEKAR
trading as ;ARAVI (ARAVI AROMATICS LLP)
SYNCHRONICITY E903, NAHAR AMRUT SHAKTI ROAD, CHANDIVALI, ANDHERI EAST MUMBAI 400072
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS AND BEAUTY PRODUCTS; CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR SKIN AND FACE, CLEANING; POLISHING;
SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS,
SHAMPOO, HAIR OILS, MASSAGE OILS, SOAPS, PERFUMES, BATH SALT, LIP BALMS, HAND SANITIZERS,
MOISTURIZER, ROLL-ON.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018

3821775 02/05/2018
D. GUNABALAN
trading as YESHUA ENTERPRISES
1ST FLOOR, 231-C, AYYAPPAN COLONY, KATTALAIPATTI ROAD, SIVAKASI - 626 123, VIRUDHUNAGAR DISTRICT, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
DETERGENT CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER AND DETERGENT LIQUID, FABRIC CONDITIONER, LAUNDRY SOAP AND TOILET SOAP
Ktein

3822207    02/05/2018

SHOBHAN PANDYA
B4 Bansi Complex, Near Desai Park Society, Jivraj Park, Ahmedabad 380051

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices included in Class 3.
3822416  03/05/2018
HITESH GUPTA
trading as :KAILASH KHADI GRAMUDYOG
B-251 SURAJMAL VIHAR DELHI-92
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOOD LUCK TRADE MARK SERVICES
3565 GALI NO 4, NARANG COLONY, TRI NAGAR, DELHI 110035
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
SOAP & ALLIED PRODUCTS INCLUDING DEODORANT SOAPS, HAND MADE HERBAL SOAPS, GLYCERIN SOAPS, BODY SOAPS MEDICATED SOAPS, ALMOND SOAPS, ANTIPERSPIRANT SOAPS, AFTER -SHAVE LOTIONS, ALMOND OIL, ANTIPERSPIRANTS (TOILETRIES), ANTISTATIC PREPARATIONS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, AROMATICS ( ESSENTIAL OILS) BLEACHING (LEATHER-) PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS (DECOLORANTS) FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, COSMETICS, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, CREAMS (COSMETIC-), CREAMS (SKIN WHITENING-) PETROLE URN JELLY, HAIR LOTIONS,, NAIL POLISH, PERFUMERY, SHAMPOOS, SHAVING PREPARATIONS, TOILETRIES AND WASHING PREPARATIONS FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT.
3825382 06/05/2018
MOHD. SAMEER MOHD. SALIM LAKHANI
Bangali Panja Chowk, Maskasath Road, Opp. Memon Jamat Khana, Itwari, Nagpur – 440002
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Soaps, Toiletries, Bleaching Preparations For Laundry Purposes, Cosmetics, Essential Oils, Perfumery, Hair Oil And Hair Lotions, Ultramarine Blue, Dentifrices, Shampoo, Washing Soaps, Detergent Powder & Cake.
3825951  07/05/2018
OLIVIA MANUFACTURERS & PACKAGING
MAIN ROAD, Bandhabahal, ODISHA
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R. SRINATH
NO. 38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI-600 002
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Incense sticks, Toilet cleaners
VALENFINE MISS ELAVEN

3827543  08/05/2018

VISHAL MONGA TRADING AS GIRISHIKA INTERNATIONAL
93, GULABI BAGH, TRUCK MARKET, DELHI-110007
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CARE INTELLECT LLP
M-21, LGF, LAJPAT NAGAR-III, NEW DELHI 110024
Used Since :01/07/2017

DELHI
ALL KIND OF COSMETICS GOODS LIKE NAIL POLISH, LIPSTICK, SINDOOR, KAJAL, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, EYE SHADOW, EYE LINER, MASCARA, CREAMS, MOISTURIZER, FACE PACKS, SCRUBS, CLEANSING MILK, HAIR REMOVER, LIP BALM, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONER, SERUM, SOAPS, BLEACH, LOTIONS, FOUNDATIONS, SUNSCREEN, LIP GLOSS, HAND WASH, PERFUMES, DEODORANTS, DEO TALC, FACE WASH, LIQ LIQUID SOAP, HAIR REMOVING WAX, BLUSHER, TALCOM POWDER, COMPACTS
M/S RSPL HEALTH PRIVATE LIMITED
119-121 (Part) Block P & T, Fazalganj, Kalpi Road, Kanpur-208012, (U.P).
A company incorporated under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2380226, 2380227

DELHI
WASHING SOAPS, POWDER, DETERGENT CAKES, TOILETRIES BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
JODAHANS
3831254  12/05/2018
RISHAV RAJ TRADING AS: SARA WASHING POWDER
V.P.O. JAMTARA, NEAR P.N. COLLEGE, DISTRICT GIRIDIH- 825106, JHARKHAND
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
WASHING POWDER, DISHWASH BAR, TOILET CLEANER, GLASS CLEANER, PHYNEL, SHAMPOO, HAND WASH, LIQUID BLUE, HAIR OIL, OIL SOAPS, DISHWASH GELL, LIQUID DETERGENT, TOILT SOAP, COLD CREAM, TOOTH PASTE, PERFUME, DEO, KAVAL, SINDOOR, FACE WASH, HAIR DIE, MEHANDI.
MAHENDRA MANOHARLAL HEMNANI AN INDIAN NATIONAL
SARDARNAGAR SOCIETY, BLOCK – 35, BAVA VARI, GAM – MANAVADAR, DIST – JUNAGADH - 362630, GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF SOAP, DETERGENTS, BODY CLEANING, CLEANING AND FRAGRANCING PREPARATIONS, LAUNDRY PREPARATIONS, CLEANING AND POLISHING PREPARATIONS, WASHING POWDER, AGARBATTI, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON – MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE INCLUDED IN CLASS - 03
3840317  23/05/2018
MATTO HERBAL PRIVATE LIMITED
500, WARD 09 ASSANDH KARNAL. Karnal HR 132039
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHIRAJ SAGAR
2nd Floor Ambika Market, Raja Bazar Patna - 800014 (Bihar)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; Non-medicated dentifrices
Beauty Wand

3841156 23/05/2018

VAIBHAV LAKARE
Yash Garden, Sector 3, Indrayinanagar, Bhosari, Pune 411039, Maharashtra

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
WZ-86,Om Vihar,Phase-2,Uttam Nagar,New Delhi-110059

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Cosmetics and Beauty care preparations (including Face mask and Body masks, Beauty balm creams, Distilled oils for beauty care, Non-medicated beauty preparations).
Homeoculture

3841171    23/05/2018
VAIBHAV LAKARE
Yash Garden, Sector 3, Indrayaninagar, Bhosari, Pune 411039, Maharashtra
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
WZ-86, Om Vihar, Phase-2, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cosmetics and Beauty care preparations (including Face mask and Body masks, Beauty balm creams, Distilled oils for beauty care, Non-medicated beauty preparations).
CURA NATURA

3858621  13/06/2018
CHEM MASTER LABORATORIES
11/4, Snehlatalaganj, Indore - 452003
No.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRI SAI ASSOCIATES
415, Onam Plaza, Old Palasia INDORE

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

COSMETIC, AYURVEDIC AND COSMECEUTICAL PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS.
RENESENSE

3867529  22/06/2018

ADITI C. BHANOT
401 GILDER VILLA SOCIETY, 17 MASTER VINAYAK CROSS, ROAD, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI- 400050
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PERFUMERY PRODUCTS
ROOP RAJNI

3868946  24/06/2018

MR.PAWAN KUMAR
M/S ROOP RAJNI 120/7 HANUMAN MARKET RUI MANDI SADAR BAZAR DELHI-110006

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FINCENTURION CO.
U-55 A, FIRST FLOOR, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Bindi,Kajal, sindur , kumkum (roli) spray perfurmes heena,(mehandi powder) ,hair oil ,camphor, (cotton) jyoti batti & hawan samagri incense sticks / dhoop agarbatti included in class-03
SURENDER KUMAR
H.NO 4, HASTSAL VILLAGE, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059

The Trade Marks Act, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3869388  25/06/2018
TRINATH AYURVEDA & HERBAL (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
# 1-2-234/13/29/A/1, Aravind Nagar, Domalguda, Hyderabad-500029
Private Limited (Body Incorporate)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGIREDDY VENKATARAMANA
H No 6-154/X, P No 100 To 102, F.No 304, Spatial Residency, Shilpa Paradise, Beside Aleap 2nd Gate, Pragathi Nagar, Kukatpally, Medchal dist-500090
Used Since :06/03/2018
CHENNAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, beauty, hair lotions, dentifrices , health care preparations and other products included in class 3.
FEELIN’ FRESH PEARL WHITE BEAUTY
3869446  25/06/2018
AVON PRODUCTS, INC.
601 Midland Avenue – Rye, New York 10580, United States of America

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FORTITUDE LAW ASSOCIATES
Office - 504, "B" Wing, Prathmesh Towers, Raghuvanshi Mills Compound, Lower Parel, Mumbai

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Bleaching Preparations And Other Substances For Laundry Use; Cleaning; Polishing; Scouring And Abrasive Preparations; Soaps; Perfumery; Essential Oils; Cosmetics; Hair Lotions; Dentifrices; Fragrance; Toiletry; Essential Oils; Personal Care; Skin Care; Eye Care; Lip Care; Hair Care; Foot Care And Nail Care Preparations
3869447  25/06/2018
Ravinder Goodwin
44, New Gopal Vihar, Police Line, Kota-324001
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL DAHAPUTE
Office No 403, 4th floor, Pinnacle Pride, Opp. Cosmos Bank, Tilak Road, Sadashiv Peth, Pune 411030
Used Since :01/04/2018
AHMEDABAD
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
3869840  25/06/2018
SUNIL JAIN, PROPRIETOR OF VENUS CHEMICALS
12, SUNIL NAGAR, NEAR VANDANA NAGAR, INDORE (M.P.)
Sole Proprietary firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pooja Samagree (Materials used for offering prayers in front of fire, Cosmetics, Aalta (Colorants for feet), Cheek colors, Hair colorants Cheek colors, Kumkum & Kumkum (a red pigment used by Hindu women to make a round mark on the forehead).
MR. KAUSHAL TARWANI TRADING AS TARWANI SOAP INDUSTRIES
Village Devarbhata (Dusera), Mana Basti, Block Abhanpur Dist. Raipur- 493 661
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Soap
Million Pauline

3870550  26/06/2018

PARESH BABULAL MANODRA
RH-1, D-24, SECTOR-8, VASHI, NAVIMUMBAI- 400703, MAHARASHTRA INDIA

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

COSMETIC KITS, COSMETIC CREAMS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS, NON-MEDICATED HAIR LOTIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES INCLUDED CLASS 03
3870633  26/06/2018
TRIDIP SAHA
trading as ;EMBELISH TOILETRY
SREENAGAR, P.O: GHOLA BAZAR, KOLKATA - 700111, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE VED PRAKASH SINGH
C/329, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD, V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
COSMETICS PRODUCTS.
3870705    26/06/2018
NELF COSMETICS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.-6/8, GROUND FLOOR, KIRTI NAGAR, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110015.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics
3870918 26/06/2018
WEHIVE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
472/8, Ejipura, Koramangala 4th Block, Bangalore, Karnataka 560034
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :21/06/2016
CHENNAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
CHAKKA . SHILPA
SRI LAKSHMI CHENNAKESAVA INDUSTRIES,D. NO. 10-87/5, NEAR RANGA THEATRE, KODADA (POST), NALGONDA (DISTRICT) - 508206 TELANGANA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIVA SANKAR KASTURI
Amba Consultancy services, Advocate & Attorney, Dr No 54-16-13, Plot -13, Venkateswara Nagar, Road No-1, Ring Road, Vijayawada 520008, Andhra Pradesh
Used Since: 01/12/2011
To be associated with:
2271901
CHENNAI
DETERGENT SOAPS, POWDERS, DISH WASH SOAP, POWDER AND LIQUIDS
3871091 26/06/2018
MANI RAM TRADING AS MANII SOAP FACTORY
115, ST. NO-14, BACHAN SINGH NAGAR, HAIBOWAL KALAN, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/05/2015
DELHI
Soaps, Detergents & Dish washing Preparations included in Class-3.
Kalpamrit Extreme PowerX

3871131 26/06/2018
KALPAMRIT AYURVED PRIVATE LIMITED
H-7 KIRTI NAGAR NEW DELHI West
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL AWASTHI ADV.,
178/116 HAIDER MIRZA ROAD GOLAGANJ, LUCKNOW (NEAR DR. SAFIA HOSPITAL)

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3509428
DELHI
washing powder/liquid and toilet cleaner, Dish bar, utensil cleaning liquid, Floor cleaner, Tile cleaner, Home appliances cleaner.
SAHIL TANDON TRADING AS A & Z EXPORTS INTERNATIONAL
EJ-88, MILAP CHOWK, BEHIND RAJ MAHAL HOTEL, JALANDHAR-144001 (PUNJAB)
SOLE PROP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANIA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Used Since : 31/05/2017
DEHI
BLACK TOOTH PASTE, FLAVOURED TOOTH PASTE, MOUTH WASH, MOUTH FOAMS, DENTIFEICES ALL BEING NON
MEDICATED INCLUDED IN CLASS 3. FOR SALE IN INDIA AND EXPORT.
SPV LABORATORIES OPC PVT. LTD.

20, ARIHANT NAGAR, 1ST FLOOR, PUNJABI BAGH (WEST), NEW DELHI-110026, INDIA.

Body Incorporate.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3808559

DELHI

Cosmetics and Herbal Extracts for cosmetic purposes including nail polish and remover, face pack, lotion, soaps & shampoo, bleaching preparation & perfumery, lip care, lipstick, mascara, facial pack, kajal, blusher, eye shadow in powder and liquid form, pencil for lips, eyes and eye brows, lip gloss and compact powder (cosmetics), hair oil & gel, hair colour & dye, deodorant and perfumery products included in class 3.
ACNACALM

3872065 27/06/2018

MEDA AB
Pipers Vag 2A, Box 906, SE-17009 Solna (SE)
A company incorporated in Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
HULK

3872070  27/06/2018
MARVEL CHARACTERS, INC.
500 South Buena Vista Street, Burbank, California 91521, U.S.A.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Non-mediated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-mediated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; After-shave lotions; Antiperspirants; Aromatherapy Oils; Artificial Eyelashes And Fingernails; Baby Oil; Baby Wipes; Bath Gels; Bath Powder; Beauty Masks; Blush; Body Creams, Lotions, And Powders; Breath Freshener; Bubble Bath; Cologne; Cosmetics; Dentifrices; Deodorants; Dusting Powder; Essential Oils For Personal Use; Eye Liner; Eye Shadows; Eyebrow Pencils; Face Powder; Facial Creams; Facial Lotion; Facial Masks; Facial Scrubs; Fragrance Emitting Wicks For Room Fragrance; Fragrances For Personal Use; Hair Gel; Hair Conditioners; Hair Shampoo; Hair Mousse; Hair Creams; Hair Spray; Hand Cream; Hand Lotions; Hand Soaps; Lip Balm; Lipstick; Lipstick Holders; Lip Gloss; Liquid Soaps; Makeup; Mascara; Mouthwash; Nail Care Preparations; Nail Glitter; Nail Hardeners; Nail Polish; Non-Medicated Toiletries; Perfume; Potpourri; Room Fragrances; Shaving Cream; Skin Soap; Talcum Powders; Toilet Water; Skin Creams; Skin Moisturizer; Sun Block; Sun Screen.
Ansio
3872088  27/06/2018

ANSIO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Ansio India Pvt Ltd, Ansio Tower, 16/2a, Maduravoyal By Pass Road, Vanagaram, Tiruvallur District, Chennai - 600095, Tamil Nadu
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 12/09/2016

CHENNAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRSIVE PREPARATIONS
3872238    27/06/2018
UMAR FAROOK
7/127 JAILANI STREET BURKITMANAGARAM ,NADUVAKURICHI, TIRUNELVELI-627351

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3872305  27/06/2018
M/S ONLINE TEMPLE SERVICES (PVT) LTD
101, AB CHAMBERS, EDENBAGH, RAMKOTE, HYDERABAD-500001, TELANGANA STATE, INDIA
MARKETING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.
Used Since : 01/04/2018
CHENNAI
AGARBATHI & DHOOPSTICKS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
FNS
3872329  27/06/2018
FNS INTERNATIONAL
1 Floor, 643/3B Kundan Puri, Civil Lines Ludhiana
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHALI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Shampoo, Nail Polish, Beauty Lotions & Creams, Dentifrices & Perfumery; Hair Oil, Vanishing Cream, Cold Cream,
Cleansing Cream, Foundation Cream, Hand Wash, Eau De Cologne, Shaving Cream, After Shave Lotion, Hair Remover,
Moisturizer, Laundry Blue, Fabric Softner, Hair Care Products, Conditioner, Hair Tonic, Hair Cream, Hair Spray & Gel, Face
Wash, Eye Liner, Deodorant, Mouth Washes, Talcum Powder, Lipstick, Hair Lotion & Stiff Starch; Washing Soap, Washing
Powder, Detergent Cakes And Bleaching Preparations, Toilet Soap
St.Lee

3872330  27/06/2018

FNS INTERNATIONAL
1 Floor, 643/3B Kundan Puri, Civil Lines Ludhiana
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, Bhai Randhir Singh Nagar, Ludhiana - 141 004 Punjab.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Shampoo, Nail Polish, Beauty Lotions & Creams, Dentifrices & Perfumery; Hair Oil, Vanishing Cream, Cold Cream,
Cleansing Cream, Foundation Cream, Hand Wash, Eau De Cologne, Shaving Cream, After Shave Lotion, Hair Remover,
Moisturizer, Laundry Blue, Fabric Softner, Hair Care Products, Conditioner, Hair Tonic, Hair Cream, Hair Spray & Gel, Face
Wash, Eye Liner, Deodorant, Mouth Washes, Talcum Powder, Lipstick, Hair Lotion & Stiff Starch; Washing Soap, Washing
Powder, Detergent Cakes And Bleaching Preparations, Toilet Soap
DEEPESH (SOLE PROPRIETOR) M/S RUDRAKSH UDYOG
House No 245-12, Delhi Gate, Ramaya Mohalla, Hansi (District Hisar) 125033 (Haryana)
Sole Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDIA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
VAKILON WALI GALI, UDMIPURA, (NEAR SHANT MAI HOTEL), ROHTAK -124001. (HARYANA)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hawan Samagri, Pooja Samagree (Materials used for offering prayers in front of fire)
3872869  28/06/2018
DOGRA AROMATICS INDIA LLP
B-22, Surendra Enclave, Bawadia Kala, Bhopal -462039 (M.P.)
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices and items covered under class 3.
Grisha

3873095   28/06/2018

GULSHAN KHANNA
WZ-851, PALAM VILLAGE, NEW DELHI - 110045

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3873175   28/06/2018
NEETA RAJARAM PHUTANE
Flat No 15 Ambika Niwas Keshavnagar Mundhwa Pune City Mundhwa Av., Pune Maharashtra - 411036 IN
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ZAHEERUDDIN MOINUDDIN SHAIKH
278, UDAY NAGAR, FISH MARKET, OPP. SB.I., SAKINAKA, ANDHERI(E), MUMBAI-400072.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
J & T AROMATIC
3-6-168/7, Om Sai Towers, Hyderabad, Hyderabad.
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cleaning preparations, Soaps, Non-medicated soaps, Soaps for personal use, Non-medicated toilet soaps, Deodorant soap, Dishwashing detergents, Detergents for household use, Dishwashing liquid, Hand washes. Perfumes, Flowers (Extracts of -) [perfumes], Room perfumes in spray form.
3873351  28/06/2018
RACHNA ARORA
M-28, KESHAV NAGAR, NUMAISH CAMP, SAHARANPUR, UTTAR PRADESH- 247001
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRTEE
HOUSE NO. 2572, JAWAHAR COLONY, FARIDABAD- 121001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Fragranced skin care preparations, namely, skin cleanser, non-medicated skin creams, skin gels, skin moisturizers, skin toner, skin scrub, skin mask, skin lotions, Anti-ageing creams, Cosmetic acne creams, Sun skin care products (cosmetics), Sunscreen preparations, Babies' creams, Beauty products, cosmetics, hair shampoos; Hair conditioners; Hair lotions, Perfumes; Antiperspirant deodorants; Body deodorants; Bath Lotions, essential oils.
Rivaaj

3873376  28/06/2018
REHAN ALI MIRZA
28B, MOMINPORE ROAD, KOLKATA- 700023, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MITRA & ASSOCIATES
FIRST FLOOR,PARIVAR APPARTMENT,ABOVE AMUL SHOP,NEAR WEBEL,RAJARHAT,KOLKATA 700 135,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :09/06/2018
KOLKATA
INCENSE STICKS AND POOJA SAMAGRI.
3873426  28/06/2018
Mr. MOHD ALI Proprietor of M/s. AIZAH GROUPS
18-1-337/C/31/B, SAI BABA NAGAR, UPPUGUDA, HYDERABAD-500053, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COSMETICS PREPARATIONS; SKINCARE COSMETICS; BEAUTY CARE COSMETICS; BODY CARE COSMETICS; MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS FOR THE FACE AND BODY.
3873470  28/06/2018
RAJNISH WELLNESS LIMITED
NAVJIVAN COMM.SOCIETY BUILDING NO. 3, 6TH FLOOR, OFFICE NO. 101, MUMBAI CENTRAL - 400008
BODY INCORPORATE ACTIVE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH VIPUL KISHOR
AT POST PRAKASHA, TALUKA SHAHADA, DISTRICT- NANDURBAR, PIN- 425422
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
PUTOON

3873492  28/06/2018

THEWY REMEDY (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
27/2, PREM NAGAR EXTN, DHAKKI ROAD, BACK SIDE CHEEMA PETROL PUMP, PATHANKOT, GURDASPUR, PUNJAB, INDIA -14500

A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANY LAW

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, Bhai Randhir Singh Nagar, Ludhiana - 141 004 Punjab.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Skin care (Cosmetic preparations for —); Skin whitening creams; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, TOILET SOAP, SHAMPOO, BEAUTY LOTIONS & CREAMS, DENTIFRICES & PERFUMERY, HAIR OIL, VANISHING CREAM, COLD CREAM, CLEANSING CREAM, HAND WASH, EAU DE COLOGNE, MOISTURIZER, HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, CONDITIONER, HAIR TONIC, HAIR CREAM, HAIR SPRAY & GEL, FACE WASH, DEODORANT, MOUTH WASHES, TALCUM POWDER, HAIR LOTION
HARBOUR

3873511  28/06/2018

ABHISHEK ARORA
H NO. 1172, SECTOR 21-B, CHANDIGARH
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH CHANDRA
HOUSE NO. 702-A, SMALL FLATS, DHANAS, CHANDIGARH-160014

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and beauty cream & lotions
ZClean

3873686  29/06/2018

DEEPAK GOEL
HOUSE NO. 98 DDA FLATS PHASE-3 ASHOK VIHAR, H.O. NORTH WEST DELHI DELHI-110052
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
ANEESAMRIDHI

3873711    29/06/2018
ANE BULLION AND INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
2/41, VIRAT KHAND GOMTI NAGAR LUCKNOW. UP 226010 IN
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :15/12/2016
To be associated with:
3453984
DELHI
CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS,
COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
3873728  29/06/2018
NATURESCOPE WELLNESS LLP
No.555.1st Floor, Axis Padegal Building, 9th Cross J P Nagarn, 3rd Phase, Bangalore - 560078.
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIBU SYED MUHAMMED
KOODATHAI PARAMBIL HOUSE, KOODTHAI BAZAR POST, THAMARASSERY, CALICUT, PIN - 673 573, KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3873840  29/06/2018
BIPIN KUMAR
M/S BHARDWAJ ENTERPRISES, MURERA, KONCH, GAYA, BIHAR, PIN - 824207 INDIA
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FORM (BHARDWAJ ENTERPRISES)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TSIP WORLDWIDE
G-1, Shyam Kishori Homes, Behind: Hotel Rajasthan, Frazer Road, Patna, Bihar, PIN - 800001
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Detergent Powder, Dish Washing Powder
surfer
3873954  29/06/2018
AAYASHA BAGAM
VILLAGE-MAKSOODAN, POST-MAKSOODAN, SULTANPUR, LAMBHUA, UTTAR PRADESH-222302
THE TRADE MARKS ACT -1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicatied dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
BREEPREE

3873964  29/06/2018

MRS TARUNA KAKKAR
1/11241-B, SUBHASH PARK, NEAR KIRTI MANDIR, NAVEEN SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032

MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3650774

DELHI

BODY CLEANING AND BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS, BODY CARE COSMETICS, WAX, BEAUTY, BEAUTY CREAMS, BEAUTY LOTIONS, BEAUTY MILK, BEAUTY BALM CREAMS, BEAUTY CARE COSMETICS, BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS, NON-MEDICATED BEAUTY PREPARATIONS, BEAUTY GELS, BEAUTY MASKS, BEAUTY SOAP, BEAUTY CREAMS FOR BODY CARE, BEAUTY SERUMS WITH ANTI-AGEING PROPERTIES, BEAUTYTONICS FOR APPLICATION TO THE FACE, X BEAUTYTONICS FOR APPLICATION TO THE BODY, WAX STRIPS FOR REMOVING BODY HAIR, CLEANING AND FRAGRANCING PREPARATIONS, SPONGE, AFTER WAX GEL, AGENTS FOR REMOVING WAX, BLEACH, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
HICH
3874075  29/06/2018
PREM KUMARI
H. No. 69B Ward No. 7, Lal Sarak, Kala Pathar, Hansi, Hisar, Haryana - 125033
Manufacturer
Proprietor
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Body cleaning and beauty care preparations, Body and facial creams, facial gels [cosmetics], Skin, eye and nail care preparations, Beauty care cosmetics and other included in Class -3
PRATIK S. AGRAWAL
trading as :PERFUMENAUT
A/72 SHANTA SAGAR FLAT, DARPAN SIX ROAD, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD 380014 GUJARAT INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PERFUMES.
3874482   29/06/2018
MS. EKTA PANKIL PATEL, PROPRIETOR OF EP DESIGNS
86, Swastik Society, Nr. Swastik Cross Road, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad – 380 009, Gujarat
A Proprietor of Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RISHIT BHATT & CO.
602, Iscon Elegance, Beside Shapath 5, Prahaladnagar, S.G. Highway, Ahmedabad - 380015, Gujarat, India
Used Since :16/01/2014
AHMEDABAD
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations;
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, teeth whitening strips, gel, paste, powder included in
class 3
FREALE
3874486  29/06/2018
MS. EKTA PANKIL PATEL, PROPRIETOR OF EP DESIGNS
86, Swastik Society, Nr. Swastik Cross Road, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad – 380 009, Gujarat
A Proprietor of Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RISHIT BHATT & CO.
602, Iscon Elegance, Beside Shapath 5, Prahaladnagar, S.G. Highway, Ahmedabad - 380015, Gujarat, India
Used Since : 24/01/2016
AHMEDABAD
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, teeth whitening strips, gel, paste, powder included in class 3
3874498  29/06/2018
LAZAZA VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
ROOM NO.506 & 507 EDARIKODE KOTTAKKAL, MALAPPURAM - 676503
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. NISHA P
P.NISHA, ADVOCATE THAZHE KAKKAD, KAKKAD PO KANNUR KERALA 670005
Used Since: 23/04/2018
CHENNAI
CAR WASH AND POLISHING MATERIALS
3874499  29/06/2018
AKSHIKA PODDAR
385, 16TH MAIN, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, KORAMANGALA – 560034.
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Cosmetic preparations, Hair balm, Hair bleaching preparations, Hair care agents, Hair care preparations, Hair care products, Hair cleaning preparations, Hair colorants, Hair conditioner, Hair cosmetics, Hair cream, Hair curling preparations, Hair dyes, Hair emollients (non-medicated), Hair finishing rinses, Hair fixers, Hair fixing oil, Hair gel, Hair grooming preparations, Hair lacquer, Hair lotions (non-medicated), Hair moisturisers, Hair mousse, Hair oil, Hair perming products, Hair protection creams (non-medicated), Hair protection lotions (non-medicated), Hair permanent wave solution, Hair rinses, Hair shampoo, Hair spray, Hair straightening preparations, Hair tinters, Hair tonic (non-medicated), Hair washing agents, Hair waving products, Make-up, Make-up removing preparations.
3874593  29/06/2018
SUSHIL KUMAR BANSAL S/O SH. SUDARSHAN BANSAL
C-479/F, GALI NO-11, MAJLIS PARK, AZAD PUR, NORTH WEST DELHI, DELHI-110033.
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL COSMETICS PRODUCTS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS INCLUDING HENNA, SHAMPOO, AYURVEDIC CREAMS, HAIR COLOR, FACE PACK, HAIR REMOVER, BODY SPRAY LOTIONS, DEODORANTS AND TALCUM POWDER CREAMS, BODY LOTION, FACE PACK, FACE WASH, WAX, UBTAN BATH SOAP, WASHING POWDER, SOAP, TOILET CLEANER, DISH BAR, HAND WASH, DISH WASH, CLEANING PREPARATIONS.
Nykaa Skin Potion
3874654  29/06/2018
FSN E-COMMERCE VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
104, Vasan Udyog Bhavan, Sun Mill Compound, Tulsi Pipe Road, Lower Parel (West), Mumbai-400013, Maharashtra, India
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2315422, 3048589, 3406406, 354212, 3554212, 3558209, 3576822, 3610560, 3610988, 3690948, 3690956, 3690973, 3691250, 3691252, 3714318
MUMBAI
Cosmetics; perfumery; essential oils; hair lotions; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; antiperspirants [toiletries]; dentifrices; cosmetic creams; lotions for cosmetic purposes; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; laundry bleaching preparations; cleaning preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; polishing preparations; scouring solutions; abrasive cloth; abrasive paper; cakes of soap; body spray; lipsticks; nail polish; shower gel; body lotion or butter; shampoos; hair conditioners; lip balm; eau de cologne; eau de toilette; eye liner; eye make-up; hand cleaning preparations; liquid soaps for hands and face.
3874755  30/06/2018
GOUTAM GUHA PROP OF M/S YANCAL INTERNATIONAL
GROUND FLOOR, SHOP NO.H, DA-3, ASHA KUNJA APPARTMENT, RAIL PUkur ROAD, BAGUIATI, KOLKATA
SINGLR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PET SHAMPOO, SOAP, COSMETICS, PERFUMERY ITEMS IN CLASS 03
COCO SOUL
3874777  30/06/2018
MARICO LIMITED
7th Floor, Grande Palladium, 175 CST Road, Kalina Santa Cruz (East), Mumbai-400098, Maharashtra, India
A Company incorporated and existing under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-medic. cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medic. dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018 Class 3

3874778 30/06/2018
MARICO LIMITED
7th Floor, Grande Palladium, 175 CST Road, Kalina Santa Cruz (East), Mumbai-400098, Maharashtra, India
A Company incorporated and existing under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
KINGSWOOD
3874873   30/06/2018
CANTABIL RETAIL INDIA LIMITED.
B-16, GROUND FLOOR, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110035.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
NYKAA MAN
3874939 30/06/2018
FSN E-COMMERCE VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
104, Vasan Udyog Bhavan, Sun Mill Compound, Tulsi Pipe Road, Lower Parel (West), Mumbai- 400013, Maharashtra, India
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3048589, 3554217
MUMBAI
Cosmetics; perfumery; essential oils; hair lotions; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; antiperspirants [toiletries]; dentifrices; cosmetic creams; lotions for cosmetic purposes; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; laundry bleaching preparations; cleaning preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; polishing preparations; scouring solutions; abrasive cloth; abrasive paper; cakes of soap; body spray; lipsticks; nail polish; shower gel; body lotion or butter; shampoos; hair conditioners; lip balm; eau de cologne; eau de toilette; eye liner; eye make-up; hand cleaning preparations; liquid soaps for hands and face.
Nykaa Wanderlust Bath and Body
3875148  30/06/2018
FSN E-COMMERCE VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
104, Vasan Udyog Bhavan, Sun Mill Compound, Tulsi Pipe Road, Lower Parel (West), Mumbai- 400013, Maharashtra, India
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3048589

MUMBAI
Cosmetics; perfumery; essential oils; hair lotions; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; antiperspirants [toiletries]; dentifrices; cosmetic creams; lotions for cosmetic purposes; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; laundry bleaching preparations; cleaning preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; polishing preparations; scouring solutions; abrasive cloth; abrasive paper; cakes of soap; body spray; lipsticks; nail polish; shower gel; body lotion or butter; shampoos; hair conditioners; lip balm; eau de cologne; eau de toilette; eye liner; eye make-up; hand cleaning preparations; liquid soaps for hands and face.
KANJI

3875182   30/06/2018
KANA RAM S/O. SH. RATNA RAM
M/s. KANJI HEENA PRODUCTS AT- JHALANA DOONGARI, BAI JI KI KOTHI, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEHANDI, HEEN CONE.
HGPRO-9

3875213    30/06/2018
SAPNA GOYAL
B-78, Antriksh Apartments, B-Block, Plot No. D-3, Sector-14 Extension, Rohini, Delhi-110085
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SHAMPOO, HAIR OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR STYLING GEL, HAIR SERUM, HAIR DYE, COLOURING MATTERS FOR HAIR
IN CLASS-3
Glamify

3875242  30/06/2018

TANUJ SETHI
E-246-247, First Floor, Amar Colony, Lajpat Nagar, New Delhi, Delhi 110024, India

Proprietor

Used Since : 08/02/2013

DELHI

3-in-1 hair shampoos; Anti-aging creams; Bath soaps; Beauty creams; Body butter; Body glitter; Cleansing milk; Cosmetic suntan lotions; Cosmetics and make-up; Dental bleaching gels; Deodorants and antiperspirants; Disposable wipes impregnated with cleansing chemicals or compounds for personal hygiene; Eau de toilette and eau de cologne; Essential oils; Exfoliant creams; Eye cream; Eye gels; Eye liner; Eye lotions; Eye make-up; Eye make-up remover; Eye pencils; Eye shadows; Eyewear cleaning kits comprised of cleaning fluid and a cleaning cloth; Face and body creams; Face milk and lotions; Facial make-up; Facial masks; Facial scrubs; Facial washes; Fair complexion cream; False eyebrows; False eyelashes; False nails; Foot scrubs; Fragrances and perfumery; Glue removers; Hair bleaches; Hair care lotions; Hair colour; Hair conditioners; Hair mousses; Hair oils; Hair sprays; Hair tonics; Hand creams; Henna for cosmetic purposes; Herbal extracts sold as components of cosmetics; Laundry wax; Lavender oil; Lip gloss palette; Lip glosses; Lipsticks; Liquid bath soaps; Liquid eyeliners; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Make-up; Mascaras; Moisturizing body lotions; Mouthwashes; Nail cosmetics; Non-medicated anti-aging serum; Non-medicated skin serums; Non-medicated anti-cavity mouth rinses; Non-medicated cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes; Non-medicated foot cream; Oil removing papers for cosmetic purposes; Perfumes; Potpourri; Scented oils; Shaving creams; Skin moisturizing gel; Sun screen; Teeth whitening kit; Vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; Wax for removing body hair; Wax stripping preparations; Wrinkle resistant cream
3875244  30/06/2018
MR. DILIP SHANKAR SALUNKHE TRADING AS SALUNKHE ENTERPRISES
B-2, GROUND FLOOR, OMSAI NAGAR CHS, NEAR RAILWAY STATION, PALGHAR (EAST)- 401404, MAHARASHTRA.
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S A ASSOCIATES
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Washing Powder Included in Class 03.
PULL OUT

3875262    30/06/2018
SOMASHEKAR P. PATIL
No. 140/82, 1st Main Road, A.V. Road, Chamarajpet, Bengaluru - 560018
an Indian Proprietor trading as Patil Parimala Works
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
agarbathies, incense sticks
Hibical

3875278    30/06/2018
RAHUL MUTHA
# 109, Vellala Street, Purasawalkam, Chennai - 600084, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :08/05/2018

CHENNAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY,
ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING,
POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
Hibical Plus

3875285  30/06/2018

RAHUL MUTHA
# 109, Vellala Street, Purasawalkam, Chennai - 600084, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :08/05/2018

CHENNAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
Reconstro
3875291  30/06/2018
RAHUL MUTHA
# 109, Vellala Street, Purasawalkam, Chennai - 600084, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :08/05/2018
CHENNAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
Reconstro Plus
3875298   30/06/2018
RAHUL MUTHA
# 109, Vellala Street, Purasawalkam, Chennai - 600084, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :08/05/2018
CHENNAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY,
ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING,
POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
Florzym

3875306   30/06/2018

RAHUL MUTHA
# 109, Vellala Street, Purasawalkam, Chennai - 600084, Tamil Nadu

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since : 08/05/2018

CHENNAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
Proktolin
3875316  30/06/2018
RAHUL MUTHA
# 109, Vellala Street, Purasawalkam, Chennai - 600084, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
AQUAMOIZ
3875399 30/06/2018
DUFRAN (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
MIG-2, Subhash Nagar Govindpura, Bhopal BOPAL Bhopal MP 462023 IN
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cosmetics
3875523  01/07/2018

V THENMOZHI
NO.5/345, TAMILMANI NAGAR, MAHALINGAPURAM, POLLACHI 642002
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NIRMALA MARY T
LA-77, FIRST BLOCK, GANAPATHY MAANAGAR, COIMBATORE-641006, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
TOILET SOAP, PREPARATIONS FOR THE BATH & SHOWER, DETERGENT CAKE, LIQUID AND POWDER, DISHWASH BAR, GEL, SHAMPOO AND HAIR OIL
3875572    01/07/2018
GIRISH KUMAR UDASI
SHYAM SUNDER GALLI, TEJA CHOWK, BEAWAR-305901 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHUBHAM JAIN
154, Gayatri Nagar-A, Maharani Farm, Durgapura, Jaipur-302018 (Rajasthan)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Hawan Samidha which are include in Class 3
3875573 01/07/2018
GIRISH KUMAR UDASI
SHYAM SUNDER GALLI, TEJA CHOWK, BEAWAR-305901 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHUBHAM JAIN
154, Gayatri Nagar-A, Maharani Farm, Durgapura, Jaipur-302018 (Rajasthan)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Navgrah Samidha which are included in Class 3
3875574  01/07/2018
GIRISH KUMAR UDASI
SHYAM SUNDER GALL, TEJA CHOWK, BEAWAR-305901 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHUBHAM JAIN
154, Gayatri Nagar-A, Maharani Farm, Durgapura, Jaipur-302018 (Rajasthan)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pooja Samagri which is included in Class 3
3875575  01/07/2018
GIRISH KUMAR UDASI
SHYAM SUNDER GALI, TEJA CHOWK, BEAWAR-305901 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHUBHAM JAIN
154, Gayatri Nagar-A, Maharani Farm, Durgapura, Jaipur-302018 (Rajasthan)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Hawan Samagri which are included in Class 3
3875576 01/07/2018
GIRISH KUMAR UDASI
SHYAM SUNDER GALI, TEJA CHOWK, BEAWAR-305901 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHUBHAM JAIN
154, Gayatri Nagar-A, Maharani Farm, Durgapura, Jaipur-302018 (Rajasthan)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Moli Kalawa (Lacha) which is included in Class 3
3875672  02/07/2018
SCHEVERAN LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
427/B, Hebbal Industrial Area, Mysuru 570016
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPAK VAID
TIS Legal 44/30, Dewan Rama Road, 2nd Floor, Purasaiwalkam, Chennai - 600084
Used Since :11/06/2018
To be associated with:
3712795

CHENNAI
Bleaching preparations, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, dentifrices, including all purpose
cleaners, degreaser, de-scalers, disinfectants, sanitizers, room fresheners, cleaning preparations, stain removers and
detergent of all types
LUXIO

3875689  02/07/2018

HAIGH INDUSTRIES INC.

#5 - 8118 North Fraser Way, Burnaby, British Columbia, V5J 0E5, CANADA

a Canadian company

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ROBIN MARK GROSER

D-1/5, DLF QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE-I, GURGON

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Nail care products, namely, nail gels, coloured nail gels; hard nail gels, namely, nail gels which are removeable by soaking off with a liquid solution; Nail care products, namely, nail base and bonding gels, nail bonding gels, clear nail gels, sparkling nail gels, soft nail gels; self-levelling nail gels; Nail care products, namely, ultra-violet light-sensitive soak-off nail gels, namely, nail gels sensitive to curing, drying and hardening by ultra-violet light and which are removeable by soaking off with a liquid solution; Nail care products, namely, ultra-violet light-sensitive nail gels, namely, nail gels sensitive to curing, drying and hardening by ultra-violet light; Nail care products, namely, LED light-sensitive soak-off nail gels, namely, nail gels sensitive to curing, drying and hardening by LED lights and which are removeable by soaking off with a liquid solution; Nail care products, namely, LED light-sensitive nail gels, namely, nail gels sensitive to curing, drying and hardening by LED lights;
HAIGH INDUSTRIES INC.

#5 - 8118 North Fraser Way, Burnaby, British Columbia, V5J 0E5 CANADA

a Canadian company

Address for service in India/Agenst address:

ROBIN MARK GROSER

D-1/5, DLF QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE-I, GURUGON

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Nail care products, namely, nail gels, coloured nail gels; hard nail gels, namely, nail gels which are removeable by soaking off with a liquid solution; Nail care products, namely, nail base and bonding gels, nail bonding gels, clear nail gels, sparkling nail gels, soft nail gels; self-levelling nail gels; Nail care products, namely, ultra-violet light-sensitive soak-off nail gels, namely, nail gels sensitive to curing, drying and hardening by ultra-violet light and which are removeable by soaking off with a liquid solution; Nail care products, namely, ultra-violet light-sensitive nail gels, namely, nail gels sensitive to curing, drying and hardening by ultra-violet light; Nail care products, namely, LED light-sensitive soak-off nail gels, namely, nail gels sensitive to curing, drying and hardening by LED lights and which are removeable by soaking off with a liquid solution; Nail care products, namely, LED light-sensitive nail gels, namely, nail gels sensitive to curing, drying and hardening by LED lights;
NATURKARE MULTI TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
201, SECOND FLOOR, RAJPATH POINT, NR. ASTHA RESIDENCY, 150 FT RING ROAD RAJKOT-36004

Body Corporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHANANI KIRANKUMAR PRAFULBHAI
410, Opera House, B/h Super Diamond Market, Mini Bazar, Varachha Road, Surat - 395006, Gujarat

Used Since : 01/09/2016

AHMEDABAD

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES, FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, INSENSE STICKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
3876124  02/07/2018
JAVED KHAN TRADING AS M/s JKL HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS
NEAR HEALTHCARE CLINIC, HOUSE NO.-01, TILAK NAGAR CHORAHA, NEAR BUS STAND JAORA, DISTRICT-RATLAM,
MADHYA PRADESH-457226.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Shampoo, Soaps, Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential
oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive
preparations.
ShriKanth
3876238  02/07/2018
AMRITA RAI
126 VILL & P- BIBIPUR, DISTRICT- AZAMGARH(UP)276135
An individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
**Proposed to be Used**
DELHI
CAMPHOR, DHOOP AGGARBATTI, MAULI, ROLI, HAWAN SAMIGRI
3876276  02/07/2018
ANAND AUTOMOTIVE PRIVATE LIMITED
1 Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi – 110016
A company incorporated under the Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL BERUAR
C-8/8777, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi - 110070

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; vehicle cleaning preparations; car polish.
RAHAT RAJA

3876289  02/07/2018

PREM SHANKAR PRASAD
S/O: LALAN PRASAD CHAURASIYA, BARAHPUR CHOWK BUXAR-802112

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
ALFABET

3876303 02/07/2018

COOLCHERRYS BEAUTY AND SPECIALITY PRODUCTS
#20 Bhuvanappa Layout, Tavarekere Main Road, Bangalore - 560029, Karnataka, India

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULASTYA LEGAL SERVICES LLP
C-111, Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp. Infiniti Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400053

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cosmetics; Perfumes; Soaps, Essential oils.
3876304  02/07/2018
COOLCHERRYS BEAUTY AND SPECIALITY PRODUCTS
#20 Bhuvanappa Layout, Tavarekere Main Road, Bangalore - 560029, Karnataka, India
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULASTYA LEGAL SERVICES LLP
C-111, Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp. Infiniti Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400053
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cosmetics; Perfumes; Soaps, Essential oils
VEET SILKY FRESH
3876338  02/07/2018
RECKITT & COLMAN (OVERSEAS) LIMITED
Dansom Lane, Hull, HU8 7DS, United Kingdom
A Corporation organised and existing under the laws of the United Kingdom
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1568398, 2580980

DELHI
Non-medicated toilet preparations; cosmetic and beauty preparations; cosmetic creams and lotions; moisturising creams, lotions, mousses and gels; exfoliating preparations; skin cleansing preparations; soaps; detergents; toiletry preparations containing soaps or detergents; bleaching preparations all for personal use; depilatory preparations; depilatory waxes; wax strips for removing body or facial hair; depilatory creams; hair regrowth inhibitor creams and lotions; preparations, including creams, gels and mousses, for use before, during and after shaving or hair removal; wipes impregnated with depilatory preparations; wipes and pads impregnated with skin care preparations.
RICHANDROYAL

3876381 02/07/2018
MOHAMED SADIK
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Soaps, Non-medicated soaps, Soaps for personal use, Deodorant soap, Deodorant for personal use, Perfumes, Flowers (Extracts of -) [perfumes], Room perfumes in spray form, Detergents, Dishwashing detergents, Detergents for household use, Dishwashing liquid, Hand washes.
3876423  02/07/2018
KISHOR KUMAR MADANLAL SEN TRADING AS SHRI GOKUL MEHANDI CENTRE
Dr. Ansari Chowk, Behind Police Chowky, KALYAN (West)-421 301.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEHANDI POWDER, MEHANDI CONES, LIQUID MEHANDI, MEHANDI OILS, AMLA, ARITHA, SHIKAKAI PREPARATIONS (COSMETIC) & MULTANI MITTI
Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Skin makeup lotion, perfume talcum powder, cool talcum powder, baby talcum powder, cream for blotches and sun block, shampoo makeup kit, body lotion, liquid soap, hair gel, hair pomade cream, lipsticks, cleansing cream, cleansing milk, cleansing foam, cleansing gel, toning lotion, moisturizing cream, UV white essence, time complex skin capsule, slenderizing cream, hair growth lotion, styling conditioner, hair color rinse, skin lotion and all cosmetics
LADY HEAVEN
3876533  03/07/2018
ANKUSH GUPTA
R/o: B-1905, Upper Ground, Shastri Nagar, Delhi-110052
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE
431 GROUND FLOOR KAKROLA HOUSING COMPLEX NEAR METRO PILLAR NO 794 DWARKA MOD 110078
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
,cosmetic preparations for eyelashes, cosmetic preparations for baths, cosmetic kits, cosmetic pencils, cosmetic creams, cosmetic preparations for skin care, cosmetic dyes, cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes, cosmetics, cosmetics for children, cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes / cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes, Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations, perfumery, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, Bindi,
3876542  03/07/2018
SACHIN NIVRUTTI MEMANE
Sr No. 272, Annai, Sai Nagar, Lane No. 1, Lohagaon, Pune 411047, Maharashtra, India.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
C/o SunBrio IPR Pvt Ltd, 1202/28 2nd floor BHAGYODAY, Apte Road, Shivajinagar, Pune 411004, Maharashtra, India.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes, Baby care products (Non-medicated -), Cosmetics, Beauty care cosmetics, Body care cosmetics, Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
3876665  03/07/2018
GORAKH MANSI YASH
16, Lakeview B, Jagabhai Park, Rambaug, Maninagar, Ahmedabad 380008, Gujarat, India.
Natural Person
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Perfumes, perfumery, mint for perfumery, oils for perfumes and scents, deodorants for human beings.
WONDERUP

3876793  03/07/2018
SEKHANI INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
10TH FLOOR, SHIVALIK HIGH STREET, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD – 380 015, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Ageents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
BABY SHAMPOO, BABY BATH SOAPS AND CLEANSERS, BABY LOTIONS AND BABY POWDERS; DISPOSABLE WASH MITTS IMPREGNATED WITH SKIN CLEANSERS; DISPOSABLE WASHCLOTHS IMPREGNATED WITH SKIN CLEANSERS; TISSUES OR WIPES IMPREGNATED WITH SKIN CLEANSERS; IMPREGNATED BABY WIPES; BABY OIL, BATH SALTS; COSMETIC (DYES, CREAMS AND SKIN PREPARATIONS); ESSENTIAL OILS; HAIR (SPRAY, DYES, LOTIONS; COLORANTS); MAKEUP; PERFUMES; SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS; TOILETRIES; DENTIFRICES; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS
THREE-EMS

3876843  03/07/2018
TEJMEET SINGH SETHI
13/78, WEST PUNJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI – 110026 (INDIA)
Applicant has applied the trademark in his own name as an individual natural person

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices being included in Class 3
AloeRush

3876920 03/07/2018
KUSHAL KUMAR KALIA
B-202, Stellar Park Apartments, Plot No. C 58/24, Sector 62, Noida-201301, Uttar Pradesh
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since: 28/06/2018
DELHI
Cosmetics, Toiletries, Shampoo, Soap, Perfumes, Creams, Face Wash, Body Wash, Lotions, Cleansers, Toners,
Moisturisers, Scrub Pack, Body Oil, Hair Oil, Serums as included in class 3.
PlumpMoist
3876924  03/07/2018
KUSHAL KUMAR KALIA
B-202, Stellar Park Apartments, Plot No. C 58/24, Sector 62, Noida-201301, Uttar Pradesh
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since : 28/06/2018
DELHI
Cosmetics, Toiletries, Shampoo, Soap, Perfumes, Creams, Face Wash, Body Wash, Lotions, Cleansers, Toners, Moisturisers, Scrub Pack, Body Oil, Hair Oil, Serums as included in class 3.
VedicRoots FolliGAIN
3876925  03/07/2018
KUSHAL KUMAR KALIA
B-202, Stellar Park Apartments, Plot No. C 58/24, Sector 62, Noida-201301, Uttar Pradesh
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :28/06/2018
To be associated with:
3569771
DELHI
Cosmetics, Toiletries, Shampoo, Soap, Perfumes,Creams, Face Wash, Body Wash, Lotions, Cleansers, Toners, Moisturisers, Scrub Pack, Body Oil, Hair Oil, Serums as included in class 3.
3876947    03/07/2018
BEING ORGANIC ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD.
G-3/9, 2ND FLOOR, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Non-medicated soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; Non-medicated dentifrices.
3876949 03/07/2018
SURBHI KAPOOR.
423, SHIVALIK ENCLAVE, RACE COURSE ROAD, DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND.
INDIVIDUAL NAME.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING BINDI, NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER, NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE, LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM, PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
3877105  03/07/2018
GAURAV SONI
1646 TOP FLOOR, NEAR AROMA HOTEL, SECTOR 22 B, CHANDIGARH
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIK JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3877282  03/07/2018
SEEMA PATHAK
3, S.R. COMPOUND, LASUDIA MORI, DEWAS NAKA, INDORE (M.P.)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cosmetics and perfumery
SAMMAN
3877483  04/07/2018
SURYA PRAKASH PANDEY
460, JAMANPUR, DEHRADUN, SELAKUI UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOAP INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
3877612   04/07/2018

APSARA HERBALS
1843, SUBHASH NAGAR, GRAMPANCHAYAT, KARIVALI TALUKA, BHIWANDI, DIST - THANE-421 302
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/05/1999
To be associated with:
1078761
MUMBAI
MASSAGE OIL
HEALTHFITZ
3877785  04/07/2018
HEALTHFITZ ENERGY PRODUCT PVT LTD
31/21, K. B. SARANI (MALL ROAD), KOLKATA- 80
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2850192
KOLKATA
Abrasive strips, Adhesive removers, Adhesives for affixing artificial nails or eyelashes, After-shave, After-shave creams, After-shave emulsions, After-shave gel, After-shave lotion, After-shave milk, After-sun gels, After sun creams, After-sun creams for cosmetic use, After-sun lotions, After-sun milk [cosmetics], After-sun oils, All-purpose cleaners, Age spot reducing creams for cosmetic use Amber [perfume], Aloe soap, Almond soaps, Almond oil, All purpose cotton swabs for personal use, Anti-wrinkle cream, Artificial fingernails, Artificial eyelashes, Baby care products (Non-medicated), Baby hair conditioner Baby hair conditioners, Baby lotion, Baby oil, Baby wipes, Baby wipes for cosmetic use, Bath and shower foam, Baby powder, Baby shampoo, Bath and shower gels Bath foams, Bath cream, Blush pencils, Body and beauty care cosmetics, Body cream soaps, Carpet cleaners, Carpet shampoo, Cleansing creams [cosmetic], Cold cream, Cold cream for cosmetic use, Wrinkle resistant creams for cosmetic use, Wax strips for removing body hair, White face powder for cosmetic purposes, Washing powder, Vanilla perfumery, Tooth powder for cosmetic purposes, Tooth powder for cosmetic use, Tooth pastes, Tea-tree oil, Talcum powders for cosmetic purposes, Talcum powders, Talcum powder, for toilet use, Talcum powder, Sunscreen creams, Soaps for body care, Soaps, Skincare cosmetics, Skin lotions [cosmetic], BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Abrasive strips, Adhesive removers, Adhesives for affixing artificial nails or eyelashes, After-shave, After-shave
creams, After-shave emulsions, After-shave gel, After-shave lotion, After-shave milk, After-sun gels, After-sun creams, After-
sun creams for cosmetic use, After-sun lotions, After-sun milk [cosmetics], After-sun oils, All-purpose cleaners, Age spot
reducing creams for cosmetic use Amber [perfume], Aloe soap, Almond soaps, Almond oil, All purpose cotton swabs for
personal use, Anti-wrinkle cream, Artificial fingernails, Artificial eyelashes, Baby care products (Nonmedicated), Baby hair
conditioner, Baby hair conditioners, Baby lotion, Baby oil, Baby wipes, Baby wipes for cosmetic use, Bath and shower
foam, Baby powder, Baby shampoo, Bath and shower gels Bath foams, Bath cream, Blush pencils, Body and beauty care
cosmetics, Body cream soaps, Carpet cleaners, Carpet shampoo, Cleansing creams [cosmetic], Cold cream, Cold cream for
cosmetic use, Wrinkle resistant creams for cosmetic use, Wax strips for removing body hair, White face powder for
cosmetic purposes, Washing powder, Vanilla perfumery, Tooth powder for cosmetic purposes, Tooth powder for cosmetic
use, Toothpastes, Tea-tree oil, Talcum powders for cosmetic purposes, Talcum powder, Talcum powder for toilet
use, Talcum powder, Sunscreen creams, Soaps for body care, Soaps, Skincare cosmetics, Skin lotions [cosmetic],
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND
ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
VUMO
3877792  04/07/2018
JYOTI JAI KUMAR
HOUSE NO. 61, VILL. PANTHA, P.O. BASIA, DIST. GUMLA, PANTHA, JHARKHAND - 835229
SOLE INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. CHATTERJEE & ASSOCIATES
349/3,INDIRA GANDHI ROAD,KONNAGAR,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 235,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Non-medicatd cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicatd dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Detergent powder and cake as included in class 3
MANSUKHLAL R. MARU AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF R.K.DETERGENT
NR.PADMAVATI RICE MILL, BARDOLI ROAD, NEW G.I.D.C., KABILPORE, NAVSARI - 396427. GUJARAT - INDIA.

NEW Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Used Since : 17/07/2017

AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF NON - MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS, NON – MEDICATED DENTIFRICES,
PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE,
CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 03
3878179 04/07/2018  
MANSUKHLAL R. MARU AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF R.K.DETERGENT  
NR.PADMAVATI RICE MILL, BARDOLI ROAD, NEW G.I.D.C., KABILPORE, NAVSARI - 396427. GUJARAT - INDIA.  
NEW  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
T.C.PATEL & CO.,  
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022  
Used Since :17/07/2017  
AHMEDABAD  
IN RESPECT OF NON - MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS, NON – MEDICATED DENTIFRICES,  
PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE,  
CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 03
HIMALAYA AASTHA
3878355  03/07/2018
SHALINI BINDAL PROPRIETOR OF M/S YASH ENTERPRISES
63 DAL MANDI SADAR MEERUT CANTT-250001
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YUDHISH KUMAR GUPTA
SANTOSH TRADE MARK COMPANY, A-7, SARASWATI LOK, DELHI ROAD, MEERUT-250002 U.P.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DHOOP, AGARBATI, SENTED STICK INCLUDED IN CLASS-3
Diivya Kkosh

3878365  04/07/2018

NISHU JAIN
A-1/2, Ground Floor, Front Side, Rana Pratap Bagh

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHAUDHRY & ASSOCIATES
D-76, KAMLA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110007

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ALL COSMETIC RELATED PRODUCTS INCLUDING PERFUMES; COSMETICS; INCENSE AND PERFUMERY ITEMS, MAKEUP REMOVING TISSUES, SHAMPOOS, HAND CLEANING PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS, HANDWASH, FACE CREAMS, LOTIONS AND ESSENTIALS OILS, SERUMS, SOAPS FOR PERSONAL USE; MOUTH WASHES, BEAUTY MASKS, TOILETRIES, ADHESIVES FOR FALSE EYELASHES, HAIR AND NAILS PRODUCTS, PREPARATION FOR POLISHING AND CLEANING, COSMETIC FOR PETS, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE AND TREATMENT AND HERBAL PREPARATIONS AND COSMETICS AND OTHER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
3878504 04/07/2018
RIDDHI JAVERI
509, PANCHRATNA BUILDING, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400026
INDIVIDUAL APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD,
DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETIC PREPARATIONS, OINTMENTS FACIAL CLEANSERS, BEAUTY MASKS, CREAMS, LOTIONS, EMUSLSIONS,
SCRUBS, ACNE CLEANSER PACK (NOT MEDICAL) OILS & GELS FOR HAIR CARE AND CONDITIONING. PERFUMES,
PERFUMERY COMPOUNDS & PRODUCTS,COSMETICS (NON-MEDICATED)
3878607 04/07/2018
MR. NARESH MITTAL PROP. OF M/S NARESH ENGG. WORKS.
313/105-D, TULSI NAGAR, NEAR INDERLOK CHOWK, DELHI-110035
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
PINKSHINE
3878815  05/07/2018
BHAVESHBHAI V. PUNJANI PROPRIETOR OF SHREE HINGLAJ ENTERPRISE
TIRUPATI SOCIETY, DIGJAM ROAD, JAMNAGAR GUJARAT, INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL (SOLE PROPRIETOR)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR USE ON TILES, NON MEDICATED FACE WASHES, NON-MEDICATED HAND WASHES, FACIAL MOISTURISERS, CLEANSERS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE, WASHING POWDER, HAIR CREAM, HAIR GELS, LOTION, SHAMPOO, HAIR OIL, BATHING SOAP, TOILET SOAP, LIQUID SOAP, TOILET CLEANER, NON MEDICATED HAND WASH, HENNA, ANTIPERSPIRANTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
3879941 06/07/2018

SUBHENDU KARFA
Shantiniketan Apartment, Shop No-G4, Ground Floor, Block-A, Bhatenda School Road, Rajarhat, Kolkata – 700135, North 24 Parganas
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :02/07/2018

KOLKATA
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
XLNT

3880054 06/07/2018

M/S. MEDOPHARM PRIVATE LIMITED
NO:25, PULIYUR 2nd MAIN ROAD, TRUSTPURAM, KODAMBakkAM, CHENNAI – 600 024, TAMILNADU, INDIA

Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

SKIN CREAMS, LOTION, MOISTURIZER, FRESHENERS, CLEANSERS AND TONERS; SKIN CARE MOUSSE, COSMETIC CREAMS FOR FIRMING SKIN AROUND EYES, TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH A SKIN CLEANSER, SKIN GELS FOR ACCELERATING, ENHANCING OR EXTENDING TANS AND PATCHES CONTAINING SUN SCREEN AND SUN BLOCK FOR USE ON THE SKIN
PATIKA

3880154 06/07/2018
PRAMODKUMAR D. PRAJAPATI AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF NILAM SOAP FACTORY
3/113, SHUBH – LAXMI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VIRAMGAM ROAD, SANAND, DIST - AHMEDABAD. GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :15/07/2015

AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF SOAPS, DETERGENTS, BODY CLEANING, CLEANING AND FRAGRANCING PREPARATION, LAUNDRY PREPARATIONS, CLEANING AND POLISHING PREPARATIONS, WASHING POWDER, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE INCLUDED IN CLASS- 03
3880317  06/07/2018
IRAMICO SOLVENTS INDIA PVT. LTD.
242, First Street, Jothipuram, Coimbatore - 641047
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :21/08/2017
CHENNAI
Cleaning, Scouring And Abrasive Preparations, Bleaching Preparations, Laundry Preparations, Carpet Cleaners,
Detergents, Soaps, Fabric Softeners, Laundry Additives, Stain Removing Preparations, Stain Loosening Preparations,
Laundry Blue, Polishing Preparations For Kitchen And Glassware, Decalcifying And Descaling preparations for household purposes, Rust Removers, Grease Removers, Drain And Sink Unblocking Preparations, Preparations For Prevention Of Limescale, Rust Or Grease, Non-Medicated Toilet Preparations
3880358 06/07/2018
ANAND AUTOMOTIVE PRIVATE LIMITED
1 Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi – 110016
A company incorporated under the Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL BERUAR
C-8/8777, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi - 110070

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; vehicle cleaning preparations; car polish.
M/S. GRUHA MINI MART PVT. LTD
8th Floor, Survey No 133, Sln Terminus, Beside Botanical Gardens, Gachibowli, Hyderabad, Telangana, 500032
A Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/ Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Baby shampoos; Baby powders; Baby oil; Baby wipes; Baby lotion; Baby hair conditioners; Baby body milk; Baby lotion [toiletries]; Baby bubble bath; Shampoo; Shampoo conditioners; Hair shampoo; Dandruff shampoo; Baby shampoo; Henna [cosmetic dye]; Henna for cosmetic purposes; Rose oil; Rose oil for cosmetic purposes; Aloe vera gels for cosmetic purposes; Aloe Vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; Aloe soap; Hair dye; Beard dyes; Cosmetic dyes; Hair dyeing preparations; Hair dyes and bleaching products; Preparations for cleaning, tinting, dyeing, bleaching, setting and permanent waving of hair; Hair lotions; Hair cream; Hair gels; Hair tonics; Hair oil; Hair shampoos; Skin moisturizer; Skin soaps; Skin cream; Skin lotions; Cosmetic skin lotions; Cosmetic breast firming preparations; Topical herbal creams for firming and enhancing breasts.
TECHHARK

3880618  06/07/2018
KIRANBHAI RAVAJIBHAI BABARIYA
trading as ;TECHHARK E-COMMERCE
FIFTH FLOOR, C-503, SHANTAM FLORA, NR VRUNDAVAN PARTY PLOT, BH GALAXY BUSINESS PARK, NIKOL
AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT 382350

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COSMETIC PRODUCTS.
MoistShield

3880968  06/07/2018

KUSHAL KUMAR KALIA
B-202, Stellar Park Apartments, Plot No. C 58/24, Sector 62, Noida-201301, Uttar Pradesh

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088

Used Since :28/06/2018

DELHI

Cosmetics, Toiletries, Shampoo, Soap, Perfumes, Creams, Face Wash, Body Wash, Lotions, Cleansers, Toners, Moisturisers, Scrub Pack, Body Oil, Hair Oil, Serums as included in class 3.
Menospecial
3881193  06/07/2018
HIMALAYA GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD.
106 Elizabethan Square, PO Box 1162, Grand Cayman, KY1-1102, Cayman Islands.
A company incorporated under the Laws of Cayman Islands.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Cosmetics; soaps; shampoos; Vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes.
3881351  07/07/2018
MR. RAJESH KUMAR SHARMA TRADING AS M/S. GURU SILICATE FOOD
KAISHAV NAGAR, SUBHASH CIRCLE, CHOMU, JAIPUR (RAJ)
FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
127, B 1ST FLOOR MURLI TEXTILE TOWER PUR ROAD BHILWARA, (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since: 01/04/2018
AHMEDABAD
Pine oil, Cuticle oil, included class-3
JANHVI INDUSTRIES NALDURG
AT POST NALDURG TAL. TULJAPUR DIST. OSMANABAD – 413602, MAHARASHTRA.

Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
C/o SunBrio IPR Pvt Ltd, 1202/28 2nd floor BHAGYODAY, Apte Road, Shivajinagar, Pune 411004, Maharashtra, India.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
3882346  09/07/2018
VIPUL SINGHAL
PLOT-67/GF-3/GYAN KHAND-2, INDIRAPURAM, GHAZIABAD – 201010, UTTAR PRADESH
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Incense, Incense sticks, Incense and incense cones, Perfumery, fragrances and incense, other than perfumes for personal use.
3882488 09/07/2018
SWAROOP SINGH RATHORE
trading as ;VINAN OIL INDUSTRIES
NEAR ST. PAUL SCHOOL, SHIVKAR ROAD, BARMER 344001, RAJASTHAN INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.D.PATEL & CO.
207, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA COMPLEX, OPP. TEN ACERS, O/S RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380022, GUJARAT-INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
HAIR OIL INCLUDING IN CLASS -03.
**Velnik**

3882521  09/07/2018  SUKHDEV NARAYANLAL GEHLOT

PREM CORPORATE HOUSE, TAKSHSHILA PARISAR, NEAR RAJENDRA NAGAR POLICE STATION, A. B. ROAD, INDORE-452 012, MADHYA PRADESH (INDIA)

Address for service in India/Agents address:

HEENA MOHINANI

601, NUMERAL SOCIETY, 6TH FLOOR, O.T. SECTION, ULHASNAGAR-421 003.

Used Since :22/12/2015

To be associated with:

3584948

MUMBAI

HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, HAIR CREAM, HAIR COLOR, HAIR COLOR, SHAMPOO, HAIR LOTION, HAIR CONDITIONER, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; DETERGENT POWDER, DETERGENT CAKE, DISH WASH LIQUID, FLOOR CLEANER, TOILETRY PREPARATIONS, HAND WASH, SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, FAIRNESS CREAM, MOISTURIZING BODY LOTION, WHITENING LOTION, FACEWASH, SUN DEFENCE LOTION, BODY SOAP, TALCUM POWDER, SHAVING LOTION/CREAM/GEL, LIP CARE PREPARATIONS NON-MEDICATED SOAPS; ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
RAJAN JEEVARATHINAM
Ayurillam - Home Of Ayurvedic Therapy Centre, No-43/1, First Floor, Arunachalam Road, Saligramam, Chennai - 600093, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :18/05/2013
To be associated with:
3882942
CHENNAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
3883036   09/07/2018
SIDDHARTH PARIHAR
45 SUSHIL NAGAR, BHAGAT KI KOTHI, JODHPUR -342001 RAJASTHAN INDIA.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
SONI & SONI - 2ND FLOOR SANGH MITRA,OPP. KESHAV BAGH,ASOPALAV LANE,Nr. SHIVRANJANI CROSS ROAD,SATELLITE,AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT INDIA.
Used Since :01/07/2018

AHMEDABAD
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
WROGN DNA

3883149  09/07/2018

UNIVERSAL SPORTSBIZ PVT. LTD.
# 500, 1st Floor, CMH Road, Binnamanagala, 1st Stage, Indiranagar, Bangalore, Karnataka – 560038

Goods and Services Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA GRANDHI
No. 2404, Tower No. 17L.H, Lanco Hills Technology Park Pvt. Ltd., Manikonda, Hyderabad - 500089, Telangana, India

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2816056, 3725970

CHENNAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for household, cosmetic and industrial purposes.
3883203  09/07/2018
T JAYASHREE
NO:603,TOWER-17,EMAAR-AVENVES,VAIDHIAYANATHAN STREET,TONDIARPET,CHENNAI-600081
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3883268 09/07/2018
KUNAL VIJAY BAVISKAR
Unit No 11, Pioneer Industrial Estate, Subhash Road, Jogeshwari East, Mumbai - 400060
Single Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOTKARI & ASSOCIATES
1102 - Blossom, Dosti Acres, Antop Hill, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400037
Used Since: 25/06/2017
MUMBAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
OKEE

3883731  10/07/2018
DEVHUTI MAL
S. No. 24/1C/1/8 Vishal Nagar, Near Jagtap Dairy, Pimple Nilakh, Aundh Camp, Pune 411027 Maharashtra
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ZAHEERUDDIN MOINUDDIN SHAIKH
278, UDAY NAGAR, FISH MARKET, OPP. SB.I., SAKINAKA, ANDHERI(E), MUMBAI-400072.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-mediated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-mediated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3883744  10/07/2018
MR. SHEHZAD AHMAD ANSARI
KHATIB COLONY, BALAPUR, DIST. AKOLA-444302, MAHARASHTRA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
3883962 10/07/2018
CLENSTA INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
A-148, FF, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since: 01/01/2018
DELHI
PRODUCTS FOR HYGIENE AND CLEANING, SHAMPOO, SHAMPOO CAP, BODY WASH, FACE WASH AND OTHER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
3884561  11/07/2018
ROHIT SHARMA TRADING AS M/s AWESOME DEAL
F-31, NANDINI ENCLAVE, NANDGRAM, MEERUT ROAD, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH-201003.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetic.
PCPHC
3885095  11/07/2018
DEEPEISH MANI TRIPATHI
H.NO- 151-B, DURGAPURAM COLONY, MAHUISUGHARPUR,RUSTAMPUR, GORAKHPUR
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGINI GUPTA
C122/177, MANOJ CHUDI MAHAL, OPP. DR. JANKI PRASAD NAKHASH CHOWK, GORAKHPUR-273001, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices.
EMROLFIN

3885166  11/07/2018
LA PRISTINE BIOCEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
208, Veena Dalvai Industrial Estate, S.V. Road, Jogeshwari – West, Mumbai – 400 102
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Lotions for cosmetic purposes, Creams for cosmetic purposes, Sunscreen preparations, Sun tanning preparations, Moisturising soap
SimGlow

3885168  11/07/2018
HARCHARAN SINGH
B-25 GR FLOOR, VISHNU GARDEN PART-1, NEW DELHI.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
2422656  05/11/2012
MR. SANDEEP KAKKAR
MRS. NEELAM KAKKAR
trading as ;NEELAM CHEMICALS
AL-5/3 SECTOR-13 GIDA GORAKHPUR UP
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)
Used Since :02/03/2012
DELHI
LUBRICANTING OIL.
2422657  05/11/2012
MR. SANDEEP KAKKAR
MRS. NEELAM KAKKAR
trading as ;NEELAM CHEMICALS
AL-5/3 SECTOR-13 GIDA GORAKHPUR UP
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)
Used Since :02/03/2012
DELHI
LUBRICATING OIL.
2422658  05/11/2012
MR. SANDEEP KAKKAR
MRS. NEELAM KAKKAR
trading as ;NEELAM CHEMICALS
AL-5/3 SECTOR-13 GIDA GORAKHPUR UP
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)
Used Since :02/03/2012
DELHI
LUBRICANTING OIL & GEAR OIL.
MR. SANDEEP KAKKAR
MRS. NEELAM KAKKAR
trading as ;NEELAM CHEMICALS
AL-5/3 SECTOR-13 GIDA GORAKHPUR UP
MANUFACTURE & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)
Used Since :02/03/2012
DELHI
LUBRICANTING OIL
2648537    24/12/2013
MR. RAKESH GARG
trading as ;FUTURE BRIGHT TRADING COMPANY
16/2982, SUVIDHA COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, OPP. LAKHANI CHOWK, SEC-23, FARIDABAD, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :27/03/2010

DELHI
LUBRICANTS, INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE..
2661147  17/01/2014
ROBOT COMPONENTS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO.2, 14/3, MATHURA ROAD, FARIDABAD, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since :01/01/1997
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OIL AND GREASES, LUBRICANTS, DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS, FUELS AND ILLUMINANTS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
NB-6

2688391    27/02/2014

MANOJ KUMAR
trading as ;SHIVAM TRADING CO.
D-4/34 KUNWAR SINGH NAGAR NANGLOI DELHI 110041
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OIL & GREASE, LUBRICANTS, LUBRICATING OILS & GREASES; COOLANT, MOTOR OIL, GEAR OIL,
ENGINE OIL, BRAKE FLUID AND FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) INCLUDED IN CLASS 4.
2701782 19/03/2014
MR. ASHISH MALHOTRA
MR. PUNEET VOHRA
trading as ;SIGMA LUBE ENTERPRISES
C-157, MAYAPURI, INDL AREA, PHASE II, MAYAPURI, NEW DELHI-110064
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OIL & GREASE, LUBRICANTS, LUBRICATING OILS & GREASES, COOLANT, MOTOR OIL, GEAR OIL, 2 T. OIL, BRAKE FLUID AND FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) INCLUDED IN CLASS 4.
2850592   26/11/2014
BHARATH BALASUBRAMANIAM
NO.280/1B, IRUGURKARAR THOTTAM, SELVARAJPURAM, KANNAMPALAYAM PO, COIMBATORE - 641 402,
COIMBATORE DIST, TN.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :01/10/2014
CHENNAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES AND LUBRICANTS
SURENKIRAN
INDRANI
trading as SUPRAJA AGENCIES
NO.5A, VKK MENON ROAD, NEAR SAIBABA COLONY VODAFONE STORE, VENKITTAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641025
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :08/07/2014

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIAL OIL AND AUTOMOTIVE OIL (LUBRICANTS)
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF TAMIL NADU STATE ONLY.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2887670  21/01/2015
BHILAI ENGINEERING CORPORATION LTD.
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :20/01/2015
To be associated with:
2887663
MUMBAI
Goods being industrial grease, oils, coke, combustible oil, lubricants, industrial wax, industrial oil, fuels including fuel oil,
gas oil and fuel gas, coal briquettes, mineral fuel and solidified gas.
Red 032C C:0 M:100 Y:95 K:0 R:236 G:50 B:55
BHILAI ENGINEERING CORPORATION LTD.
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021

Used Since : 30/11/2013

MUMBAI
Goods being industrial grease, oils, coke, combustible oil, lubricants, industrial wax, industrial oil, fuels including fuel oil, gas oil and fuel gas, coal briquettes, mineral fuel and solidified gas.

Red 032C C:0 M:100 Y:95 K:0 R:236 G:50 B:55
PURVA

2923399  17/03/2015

PURAVANKARA PROJECTS LIMITED.  
trading as ; PURAVANKARA PROJECTS LIMITED.  
130/1, ULSOOR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 042  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
R. SATISH KUMAR  
'SIVAM' 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.  
Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES, WICKS FOR LIGHTING
AARYA

2954321    30/04/2015
ARYAN LUBRICANTS PVT LTD
Plot No. G 1023, Road 1 A, Kishan Gate, Lodhika G.I.D.C., Kalawad Road, Metoda, Rajkot 360021, Gujarat, India
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Company’s Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :14/08/2014
AHMEDABAD
Lubricants; Industrial oils and greases; dust, fuels (including motor spirit)
MOTOCORP

2974421  29/05/2015

SHIV KUMAR
trading as ;B.S.PETROLEUM

15-9-28/345/3, Mahabub Gunj, Hyderabad-500 012 (T.S)
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :07/01/2014

CHENNAI

INDUSTRIAL OILS, GREASES AND LUBRICANTS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES.
DELTA
3040284  25/08/2015
SAGAR PETROLEUMS PVT LTD.,
trading as SAGAR PETROLEUMS PVT LTD.,
PLOT NO.S-3 AND S-4, APIIC, AUTONAGAR, HYDERABAD-500 070, (T.S), INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since: 01/01/1995
CHENNAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS, LUBRICANTS, FUELS, GREASES, BRAKE FLUIDS AND ALL KINDS OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS.
3040285  25/08/2015
SAGAR PETROLEUMS PVT LTD.,
trading as ;SAGAR PETROLEUMS PVT LTD.,
PLOT NO.S-3AND S-4, APIIC, AUTONAGAR, HYDERABAD-500 070, (T.S), INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/01/1995
To be associated with:
1855404, 3040284
CHENNAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS, LUBRICANTS, FUELS, GREASES, BRAKE FLUIDS.
3865455  20/06/2018
MADHAV DHOOT S/O GHANSHYAM DHOOT
M/s Dhoot Petro & Chemicals, 198, Bachraj Ji Ka Bagh, Near Bombay Motor Circle, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN-342008
A Sole Proprietary Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEMANT KHATRI
11, NIMBEDA HOUSE MANDORE ROAD PAOTA, JODHPUR (RAJASTHAN) - 342 010.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Lubricants being gear Oils, Industrial Oils and Greases, Lubricants
3871450   27/06/2018
FUTURE CONSUMER LIMITED
Knowledge House, Shyam Nagar, Off. Jogeshwari Vikhroli Link Road, Jogeshwari (E), Mumbai 400060
Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3871445
MUMBAI
Lamp Oil, Ghee Bati, Cotton Batti, Wick,
3871703  27/06/2018
MR. ANIRUDH MARIA PROPRIETOR OF M/S M.K. TRADING CO.
B-XXIX-1062/24, Guru Nanak Colony, Gali No. 1, Dhandari Kalan, Ludhiana (Punjab)
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :21/06/2018
DELHI
Industrial Oils and Greases, Lubricants
3872239  27/06/2018
CHAITHRA BHARGAVI
NO.1821, ARUNODAYA CLINIC,1ST FLOOR, TALUK OFFICE ROAD, NELAMANGALA, BANGALORE RURAL - 562123
THE TRADE MARK ACT- 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Candles *, Candle wicks, Perfumed candles, Christmas tree candles
QUESol
3872627    28/06/2018
SH. RAKESH KUMAR
trading as ;XTREAME AUTO CARE
167, RAJINDERA PARK EXTN., NANGLOI, DELHI-110041
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SARBJEET SINGH REKHI
17/15, TULI COMPLEX TILAK NAGAR NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :13/04/2017
DELHI
LUBRICANT SPRAYS, SILICON LUBRICANT SPRAYS, GREASING PRODUCTS AND SPRAYS, ANTISEIZE GREASING
PASTE, WAX SPRAYS; DUST ABSORBING SPRAYS ALL GOODS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 4.
RATNESHWAR MISHRA TRADING AS POWER LUBE SPECIALITY ENTERPRISES.
KHASRA NO.-50/9/3, SWARN PARK, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NANGLOI, DELHI-110041.

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :16/09/2009

DELHI
Industrial Oil & Grease, Lubricants, Lubricating Oils & Greases, Engine Oil, Motor Oil, Gear Oil, Lubricating Fluid and Fuels (including Motor spirit).
MONU SHARMA  
70, DADA GURUDEV NAGAR, RIYA INATAR NESHNAL SCHOOL KE PASS, SANGANER JAIPUR 302029  
PROPRIETOR  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
GARIMA GOYAL  
SHOP NO 1, 2ND FLOOR, ABOVE VODAFONE STORE, MANSAROVAR LINK ROAD, MAIN RIDDHI SIDDHI CHOURAHA, GOPALPUR ROAD, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN 302018  
Proposed to be Used  
AHMEDABAD  
LUBRICANT OIL
REXIM PLUS
3873400  28/06/2018
SUSHIL KUMAR JAISWAL TRADING AS M/S. JAISWAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO.-50, 51, RURAL INDUSTRIAL AREA, ESTATE BHOJIPURA, BAREILLY, U.P.
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
lubricants, grease and industrial oil
3874314  29/06/2018
PRONAB ROY
Vill Mohanpur Panchanantala. Po: Sewli Telinipara, 700121. Ps Titagarh, Barrackpore Barasat Road, Near Panchanantala Temple,
City: Barrackpore
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since: 02/05/2018
KOLKATA
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, WAX; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS;
FUELS AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING.
3874680  30/06/2018  
VISHWAJEET SUBHASH PATIL  
B/28, Milan Park CHS, P & T Colony, Nandivli Road, Dombivli (East) - 421 204.  
Manufacturer & Trader  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
RAJESH S HEMRAJANI  
C-1/1304 GREEN SQUARE, OPP.SANGHVI HILLS, NEAR KASARVADALI POLICE STATION, BEHIND BEHIND D-MART ANAND NAGAR,GHODBUNDER ROAD, THANE(W)-400615  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
Candles, Aromatherapy Candles, Scented Candles, Perfumed Candles, Tea Light Candles, Wicks for Candles, Fragranced Candles, Candle Wax, and Candle Assemblies
TASH LUBES

3874780  30/06/2018

NIRAV TUSHAR SHAH
Plot No. 259/1, GIDC, Pandesara, Surat – 394 221.

Singal Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3355573

AHMEDABAD

Lubricants; Petroleum Products; Oil; Greases; Wax; Fuels and illuminants; Kerosene; Additives, Non-Chemical, to Motor-Fuel; Coal; Coal Dust [Fuel]; Dust Removing Preparations; Wicks; Candles and Wicks for Lighting; Beeswax; Dust Laying, Absorbing, Wetting and Binding Compositions; as included in Class – 4
MACHINE MARTER

3874781  30/06/2018

NIRAV TUSHAR SHAH
Plot No. 259/1, GIDC, Pandesara, Surat – 394 221.

Single Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Lubricants; Petroleum Products; Oil; Greases; Wax; Fuels and illuminants; Kerosene; Additives, Non-Chemical, to Motor-Fuel; Coal; Coal Dust [Fuel]; Dust Removing Preparations; Wicks; Candles and Wicks for Lighting; Beeswax; Dust Laying, Absorbing, Wetting and Binding Compositions; as included in Class – 4
ANAND AUTOMOTIVE PRIVATE LIMITED
1 Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi – 110016
A company incorporated under the Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL BERUAR
C-8/8777, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi - 110070

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Industrial oils; Lubricants; Greases including industrial grease, lubricating grease, automotive grease, grease for machines, grease boxes and rings forming part of machines; Waxes and fluids; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions.
3877219  03/07/2018
MOHD. MOBIN
MOHALLA NAGAR AYARI, PEHANI, HARDOI, DISTT. HARDOI, U.P-241406
individual firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2324547
DELHI
LUBRICANTS, ENGINE OIL, GREASE, COOLANT INCLUDED IN CLASS 4
MINDAUTO
3877275  03/07/2018
VIPIN GOEL TRADING AS M/S. SHRI KRISHNA OIL COMPANY
L-184, SECTOR-5, BAWARE INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110039
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/06/2018
DELHI
LUBRICANTS, INDUSTRIAL OIL AND GREASE
3877818 04/07/2018
MOHAMMAD IDREES SHAIKH
trading as ALFRA ENTERPRISES
JAI MAHARASHTRA SOCIETY, SANJAY NAGAR, SUNDAR BAUG, KURLA WEST, MUMBAI-400070. MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING OF INDUSTRIAL OIL AND GREASES INCLUDING IN CLASS 04
Trade Marks Journal No: 1862, 13/08/2018

3878374 04/07/2018
Mitesh Sanghavi
D-1402, Sainath Tower, Near Gawanpada Fire Station, Neelam Nagar Oh 2 Road, Mulund East, Mumbai
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Ayush Sharma
B-21, Golf View Apartments, Saket, New Delhi - 110017

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Industrial oil, lubricants, lubricating oil, motor fuel, motor oil, greases, brake fluid, coolant and petroleum products and goods included in Class 4.
ANAND AUTOMOTIVE PRIVATE LIMITED
1 Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi – 110016
A company incorporated under the Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL BERUAR
C-8/8777, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi - 110070
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial oils; Lubricants; Greases including industrial grease, lubricating grease, automotive grease, grease for machines, grease boxes and rings forming part of machines; Waxes and fluids; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions.
Mphosys energy

3882354  09/07/2018  
Bharatbhai Sankhat  
129 Near Airtel Tower Jafarabad -365540  
The Trade Marks Act ,1999  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
Vanchinathan  
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031  
Proposed to be Used  
Ahmedabad  
Industrial oils and greases, wax; Lubricants; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; Fuels and illuminants; Candles and wicks for lighting
3883355  09/07/2018
ZOOMLION HEAVY INDUSTRY SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
361 YINPEN ROAD (SOUTH), CHANGSHA, HUNAN PROVINCE, CHINA
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

GREASE FOR BELTS; INDUSTRIAL GREASE; LUBRICATING OIL; LUBRICANTS; MOTOR OIL; LUBRICATING GREASE; DIESEL OIL; MOTOR FUEL; MOISTENING OIL; LUBRICATING OIL FOR CARS.
CLEANMAX SOLAR

3884254  10/07/2018
CLEAN MAX ENVIRO ENERGY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
33, ASHOKA APARTMENTS, ROONGTA LANE, OFF NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI 400006, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH M BHAGNARI
BLOCK NO. A-168/335, NEAR GURU NANAK HIGH SCHOOL, KURLA-CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421004,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Used Since :01/09/2015

MUMBAI

Electrical energy; electrical energy from solar power; renewable energy, namely, solar energy.